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ABSTRACT
The Fairchild Hiller Corporation, Republic Aviation Division, performed a
seven-month study under Contract Number NAS9-11139 entitled "Space Station/Base
Food System Study" for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Manned
Spacecraft Center. The study was conducted so as to identify and define engineering
data for a spectrum of possible items and equipment comprising potential food systems
for use on manned spacecraft and assemble these data in a Final Report and Data Book.
This document is Book III of the Data Book. The Data Book, containing the
detailed technical data, supporting analysis, and selection rationale for each of the
concepts considered in the Final study, has been prepared in three books:
Book I - Element Concept Data Sheets
This book contains the detail engineering data sheets for all concepts
studied in the Final phase of the contract effort as well as those concept
sheets only carried through the Interim phase due to non-applicability or
deleted missions.
Book II - Supporting Technical Data
This book contains formulae, assumptions, calculations, and supporting
analyses for the element concept data sheets.
Book II - Study Selection Rationale Sheets
This book contains the supporting rationale sheets utilized in selection
and support of those concepts studied in the Final phase of the contract.
The results of the study have been compiled in the Final Report - Volumes I
and II, which contain the documentation and summary of the contract effort.
The program was performed under the technical direction of Mr. Dean Glenn,
Habitability Technology/Spacecraft Design Office of the Manned Spacecraft Center.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The study selection rationale sheets support the concept study/discard decisions
reached at the conclusion of the Interim phase of the contract effort. Each concept,
conceived to fulfill a specific function of the food system, was assessed in terms of
the eight critical factors depicted on the rationale sheet. When weighted and totaled,
the resulting selection factor was used as a guide in making the final decision. In
certain cases, engineering judgment was used to override a number and continue or
discard a concept in the Final study. The selection rationale should be utilized primarily
as a tool to assist the designer in assessing the overall validity of a concept and should
not be considered as the ultimate test for the worth of the concept.
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SECTION II
SELECTION RATIONALE
A. SYSTEM
Each concept conceived to satisfy the requirements of the primary functional
areas comprising a food system was evaluated during the Initial and Interim study
for possible detailed study in the Final phase of the contract effort. The concepts
were numbered in accordance with their functional area, and then analyzed utilizing
a quantitative evaluation and selection rationale. If the concept met the acceptance
criteria rating of 9.0 or better, it was selected for more detail study during the
Final phase, unless some overriding consideration dictated no further study.
B. FORM AND INSTRUCTION
Figure II-1 is a copy of the Concept Selection Rationale Sheet utilized and the
instructions for its use.
C. RATIONALE SHEETS
The selection rationale sheets are presented herein by functional area and provide
a complete listing of all researched and original concepts conceived during the course
of the study. No constraints were imposed on the study group personnel in developing
original concepts other than reasonable mechanical and physical feasibility. Each
concept is described in detail and a technical analysis rationale provided in Volume I
of the Final Report. The rationale for any overriding decisions is also explained in
the technical analysis. As an example, for Concept 1. 1.18 - Crewman Modification,
the selection factor was 10.2, which would indicate further study. In the technical
analysis rationale of Volume I - Final Report, a description of this concept indicates
the reasons for discarding it from further study. Finally, it should be noted that no
selection rationale sheets were prepared for Functional Subsystem Area 7.0 - Provide
For Recording of Food, due to the joint NASA/Contractor decision to study overall
requirements rather than specific equipment concepts. These requirements are
reviewed in detail in Final Report, Volume I, Section III, paragraph 7. 0.
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SELECTION RATIONALEConcept No.
Title Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
,* Chart use: If chart is used. put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
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Figure II-1. Concept Selection Rationale Sheet
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INSTRUCTIONS: CONCEPT SELECTION RATIONALE SHEET
A quantitative rationale was established in order to document the selection
for further study of the various concepts listed for each functional food category; i.e.,
provide, serve, consume food, etc. The rationale considers the following parameters,
all or part of which affect the stated concepts to some extent:
1) Gravitational Effect: This parameter is employed to consider the gravi-
tational effect on a particular concept for a range of station operability
between zero-g to one-g.
2) Crew Acceptability: This is a measure of the anticipated crew accept-
ability for a concept; the rating ranges from excellent, to good, fair,
poor, and not acceptable. As applicable, crew acceptability criteria
is considered for such elements as: sensory input (sight, smell, etc.);
familiarity; task complexity, meniality, or boredom; esthetics; and
confidence.
3) Safety: A measure of the condition (of the particular item or concept) of
being safe from causing hurt, injury, loss, or inactivity. The rating
ranges from excellent, to good, fair, and poor or hazardous.
4) Crew Size Applicability: A measure of the effect of crew size, ranging
to a station complement of 50 on the particular item or concept. This
parameter considers the effect based on quantity; a concept, for instance,
considered for a six-man station may be more (or less) effective than such
a concept for a fifty-man station.
5) Development Risk: This parameter considers the status of a particular
concept and ranges from what is available or current state-of-the-art,
to various magnitudes of effort required to fully develop the concept for
space station usage. Since concept complexity, development time, and
required development funding are closely related, the parameter has been
established from a consideration of one of these; namely, development
time. The time period from the present to the anticipated station avail-
ability of 1978, or a development period covering eight years, has been
used.
6) Operability: This parameter pertains to the product of two factors
related to the reliability and maintainability of the particular concept.
Reliability is scaled from a low to high ranking, and maintainability is
assumed to range from complex to simple maintenance task requirements.
7) Crew Time: A measure of crew time requirements for a particular
concept, ranging from maximum to minimum. The scale ranges from
minimal time requirements through low, medium, and high usage of
crew time to accomplish a functional task.
Figure II-1. Concept Selection Rationale (continued)
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8) System Compatibility: This parameter pertains to the product of three
prime systems considerations; namely, the weight, volume, and power
requirements for each concept under consideration. The effect of weight
is considered twice that of volume since the launch weight of the station
(and/or resupply weight) is considered to govern, rather than the volumetric
constraint of the station. Since power requirements are more closely
related to weight, than are volume requirements for the station, this sub-
parameter of the system compatibility factor has been assumed of 20%
greater importance than volume.
In order to normalize the eight parameters, the following multipliers (or effective
weights) have been established. The list, for example, shows that "System Compatibility"
is considered to have twice the impact on selection as "Crew Time".
Parameter Multiplier
1) Gravitational Effect 3
2) Crew Acceptability 3
3) Safety 2
4) Crew Size 1
5) Development Risk 3
6) Operability 1
7) Crew Time 2
8) System Compatibility 4
It is to be noted that although Safety may appear to be ranked too low, thus of not
sufficient emphasis, this parameter primarily reflects the relative ranking prior to the
final selection of a concept. Once a concept is selected for space station use it most
certainly must evolve to be as safe as possible; prior to that, however, the weighting
of safety must be considered in light of all other parameters. More development or
crew time, for instance, could readily turn a poor safety item into one exhibiting
excellent safety characteristics.
Graphs, presenting the particular criteria for each parameter, have been pro-
duced to establish a set of factors which are employed in the concept selection process.
The factors for each parameter range, in general, from zero to a value of eight. For
the two parameters in which products are used (Operability and System Compatibility),
the use of more readily scaled numbers produces maximum values slightly in excess
of eight. The summation of the product of all factors and their appropriate multipliers
gives an overall sum, which when divided by the number of parameters utilized in the
process, yields the "final selection factor". This factor is then compared to a pre-
selected value; a final selection factor below this value means that the concept is
discarded, a factor equal to or above the selected value implies that the concept has
been selected for further study.
The format for the concept selection rationale is shown in the attached figure.
It is to be noted that three basic types of graphs are employed; their use is clarified
in the following paragraphs, taking an example of each type:
Figure II-1. Concept Selection Rationale (continued)
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Example: Examine the concept of drinking liquid from a standard cup,
considering the effect of gravitational forces.
First, from an examination of the charts at point g = 0, it is determined
that the left hand graph is applicable since for a non-spinning station (zero-g) the
concept is low on the effectivity scale at that point. Secondly, mentally construct the
shape of a curve (see clotted line) which best represents the anticipated effectivity of
the concept as g-forces increase. Since the curve falls within area , a factor of
2 is recorded in the appropriate column of the chart.
c6 '/--xexellent
-Good
2~._~' ~ ~ .-~ Poor
o so o100
Crew Acceptability
Example: Examine the concept of drinking liquid from a standard cup,
considering the effect of crew acceptability.
The graph shows a linear relationship between crew acceptability and
rating factor, and gives the investigator a choice of two ways to obtain the factor. In
the first case, if one anticipates that 3 out of 6 crew members (50%0) could find the
concept acceptable (as opposed to unacceptable), then a factor of 4 is obtained. The
more standard way would be to consider how the average crew member would view the
concept, a ranking of "poor" would at its highest range also yield a factor of 4. The
poor rating for this concept is based on the fact that although a drinking cup is standard
for terrestrial use, it must be considered (1) in light of the overall station usage (which
is oriented primarily towards zero-g applicability), and (2) in comparison with other
recommended concepts for this task.
c. .3
C 2
Low High
Reliability
This graph shows a linear relationship between reliability and the rating
factor. Since this and other graphs of this type are employed where the product of two
or more chart factors are taken, discrete points are established between (in this case)
low and high ratings, in order to simplify the procedure. A low rating gives a factor
of either 0 or 1; a high rating 2 or 3; and an intermediate reliability rating of either
1 or 2.
Figure II-1. Concept Selection Rationale (concluded)
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SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
intl \ hi( h the ci lrve falls.
'* Chart use: If * h:t't is used. put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
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Concept No. /. /. 2
Title:
,cROeZ z /P/ogE ose SED
ELLLC I IUN KATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
> into hich the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
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SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column: if not used. put in 0. a
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Concept No. /. 1. 4
Title:
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SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls,
*- Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
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Concept No. /. /. '
Title 
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SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into whi( h the- curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
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Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section numberA IR D F6 11 V D R A 1 6 D into \ hi( h the curve falls,
·* Chart use: If (chart is used. put 1 in this column: if not used. put in 0.
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SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls,
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. |S
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Concept No. /. /. 8
Title:
FREEZE
~7 ~ SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into whirh the c¢urve falls.
** Chart use: If chart Is used. put I in this column; if not used put in 0.
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SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curne falls.
_ * Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
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Title:
DE YDRO FROZ.E
,*
FAIRCHILD HILL£R
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 1. I. 10
Title:
IR A DI A T E: 
_7 ~ SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into %which the curxe falls.
_ ** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
I 100, .'®" 100 0 Factor !
1 Gravitational 30 
0 g 0 3g
Factor O
Station G Station G
6 F71 Good 
2 Crew 3'd B
Acceptability o --
Factor 0 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
Excellent
3 Saf ety - 2 -- 14Good 
',-~ Fair 2
Factor Poor (hazardous) .
Safety
1009 100 
4 Crew Size 1 >
Acceptability 3 o
Factor o FaCrew Number Crew Number 
Available or current state-of-the-art
6 | So m e development required
Development o 4 Broad development required
5 Development 2 Major development required 3 .5 IS
Risk (1978) 8i 2 or not feasible I 
Factor Development Time,
, or Complexity
3 
2 x 2 
6 Operability I 1 11 6
Factor 0 o 
Iow High Com Sple
Rel iability X Maintainability t
. t-----Minimal amount of crew time
o 4 / Low
7 CrewTime HMedium 2 I io
Factor o rx . Mtn. I 
Max. Min.
Crew Time
32 1.8 1. 
8 System s . 4 l .
Compatibility 0 o o 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight [=i X Power WX Volume [I 
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR _(Mult x Factor)Numbr o harts UsedNumber oi Charts Used
Sum
75. 4 -L - ._ . . _.~~~~
7
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD o or STUDY E
( S 9) ] ort
16
S
i,C:<
S.--
0
PPa L)
Sum
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. I. l I I
Title:
AL GAE
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of culrve and use the corresponding section number
intn ,hi:'h the curve falls.
* Chart use: If chart is used. put 1 in this column: if not used. put in 0.
a
i
g'-
0 Factor
Gravitational 8 
Factor 3 1
0 i g o g
StationG Station G
fi_ 6 -- Excellent 
2 Crew F air
, Poor 3Acceptability Poor
Factor o 50 10oo0%
Crew Acceptability
8
b 6s| Exce! l Excellent
3 Safety - Good 2 O2I.F'.-j----t----p--- rFairFactor o Poor (hazardous) I
0 100%
Safety
m OOCX {L, lO z 100 
4 Crew Size 1 1 1
Acceptability A 4
Factor J 0Crew Number Crew Number
8
Available or current state-of-the-art
S 6 Some development required
5 Development 4 Broad development required5 Development 2 Major development required
Risk (1978) 6 4 2 or not feasible 
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3 
J
o 2
6 Operability 1 o °
Factor 0o o 
Low gh Cox ie
Reliability X Maintainability=
I
. . ----- Minlmal amount of crew time
4 ow
Crew Time M2 l 1 ZL 2 ---- ,.---High
Factor o') 1
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1.8 1.-
.2 1.2
8 System 1 x5 4x Z
Compatibility o o 
Factor High Iow High Low High Low 1
Weight = X Powerr X Volume I
_I
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
(Mult x Factor)
Number of Charts Used
1/r-
Sum
I
L-0e1
Sum
I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD [- or STUDY--
17
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No,. - . 1 2- 
Title:
LIvE Akll  VA L
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of crvme and use the corresponding section number
into which the Cilrve falls.
*- Chart use: If chart is used. put 1 in this column: if not used. put in 0.
Is
S
et
S
a
x
W-1 U
:D
r2 100{7r 1orer 0O Factor
1 Gravitational > 3 1.5 4 S
Factor ' ,3
J 0 Ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G
8
6 I- 6 -Fxce lent
0 Good I
2 Crew 3 7 212 ---- poor
Acceptability o 2
Factor o 5o 1oog
Crew Acceptability
8 I
SfiZ Excellent 
3 Safety > 2 2 | 4
Factor o 2SL I a Poor (hazardous)
Safety
5,iR~o~v7 100
4 Crew Size 1_o 2
Acceptability 1
Factor 0 PFacOr~~~ Crew Number Crew Number 
8 I
Available or current state-of-the-art
iSome development required
5 Development 4 Broad development required 35 Development 2 ~Major development required 3 (
Risk (1978) i6 42 b or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity 
3
6 Operability 1 3 1 3
Factor o 0
Heliability oX Maintainabilityh- t
6 - _mMinimal amount of crew time
3 4 Low
7 Crew Time dium 2 o 
Factor o i
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1.8 1.5
2 1.2 1.
8 System 1 I .G48
Compatibility 0 I
Factor High Low High Low High Low
.eight [L x Power= X Volume i
FI_ ~ I N(Mult : FacLtor)FINAL SELECTION FACTOR 5 | u ar
Number of Charts Used
-- ·3 ~--------- _..
. n Sum
8 a
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD 3 ,or( ~ 9l ]o
18
STUDY -1( > 9t I
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION OIVIS1ON
Concept No. . 1. 13
Title:
FORMULA
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used. put 1 in this column: if not used. put in 0.
I.
a I2 sa
s
i0
C--l
100%f. - 1 0  -- 7 100O  Factor 
1 Gravitational 8.g 3 o _
Factor 0 o
~i g °0 l g
Station G Station G
~~~~~~~~~8~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
-- ,--6-xcellent
2 Crew 4 Fair 3 _ 3
Acceptability o
Factor o so 100%
Crew Acceptability8 I
Excellent
3 Safety 4 Good 2 7 14-2 = -- -- FairFactor 0o -------- Poor (hazardous)
0 100%
Safety
4 Crew Size -7
Acceptability U 0
Factor Crew Number Crew Number -
6 Available or current state-of-the-art
~ 6
s 69 / Some development required
Development 4 MBroad development required4 De veo pe 2 -ajor development required 3 ( is
Risk (1978) f : or not feasible ±
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3 3
g 21,V"'I X 2
6 Operability 1 1 1 9 9
Factor o 0 o 1
eliabilit y X Maintainability -
8
6 - ---Minimal amount of crew time
4 I.ow
7 Crew Time 2 i 2 I8 h
Factor 0 h 
Max. Min.
Crew Time
*2 1.2 1.
8 System x 2 x 48i .. / d- li 4
Compatibility o o
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight ] X Power LI]X Volume1 I
r(1[ I (Mult x Factor)FINAL SELECTION FACTOR o.i = Number of Charts Used
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD r' or STUDY_
( C9) (>9) -
SumL7' SumIL7 1
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into %dhich the culrve falls,
** Chart use: Ii chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
2
0S
3
D
U
n 100% 100O Factor
1 Gravitational 3 2 .
Factor
Station G Station G I
8
3 Se 4Good 
2 Crew 3 Foo 2 Poor 3 [7 Z I
Acceptability 2 o I1Factor o so50 00%
Crew Acceptability
S6 AvailabExcellent
53 Safety N - Good 2 10 o
, 2 - 2 FairFactor n "- Poor (hazardous) p 1
0 ,100
Safety
4 Crew Size .
Acceptability
Factor L Crew Number Crew Number
6~Avallable or current state-of-the-art
S ~~So me development required
5 ~~~~ Development B 4 Broad development required
~~~~~~~~~~~5 Development ~~2 -Major development required 3 0 0
Risk (1978) or not feasible 1
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3 3
6 Operability o
Factor o0 0/ i
low High Com i
Reliability I X Maintainability 
8
6 L inimai amount of crew time
_._- -_MMedium 2 l 07 Crew Time o. 2 High 
Factor ) 
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 '8 , .5
8 System • .6 4 10
Compatibility o a 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight = X Power -IX Volume - I
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
(Mult x Factor)
Number of Charts Used
28 
L8 I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD 1 o r STUDY [-
( f 9) I '91
20
Sum
Sum
I
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. I 1. 15
Title L IV' P L A N T
( Pm -Tasy vpu r i T1C.)
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is ulsed, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
,i 1005 7 10 Factor
1 Gravitational 8 3 
Factor , 1
o (Ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G
8 
i 6 --- Excellent 
2 Crew1 F ir 317 21
Acceptability 2 Poor I
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
Excellent
3 Safety Good 2 3 62 Fair
Factor oj 1 Poor (hazardous)
0 100%
Safety
100% 100
4 Crew Size o >
Acceptability U J i
Factor Crew Number Crew Number
vailable or current state-of-the-art
9. 6 / * Some development required
5 Development N 24 8- Broad development required
~Development ~ 2 -~Major 2 development required 3 
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
21 2
6 Operability . 1 1 1 o
Factor o ~.Factor w High Com Siple
Reliability | | X Maintainability =Z
8
6 - -in imal amount of crew time
5 4· Low
Medium7 Crew Time 2 2 2 O O
Factor , - I
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1.8 1.5
.2 1.2 2.
8 System e ' i / .6 0/ 4 | <6 2.4
Compatibility o _x o j'j/ 1.
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight = X Power IjIX Volume 
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR (Mult x Factor)
= Number of Charts Used
F 3.- 3~-3 4. Sum3I .4- . Sum
IBt I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD [ or STUDY n-
( s 9) ( '.9)
21
x.14
X
=14
1.S
ru
0
FAIRCHILD HILL£R
OFEPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 1I I- I {
Title: L lV" iSI5A h mD
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the cuLre falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used. put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
0N
XI
.e 8
U
1 Gravitational >® X 3 !
Factor 8 l c
Station G Station G
8
0 6 _ x e Exedllent
2 Crew 3 I- Z Ir, 2 ~ PoorAcceptability °
Factor o 50 00oo%
Crew Acceptability
Excellent
3 Safety GFar 2 O O
Factor o loo% Poor (hazardous) I I
0 oo6%
Safety
100 100
4 Crew Size > b
Acceptability U _ 1
Factor 0Crew Number Crew Number
8
8 Available or current state-of-the-art
2 4 /1 1 :Some development required
5 Development 24 6 Broad development required5 2Development 2Major development required 3 0 0
Risk (1978) 4 2 or not feasible 
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
,3~ {~ ~ 3
6 Operability E 1 O o
Factor o o 
ow High Com ip le
Reliability l |X Maintainability 
h6  " -Minimal amount of crew time
C Medium 07 Crew Time H g-=i 2 0 O
Factor 0 - -H ih 1
Max. Min.
Crew Time
2 12 1.0
8 System 4 . 6 2
Compatibility ' o .
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight LI X Power [ X Volume --
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
(Mult x Factor)
E3.4] + Number oi Charts Used
Sum
I21.4- -1 SLIm
I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD [ or STUDY']
( " 9) ( 9 LJ
22
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FAIFCHILD HILLEFt
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. l. .1- SELECTION RATIONALE I
Title: |I "r TQ A V E N)O U S Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor. b b
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number * :
into , hic'i the c:urve falls, .
** Chart use: If chart is used. put 1 in this column: if not used. put In 0. 
I 100% 7 1009 0 Factor
1 Gravitational . 3 2 
Factor g 0 tg
Station G Station G
I
_b 6 _,__-E xcellent6 Good
2 Crew 4 rt3 I 0o
Acceptability Poor 
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
63'- Saft Excellent
3 Safety Good 2 I 0
Factor o 100% Poor (hazardous)
Safety
4 Crew Size 
Acceptability 
Factor A 12 25 S 0Crew Number Crew Number
8 I
vailable or current state-of-the-art
2 6 , Some development required
4 Broad development required5 Development 2 Broad development required 3 7 I
Risk (1978) or not feasible 7 Z
Factor Development Time, I
$, or Complexity
3 3
6 Operability 1j 1 4 .-4
Factor o o 1
ILow High Compex ple
Reliability X Maintainability= 
8
,^ 6 _F---Minimal amount of crew time
Is 4 Low
7 Crew Time 4 um 2 ium  
Factor 1
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1:8 1.5
8 System • .6 4 13.2 12
Compatibility 0 o
Factor High Low High Low High Low I
Weight [ i X Power - X Volume = T
(Mult x Factor) 5 . 8 Sum
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR [ = Number of Cbarts Used 
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD [ or STUDYF-
( 9) o ( ,
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
FIEPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. (l- I. L
Title:
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into w hich the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used. put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
S
a
LI -V-
N
mOO 10~0* OOtD O Factor -
1 Gravitational 3 o00 3 o o
Factor o
0 o Ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G
6 - - en Goodll t
2 Crew 4 r 3 1 O
Acceptability 2 1xPoor I
Factor o so 100%
Crew Acceptability
7_6 ---- Z Excellent
3 Safety Fair2 2 4
Factor 0Poor (hazardous)
Safety
4 Crew SizeGo
0 1 0 0 %Acceptability a )o1 0 0
Factor 0Crew Number Crew Number
~6 , ~Available or current state-of-the-art 
6 4 " ^ Some development required I
5 Development 2 -Major development required 3
Risk (1978) ; 6 4 2 or not feasible 1
Factor Development Time
$,S or Complexity 
6 operability . 1 
Factor o0 N0
6 --- medvinimal amount of crew time
Crew Time
3 1I8 1.-
2 1.2 dr
8 System o 4 91 3
Compatibility o
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight i X PowerWX Volume 
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR (Mult x Factor)FINAL SELECTION FACTOPR y.'D ) t =-Number of Charts Used
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD Z or STUDY[
( s 9) ] or 9
Sum
L o I
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
FEPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
lonclpti No . I. 1 9
Title: C DI ILE STRIKUC TURG
AJtD EOUIPPME dT
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of ellrve and use the corresponding section number
into , hij h ih(li Cul e falls.
** Chart use: If thari is uased. put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. S
I.9a
Cl
a
K
Is
1 oq QC*0 lOO%1 O Factor
1 Gravitational 8 g~ © (b 3 ooFactor O
w o Ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G
8
2 Crew 1 4, Fai
r2 Crela 3I0oor 0
Acceptability Poor 1Factor 50 100oo
Crew Acceptability
Excellent
3 Safety s ,ood 21 2FairFactor 0 I I Poor (hazardous) 1
0 100%
Safety
~~ac" ~ ~ .I
vi O- 100
4 Crew Size 1 7 7
Acceptability U 
Factor 6 1 2 25 o0 0DFactor Crew Number Crew Number
Available or current state-of-the-art
6 C /Some development required
Deveopm4 oBroad development required
5 Development ~, 2 _-Major development required 3 3 9
Risk (1978) 1 6 4 2 i or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3
6 Operability g 1 p 1 2 2.
Factor o wo i pe
Reliability X Maintainability 
4 .----- Minim al amount of crew time
s Low
Fa~~~..-.- 7 _ Medium47 Crew Time g2 7 14
Factor o 1
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1.8 1.5
*2 1.2 1'01
8 System ..62 I.
Compatibility 0 o o 0 d
Factor High Low High Low HiLgh Low
Weight =I ] X Power [ X Volume I r
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
Sum
Ij(;7.)/ (Mult x Factor)(9_____ - Number of Chbarts Used
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD E or STUDY 1
( 9) i '>9)
25
Sum
I
#*
aI
D
t;
L 7 1
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. l. 2-. I SELECTION RATIONALE
Title, COMPL-;E T IDIVIDUAL Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
MEAL P 6PAS..D FIOM * Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
PRILARY MEAL CC>PoAPCUiS into which the curve falls,M ** Chart use: If chart is uised. put I in this column; if not used. put in 0.
0 Factor100q
at
Cu
Crew Number Crew Number
-Available or current state-of-the-art
-Some development required
Broad development required
-Major development required
or not feasible
Reliability X Maintainability
6 ---- Minimal amount of crew time
. 4 _4 . _ Low
uo F_- -_.. Medium
--------- High
0
Max. Min.
Crew Time
r (Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR II Numiher of Charts Used 
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD L- or STUDY Ml
( '; 9) IJ 9) L
82.
7 
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FAIRfCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Conce.pt No. . 2. 2
Ti le 13'LK MJMEAL
pAC cAG IjlCj ASSEMiLCD
PiJ SPAC6 FQ.,I& PRIMAXY
CaM4 PolJGl :*r S 
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into whiP:h ihe curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used. put 1 in this column: if not used. put in O.
2
5---
u
S
10 ~ l*oo' 1 ~00 O0 Factor
1 Gravitational 8 3 0 oFactor o O
w 0 Ig 0 ig
Station G Station G 
8
6 -- xcellent
2 Crew C od 3 8 2
. 2 PoorAcceptability or
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
6 _Excellent
3 Safety 4 ood 2 5 02 - --- Fair
Factor o 0J I Poor (hazardous)
0 100%
Safety
4 Crew Size 1 
Acceptability 1
Factor w 0Factor ICrew Number Crew Number
Available or current state-of-the-art
t'. _;> .-- Some development required
4 Broad development required5 Development 2 Major development required 3
Risk (1978) ' 6 j or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
33 
O 2 7 x2
6 Operability / 1 1 1 4A 4
Factor o o
Reliability J X Maintainability 
8
"6 _-- -Iinim al amount of crew time
S 4 LLow
_.--Medium 2 11.7 Crew Time 2 High 2 Z
Factor o
Max. Min.
Crew Time
8 System 8 32
Compatibility 0o V/x 1 .o O '
Factor High Low High Low High Low ±
Weight I X Power IX Volume I- I I~~~~ 
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
I (Mult x Factor)
Number of Charts Used
/[~~e 
89. -
SuNm
I Sum
I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD n or STUDY 9( ';9) ' ,iL- -
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. I. Z. 3
Title COtPLETE T iDOI'VI DJL- 0-
M6ALS PagPAC 6D FR~o,
PP SI"CbY AO t SP oiostRYS
C&&t PDo erJ S
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into; hich the curvt, falls.
** Chart use' If *hart is used. put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
S
U
S
ta
SW
0
X1
;t:
2
100 100 ' O Factor
1 Gravitational t
Factor 0 ig
Station G Station G
8 
46 --- Excellent
2 Crew 2 3 F ai
. 2 poor 3 [Acceptability o0 l
Factor 50 100oo%
Crew Acceptability
---6 ",- Excellent
3 Safety T 2 = f aod I s a
Factor o - Poor (hazardous)
0 100%
Safety
aI I -a 100 10 0
4 Crew Size > 
Acceptability -1\
Factor 0 0 oCrew Number Crew Number
8 Available or current state-of-the-art
--Some development required
4 :LBroad development required5 Development 2 Major development required 3 |6 
Risk (1978) 6 4 2 or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
. 1 3
S 2 
6 Operability 1 1 4 4
Factor 0 0 1.F row H gh Comp Siple
Reliability [ X Maintainability 
fi . M -min imal amount of crew time
7 Crew Time , 2 [ 8
Factor o -----
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1;8 1.5
.2 1.2
8 System 1 41 3 2
Compatibility ~ o o ,
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight = X Power I]X Volume ] -
Sum
SELECTIONI - (Mult x Factor)
Fl NAL SEETINFACTOR ( = Numtbr of Charts Used 
-S
Sum
I71 -
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD 7 or"
(! ~9l 1o
STUDY 71
I > , 9
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept Xo. 1. 2. 4
Title._ EDIB LE PAC:KAi65'
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
a
I
0
I 100 10 O Factor
1 Gravitational 3 0 
Factor 0
o 8 Ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G
8
6 _xxcellent
2 Crew Fair
Acceptability Poor
Factor o 5o l00%
Crew Acceptability
I
6 6 _Z Excellent
3 Safety Good 2 L 2Facr 2; - FairFactor 01o -- ---- Poor (hazardous) 1
O 1 oo%
Safety
oo 100
4 Crew Size 
Acceptability
Factor Crew Number Crew Number -
8
6W~ fi | Available or current state-of-the-art
Some development required
5 Development 2 4 Broad development required5 Develop ment 2 Major development required 3 ,J
Risk (1978) 8-6 2 or not feasible 1
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3
6 Operability 1 1 2
Factor o o 1.
Reliability X Maintainability=
8
C -- -- Minimal amount of crew time
Factor .2 e i
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 - -8 1.-
*2 1.2 1
8 System jx j 4 I 3
Compatibility i 1
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight [ | X Power Z X Volume Z I
~~~~._---edu . J 7 1
(Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = Number of Chart Ued
Sum
~-----* I '--' Sum
IL 7
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD -] or STUDYLn
( . 9) 1 - 9)
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**
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIArTION DIVISION
Concept No. I.12. 5
Title: SoL BLE6
SELECTION RATIONALE
iA C AC LS Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
' Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
'* Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
@ 1O0--'-- 100 O Factor 
1 Gravitational 38 .
Factor O
w o Ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G
8
6 7 -- -xeient I
2 Crew 3 242 PoorAcceptability oor
Factor o so 100%
Crew Acceptability
,, ~6 = 4 ~Excellent
3 Safety 4 Good 2 3 
2~  Fair3Factor a Poor (hazardous) 21 
0 100% J
Safety
100 i 100, i _
4 Crew Size 1 7 7
Acceptability .
Factor 0 1 2 25w O 0 JFactor Zi 0Crew Number Crew Number 
Available or current state-of-the-art
B 6 - zr oSome development required
9 4 ZBroad development required
5 Development 2 Major development required 3 I 5 
Risk (1978) I or not feasible 
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3 21
2 X
6 Operability 114 
Factor o Io 
ow gh Compxie
Reliability X Maintainability
8
61 -'---Minimal amount of crew time
7 Crew Time i 2 -7 -r
Factor 
Max. Min.
Crew Time
.3
.2 1.2
8 System 1 J 8 I 1;8Oli ·1414 32.Compatibility o o 
Factor High Low High Iow High Low
Weight = X Power IX Volume 
Suin
._ '~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(Mult x Factor) --|O -
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR Number of Chart Used 
Sum
I -
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD D or STUDY-]
( -; 9i I 91
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Is
=4
2
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC 4VIATION DIVISION
Concept No. I. 2. 6
Title: NLO PA C K A 
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0. I 2
**
WM 100 - - 100 O Factor
1 Gravitational 3 o o
Factor u 0 o
0 O Ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G
xcellent
0doo
2 Crew Fair 3 1 0 
Acceptability oor
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
e 6 -- Excellent
3 Saf ety 4 Good 2 
F 2 . - Fair
Factor o0 - Poor (hazardous)
Safety
100 100
4 Crew Size 1 8 8
Acceptability 
Factor 1 0 Crew Number Crew Number
8
Available or current state-of-the-art
S 6 , oSome development required
~~~~~Development $ 4 Broad development required5 Development (9 2 -M a jor development required 3 i4 1
Risk (1978) J6-4 2 or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
o, or Complexity
~~~~~3 3
6 Operability 1 1 .1 1 2 2
Factor 0o low Ilgh pie
Rellability X Maintainability 
6 Minimal amount of crew time
7 Crew Time 2 Medm 2 H h
Factor 0 
Max , Min.
Crew Time
3 1.8 1.5
,,,2 1.2 1/
8 System 1 1 iZi .6L 4 S 32.
Compatibility o, o
Factor High Low High Low High Low 
Weight =i1 X Power IX Volume 
I (Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR (IO) = Number of Charts Uaed
Sum
170 · '], . _~~~~~~~~~ SumIL7 
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD E or STUDY --
( ' 91 [ I
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FAIRCHILD DHILLER
REPUBLIC AVIArION OIVIS10N
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If *'hart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
S.
=a
r4
0
B
I.S
a
I..
0
X
U
'q 100% * 100% O Factor 
1 Gravitational 3 8
Factor 
Station G Station G
8
6 --- - Excellent 
2 Crew F 3 7 21 I2 PoorAcceptability J i.
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
" 6 - - Excellent
Safety 1
100% 1 0~0 --
4 Crew Sizeo 16
Acceptabilityair 
Factor izt 0Crew Number Crew Number
Available or current state-of-the-art
s e development required
5 Development 2 Major development required 3 I 3 9
Risk (1978) 1 6 2 > or not feasible
S ~2 JX 2 7
6 Operability i 1 1 6
Factor (hazardous)
Reliabilife ty X Maintainability
Fa6 -sinimal amount of crew time
3 18 1.5
8 System j1 j .6 Z .5x6 41  8 1
Compatibility 0 o
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight X Power X Volume quired 
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
(Mult x Factor)
Number of Charts Used
Sum
102- '
~~~1ZL~~~~~~~~
-S
Sum
I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD [- or STUDYj[o
(I 9) (' 9)L
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 1. 2. a
Title; Co aVEIJTtoJAL PAC.IKAA
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
, 10- - 1000
1 Gravitational 3 
Factor 0 o
w 0 Ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G 
8
0 Good
2 Crew 4 Fair 3 1 21
Acceptability 2 Poor
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability 
Se 6 'g .Excellent
3 Safety 4  Good 2 |7
t 2 . -- Fair 2 I 1Factor 0 --------- Poor (hazardous) 
Safety _
4 Crew Size >
Acceptability D o 0 
Factor {, 050Crew Number Crew Number
8g a
Available or current state-of-the-art
6,I f, _ m, Some development required
4 Broad development required5 Development a 2 ^ -Major development required 3 8
Risk (1978) l42 or not feasible 
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
6 Operability , 1 1 1 G
Factor 0 0 1
ow gh Comp pe
Reliability X Maintainability 1
8
6 ..----- inimal amount of crew time
4S , IDWI7_ M_--M edium7 Crew Time 26 eiu 2 1 4
Factor o
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1-8 1.1-
2 1.2 1.
8 System 4 .
Compatibility 4o o
Factor High Low High Low High Low 
Weight = X Power Ix Volume [ I -
I (Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR Number of Car UsedNumber of Charts Used '
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD or STUDY ( s 9) ( > 9) L
Sum
I
L 6 I
Sum
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FAIRCHILD HILLElR
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 1. 2. 9
Title: STORAC.E S5ERVlCE
PA C . A Co E
_7 ~ SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls,
** Chart use: If chart is used. put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
kC
a
o Factor00% 100  Factor
1 Gravitational 3 0.
Factor 
w 0 Ig Ig0
Station G Station G
8
6 -- Excllent 
2 Crew Fair 3 7 1
r 2 PoorAcceptability 1
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
Fatr6 Excellent
3 Safety 4 Good 2 I7 i
Factor 0 _ Poor (hazardous)
O 100%
Safety
a[ 1009r m _ 100'l
4 Crew Size 
Acceptability ; 
Factor _ o 1Factor Crew Number Crew Number [
[
I6 . LAvailable or current state-of-the-art
o Some development required
5 Development f 2 4 B ro ad development required I 
Risk (1978) 64 2 or not feasible 
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3
6 Operability 1 1 1 6
Factor o 0
1w W iltygh Complex Simple
Reliability X Maintainability 
8 
4 Low
7 Crew Time 2 Medium 2 14
Factor o I1
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1.8 1.
8 System 4' |6
Compatibility " / x .
Factor High Low High Low High Low 1
Weight [=I X Powerll]X Volume [I 
_I
I'(Mult I Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR 103 Number of Charts Used
-- rlzl 2 2 |Sum
Sum
7L1
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD - or STUDY--
( S9) ( > 91 ,,]
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. I. 2. 10
Title: C A SSEROLES
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
O
0
X4
X IO0q 71 * 100' O Factor
1 Gravitational 3 3 o oFactor o
CrewIg O Ig Z
Station G Station G
-
6~ . ___Z ,Excellent
3 Safety air 3 71 r2 1
actoa Poor
Acceptability 1
Factor o so 1oo%
Crew Acceptability
S6ve m Saom develpment required
$, Poor (homplexitazardous) 
S6 Operabilfety 1
4 Crew Size
Fooo //1 i©Acceptability
. E 6 inimal amount of crew time
Factor o j ° °Crew Number Crew Number
8
8System Aalable or current state-of-the-artx iT
9'me development required
4 Broad development required5 Development ~ 2 'Ma~o development required 3
Risk (1978) o4 2 ( r not feasible
Factor Development Time,
C t or Complexity
3 
6 0 perability 1 G
Factor oih LAw Hi gh C Low High Low iple
8
6 ------ Minima l a ount of cre  ti e
4 Low
7 Crew Time 2 -Medium 2 [7 'g-
Factor o - i
Max. Min.
Crew Time
8 System 1 .6 .5 4 . .
Compatibility o o
Factor lb{gh Low High Low High Low
Weight = X Power ='X Volume ]
I (Muit x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR (Mult x Factor)
=· Number of Charts ITeed '
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD ] or STUDYWL1
( S 9) I > 9) L.
- -7 2.Sum {Z 
l 7 _
35
Sum
Ij
FUNCTIONAL SUBSYSTEM AREA 2.0 0
PROVIDE FOR STORAGE OF FOOD
° Wow
Po3
FAIRCHILD HILLEl
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVI8ON
Concept No. 2.. . 1
Title COLtO COL
FPReEZ E Q-
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put In 0.
) Factor
Safety
Crew Number
-Available or current state-of-the-art
-Some development required
Broad development required
-Major development required
or not feasible
Reliability L. X Maintainability. I
8
S 68 i n - inimal amount of crew time
S 4 L.&L.-'--Low
0 IM e_.. .Me dium
2 High
Max. Min.
Crew Time
(Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR Number of Charts Ued
~- Number of Charts Used
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD FW or STUDY 1
( g 9) ( 9) _J
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FAIMCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 2. I.- 
Title I4 EA T S1 
F- R1f 6 7-6R2
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use correeponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column: if not used. put in 0.
I
0.
a
: I
-q 
3 
SoII 02a
S
x
X
100, 10 O Factor 
1 Gravitational o3 
Factor 
Station G Station G
8
b 6 ~fxc _ xl ellent
2 Crew 2 3 3 92 .oor 31Acceptability 0
Factor o so 100%
Crew Acceptability
3 Sa6 t Excellent
3 Safety s4 =F tr21o |o
Factor o o Poor (hazardous) [ 
Safety
4 Crew Size I D ill 1
Acceptability 2.!
Factor 12 25 5o 50 _Factor Crew Number Crew Number
8
68 _fAvailable or current state-of-the-art
S 4 7 r fSome development required
4 Broad development required5 Development 2 -Major development required 3 6 
Risk (1978) o 6 4 2 r not feasible ±
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3 3
6 Operability 1 1 1 0 0
Factor o pl
low gh Compe pimle
Reliability X Maintainability 
8
6 _" '"-Minimal amount of crew time
7__---..~-Medium 27 Crew Time 22 7 1
Factor o H 1
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1 8 1.5
8 System 2/ x ./4 ,
Compatibility i ow  
Factor High Low High Low High Low [ I
Weight X Power 'X Volume J 
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR | (M lt x Factor)
: Number of Charts Used
_______ Sum
_ . .; ·
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD [] or STUDY[ r
( a 9) (' ,9) J
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FAIIRCHILD MILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 2, /, 3
Title CRYOGE TIC E, PANSItoJ
F RZEELE.lOf
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
10010%* O Factor
I Gravitational 8 . I \
Factor j , 
X o Ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G
8
6 ---Excellent4 Good
2 Crew 4 2 Fair2 zl /I~ T~CI poorAcceptability 0
Factor o 50 00o%
Crew Acceptability
8
6 l ~Z7 .. Excellent
3 Safety_4- - Good3 Safetyi .------ Fair
Factor X Poor (hazardous)
loo0%
Safety
A 100 100
4 Crew Size 8 
Acceptability UC
Factor Cw m C uCrew Number Crew Number
5 Development
Risk
Factor
6 Operability
Factor
7 Crew Time
Factor
8
6 6 Available or current state-of-the -art
6 e Some development required
4 Broad development required
X 2 ' _Ma jor development required
(1978) i 6 4 2 or not feasible
De
3
Reliability I j I X Maintainability L1 
8
8-6 _ - .-Minimal amount of crew time
S 4 Low
4 -- Medium
g2~~- 2 -- High
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 18 1.
2 X 1.2 X 1.0
1 . .5
High Low High Low High Low
Weight = X Power I5 X Volume .
' (Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR Number of Cbarts Used
Sum
sum
7. 
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD ' or STUDYE 
( S 9) L( ,9 (9)L
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIArION DIVISION
Concept No. 2. I. 4, I SELECTION RATIONALE
Title. VJAr S UelLtMA'T.O Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
F . Ez. . into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
>
x
;t
it100 I7 100% O Factor
1 Gravitational 3 3 ,14- 1Factor s 
tg 0 Ig '
Station G Station G ]
8
6 E-xcellent3 6ft Q t _ Good
2 Crew 4 Fair 317 21
Factor l / _ o PoorAcceptability o
Factor o so loo100%.
Crew Acceptability
6 o E dzxcellent
Good3 Safety(98 2o 14
~~~Factor De4~~~ -n TFair 2 -
Acceptability x
Factor (hazardous) 
6 dinvlpmiet required
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Ti me 
3 I-; 1
0 12 02 l
Acceptability I 
Factor gh Co H 
~~~Factor Crew Numbxer Crew Number
- Somn adev lopment required
D e v e lopment ~ 2 '-- Mdevelopment required 3 i rn 2
7isk (1978) I 6 4 2 { or not feasible
CrDevelopment Time
o
~
2
COperatibility 0 x 2 
Factor High w High Low High Low
WeFactoight X Power EX VolumeL
Wsi~~~~M I e ]x p····I I~~~~~~~~~~e Ixll~~~~l~~m· I I I~~~~
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
N (Mult x Fnctor)
Number of Charts Used
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD F[ ,r STUDYL-']
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82.4-
1 -7 I '
Sum I
J. Sum
1J
,,
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISiON
Concept No. 2. . 5
Title Vp PocQ CEi ER95.5oJI
FgRE2 E -'P
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used. put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
X
p..
**
I _
1 Gravitational 3 z 6
Factor v 1
0 o Ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G
Factor o 50 0o%0
Factor 6 ~ -- Excellent
3 Safety G = > ai 2 |6 12
Factor Poor (hazardous) 0 100%
Safety
Acceptability u I
100 100°°®
~4 Crew Size 00 >1 4 
Factor c 4 s , \Factor Crew Number Crew Number
Available or current state-of-the-art
e6 voSome development required
4 road development required
5 Development rN 2 ajor development required 3 |4 l-
Risk (1978) i 6 4 2 or not feasible 
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3 3
6 Operability 1 1 1Z 
Factor o o Factor w Complex Siple
Reliability --E X Maintainability -
8
6 /. -_-Minimal amount of crew time
4 Low
Medium 2 0 0
7 Crew Time 2 i 4 High
Factor I: [m
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1.8 1.5
8 System 4 6 6 2.4
Compatibility o o 1
Factor High , Low High Low, High Low [
Weight =-Z X Power J.:X Volume r '
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR 8.4 Number of Charts Usedor)
Sum
I Sum
I1L7 I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD [ or STUDYE 
( 9) ( >9)
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept Xo. 2.. 1. (,
Title SPACE RADIAOlro.
FR E6-F LEt
1 Gravitational
Factor
3 Safety
Factor
4 Crew Size
Acceptability
Factor
5 Development
Risk
Factor
6 Operability
Factor
7 Crew Time
Factor
8 System
Co mpatibi-l ity
Factor
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate cure representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shalp of curve and use the corresponding section number
into wKlhi-h the cunre falls.
** Chart use: if t hart is used. put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
I, 1, I ~ Excellent
4__ _- Good
2 _ Fair
( _ Poor (hazardous)
0 100%
Safety
8.Available or current state-of-the-art
fi6 1 ,.-Some development required
4 -, Broad development required
2 -_Ma jor development required
;i 6 4 2 _1 or not feasible
Heliabilityl X Maintainability
8
6 .--.- Minimal amount of crew time
4 Low
4- . ~ Medium
2 t - High
I)
Max. Min.
Crew Time
2 X 1.2
U1 .6
S 0 V
High Low High Iov
Weight | ] X Power [
(Mult x Factor)
|..~ ° | Number of Charts Used
a
z
BZ S
S
ad
r
X
-i,
S9
t
iD
Sum 
76co. 2 I Sum
' _ _ I I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD f-- nr STUDY L
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 2. I. '1
Title T Ei- .MoL/C TQI I C
FR 7Ez er2
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put I in this column; if not used. put in 0.
S
I i
I rz
S
o
N
It
9i
X1
t0
210 0 7 109oo 0 Factor 
1 Gravitational 8 .4 12
Factor I 
Station G Station G
8 -
C 6 --- Excellent
2 Crew 4 Fair 3 [ 21
Acceptability 2 Poor
Factor o 50 100o%
Crew Acceptability
6 ----- Excellent
3 Safety 2 8 12 r Fair
Factor 0 [ 'L + - Poor (hazardous) 
0 100%
Safety
4 Crew Size 1
X100 100 -0'
Acceptability
Factor I 12 1Crew Number Crew Number
68 ~ ~Available or current state-of-the-art
sB 6 i ~~ o Some development required
5 M ajg 4 -r Broad development required 5 Development 2ajor development required 3 6 
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3 3
2 X 2
6 Operability , 1 1 1 4 4
Factor 0 oLow High Cornplex Siple
Reliability 2- |] X Maintainability -
Ai - -Minimal amount of crew time
w Low 2100
7 Crew Time 2 High2 o o
Factor 0 i
Max. Min.
Crew Time
2 1.2 1.
8 System 2. 4 1 2..
Compatibility o 0
Factor High Low High Low High LowWeight [ 1 X Power E3X Volume Ii -
' (Mult x Factor)F INAL SELECTI ON FACTOR La. 6 Number of Charts Used - -74.4 -
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD r or STUDYr ( 91 ( 9)
42
Sum
Sum
I
.*
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 2. I. 8
Title ' t AR D - Co M PI *SSOR
A,9L Cy.LrE FE 'LE .
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. Su2a
4a
q
Sa9
X
i,-Si0H
2
C-)
*j lO~q 100' 0 Factor - _
1 Gravitational 3 
Factor Ua
Station G Station G
8
-6_ 7 -Excellent
0 J Good
2 Crew Fair 317 
Acceptability Poor 
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
8 T
6 6 a et Excellent
3 Safety Good 2 7 14-2i i--- p------ odFair
Factor 1 -- Poor (hazardous)
o 100%
Safety
4 Crew Size 1 2
Acceptability u 
Factor 612 2 50 50 
Crew Number Crew Number
8 Available or current state-of-the-art
-Some development required
4 Broad development required
5 Development 2 BMajor development required 3 4 12
Risk (1978) 64 2 _ or not feasible
Factor Development Time, [ 
$, or Complexity
3 I / 3
6 Operability 1 1 2 2
6 -',Minimal amount of crew time
S 4 Low
7 Crew Time Medium 2 _i 14
Factor opi e
Max. Min. 1
Crew Time
c2 1.2 1.
8 System 1 6 Z 
Compatibility o-- o Miiniity 
Factor High Low High Low High Low 
Weight = X Power .E X Volume L I 4
Fac~~~~~~to T 
I (Mull x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR I.4 Number of Charts Usedor)
{~--~
Sum
91.4- 
18
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD D or STU>D9Y
( 91 ( > 9
43
Sum
I
..
FAIWRCHILD HILLRR
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 2. 2. .
Title SOLDo CO .
REFRi aER T :Q
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
i
't~100%~ 100%*~ O Factor 
100 100 I
1 Gravitational 3 4 
Factor
0 go 0 o jg .1
Station G Station G
~~~. ---6 / xcellent
2 Crew 4 Fair 3"3 9
Acceptability oor
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability 
~ 6 ~ '. - . Excellent
3 Safety 4 2- Go-Dair 2 o o
Factor 0 t~tt~---Poor (bazardous) 
Safety
100 - ---o 100
4 Crew Size 1
Acceptability a2
Factor ICrew Number Crew Number 
Available or current state-of-the-art0 Some development required -S
D evelopment 4 road development required5D e velopment 2 ajor development required 3 1 6 is
Risk (1978) or not feasible 
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity 
6 Operability I l1 i C 2 
Factor o l 0 
Reliability
6 --.- -n-inimal amount of crew time
7 Crew Time s 4Medium 2 
Factor C N meCwub
Max. Min. 
Crew Time
3 D1 o d 
8 System i o r t II-si bl.
Compatibility 0o o 1
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight [ X Power ig X Volume [ il 
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
(Mult x Factor)
= Number of Charts Used
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD fg or STUDY 2
( S 9 (9>9)
44
Sum
I
_ 55-.
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FAIRCHILD HILILER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 2. 2. 2
Titl- HE.A-r I5tw.
RE FC zE: R e TADa
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into, whic h the curve falls.
-** Chart use: If chart is used. put I in this column: if not used. put in 0.
1 1000c O0 Factor
1 Gravitational 3 .4 
Factor a
0 o Ig 0 Ig l
Station G Station G
8
j 6- xee l1ent i
2 Crew 4 Fair3 ,2 ·ulrr~v Pot. 3 rSAcceptabi lityr 
Factor o so l100a I 1
Crew Acceptability
3 Safety 4 F 2 5oodFa2 Fair
Factor IC Poor (hazardous)
Safety T
1a 100 
4 Crew Size 1 .
Acceptability u a
Factor Z^ Crew Number Crew Number [ 
_-Available or current state-of-the-art
oS e development required
~~~~~~~Development 2 Broad development required
2 Major development required 3 
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time, 
$, or Complexity
~~~~~~3 3
6 Operability I 2 1 1 o o
Factor o o
Reliability LI X Maintainability I
6 _--, -Mi nimal amount of crew time
S 4 --- --- ow
7 Crew Time M i2 i 24
2-c-Z - Hi---- ghHigh
Factor I) 
Max. Min. 
Crew Time
3 1 ~8 1.5
*2 1.2 / 1.
8 System s x x
Compatibility L 4 0 (
Factor High Low High Low High Low 
Weight L X Power EC X Volume [ 
FN SETI (Mult x Factor)FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = aCrNumber of Charts Used
Sum
_ {~. .; _ SumI1
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD -' or STUDYoyr
( !: 9) (-,9) I J
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FAIRCIILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 2. 2 3
TitleCRYOaGELWlC CEPAMSIIoJ
REF 1 E RATro :12,.
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. I 1*
- I~.-*i I0 Factor
2 100 - 100q :---.ior [
1 Gravitational 8 3 
Factor \
S o g o Ig 1
Station G Station G t
8
. 6 _~xcellent
a Good
2 Crew 4 Fair 3 1 21
2 PoorAcceptability Poor
Factor o 50 100 I 10
Crew Acceptability 
b 6 , Z Excellent
3 Safety Good2 2 Z
~ 2 - ~ FairFactor 0 2 Poor (hazardous)
0 100%
Safety
1i lOw 100o 
4 Crew Size g | 2 21
Acceptability I
Factor I1 2 Crew Number Crew Number
6~~~ 6 Available or current state-of-the-art
SSome development required
~~~~Development B~4 Broad development required5 Development . 2 Major development required 3 J Z
Risk (1978) 6 or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I
$, or Complexity
~~~~~~3 3
2 X 2
6 Operability 11 1 I 
Factor o o1ow I gh Comp lex S mple
Reliability X Maintainability I
8
S 6 _4 --Minimal amount of crew time
4 Lo.. w
F7 actor o 1 ..----,-Medium 2 0 O7 Crew Time z 2 - High
Factor 0o L 
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1.8 15
8 System 1 4 1.9 3/.
Compatibility ~ o o
Factor High ow High Low High Low i
Weight i X Power l.- X Volume F 
_*I
Sum 
Sum[ (MuUt x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = Number of Charts Used: Number of Charts Used
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD or STUDYF-
( ! 9) ([ 9r
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L7 ,
FAIRCHILD 'LLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVIsI0N
Concept No. '2. 2 4 SELECTION RATIONALE
Title WATfR SUI'LIA-rIOIJ Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
[ReF _%:. RA"-T 0 P_ into which the curve falls.
. .** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
I.0
U
I-
0a
X
j
o
o
~ay loo 100 ) 7 c O Factor
1 Gravitational 8..' 314 /.
Factor 0
liO Ig o - Ig
Station G Station G
8 
4 f _~ Good
2 Crew lent 3 ai
Acceptabil ity r 
Factor o 50 100% 2
Crew Acceptability
'"-6-- Excellent
3 Safety FaGoodr 2 14
Factor ~' 0 c 00 Poor (hazardous)
Safety
100 oo A
4 Crew Size 7 7
Acceptability 2.
Factor {Crew Number Crew Number
8
8 Available or current state-of-the-art
'SSome development required
5 Development 24 Broad development required 5 Development ~ 2 Major development required 3 4 
Risk (1978) ^6-4 2 - or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3
2 x 32
6 Operability 1 1 1 2 Z
Factor o 0
low High Com plex Sl
Reliabil ty X Maintainability 1
S - -Minimal amount of crew time
4 L owFa7 Crew Tim  2 1 Fe__--Medium 2 0 0
~t7 Crew Time A 2 - - High
Factor 
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1
8 System S /x 1 j 4 44'4
Compatibility 1. 1
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight [ 2 x Power .X Volume F T 1
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR j(Muilt x actor)Number of Charts Used
Sum2. 4 
, I 
--
Sum
I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD - or STUDY j-1( !; 9) ( > 9l>
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FAIWRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIArTON DIVISION
Concept No. 2.2. 6
Title VAP&R COMPREteSSOU
'
rr-- F RI % G WC4A Tr o 
IJ
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. I
**
.C 1 oSlo 0 Factor
1 Gravitational 3 2 6g~( 0 3 2z 6Factor , 
Station G Station G
8
Good
2 Crew 4 . Fair 3 7 2
Acceptability Poor 
Factor o 50 100% 
Crew Acceptability
8 I
k 6 _ Z1 0 . Excellent
3 Safety i 4 Good 2 6 12.
F. 2 . FairFactor 0 2 z C -Poor (hazardous)
0 100% I
Safety
4 Crew Size I
Acceptability 1 + 4
Factor Crew Number Crew Number
Available or current state-of-the-art
r 6 - Some development required
4 Broad development required5 Development 2 ajor development required 3 1 4 iz
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I
$, or Complexity
3 
6 Operability 1 27 2
Factor 0 Iow H gh Comp ex ple 
.Reliability - X Maintainability [
S _.---M inimal amount of crew time
a 4 Law 2w
7 Crew Time edium 2 
Factor 0 i
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1;8 1.5
*2 x 1.2 X 1.
8 System 1 . 2.4
Compatibility 0 /
Factor High Low High Low High Low 
Weight = X Power lF2X Volume 7 
Sum
II 1 I L(Mult x Factor) 59 4
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = Number of Chats Used 7
: Number of Charts Used' { 7 I 
Sum
I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD or. STUDYI -
( s 9) ( 9)
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I
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIArION DIVIS10N
Concept No. 2.. 2. 6
Title SPACE RAOIATOc
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
S..
a
g
0
0
0
W
b
05
0
Xt 0
l0" 100 O Factor
1 Gravitational 3 
Factor
8 
f 4 Good
2 Crew Fair 3 2
Poor 3 2 Acceptability 
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
b ~~~6 _ Z Excellent
3 Safety ir 21 6 
Factor 0 o A j z1 Poor (hazardous)
Safety 1%
4 Crew Size -7
l
Acceptability .1
Factor 0 o 1 Crew Number Crew Number
8 Available or current state-of-the-art
b 6 8S~~ome development required
5Development 4 2o development required5 P~ 2 ajor development required 3
Risk (1978) 6 _j or not feasible
Factor Development Time, 
$ or Complexity
3 , 3
2 x6 Operability 1 1 2 Z
Factor o o
Crew N umegh Come m e
Reliability o X Maintainability -ar
.6 8- 7M inim al amount of crew time
4 lt .ir _eLow
7 Crew Time Mreliuim 2 o o
Factor l, [
Max. Min.
Crew Time
8 System 1 j 2< L 4 Ii1s ii
Compatibility 0 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight /I X Power I1X Volume m I
_[
I (Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR 1O. = Number of harts Used 
/D.-8
r sz·2 1-------S Sum
76.Z - I
L I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD D or STUDY[
( '. 9) ( , 9)
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Sum
I
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIArION DIVISION
Concept No. 2. 2. *7
Title TI R tOe L EC.TR I C
V1 :R I C-e RA-rO Q.
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
I.
4)
a I
**
2 ~1009~ 1 ) 7 ~ 0100||O Factor 
1 Gravitational 8 314
Factor
w 0 Ig 0 l g ig
Station G Station G I _
8
2 Crw- eExce ll nt I
_ Good
2 Crew F F a i r 3 1 2 I
Acceptability 2 Po r
Factor 0 50 100% I 
Crew Acceptability
8
Safety 6 Z , ~ Excellent
3 Safety G ood 2 '
Fac.or r, ~ FairFactor : ~ Poor (hazardous)
0 100%
Safety
210o 9, 1o0 _
4 Crew Size I 
Acceptability r. 
Factor A I 0Crew Number Crew Number
8
Available or current state-of-the-art
6-Some development required5 Development M 4 Broad development required
De 2eMajor development required 3 ( 
Risk (1978) ; 6 4 _ or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3
t 2 2
6 Operability 1 1 4-
Factor o m
Reliability n X Maintainability 
8
6 "-"intmal amount of crew time
Medium 2007 Crew Time 2 '-- -.. High
Factor 
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1:8 1.
8 System 1 .6 LZ 4 1 2 4Compatibility /x ox o
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight i I X Power [- X Volume m I
_I
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR I (Mult x Factor)* Number of Charts Used
7 4.4 ,Sum. Sum
I
-7 3
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD nFl or STUDY 'I(;9) ( >9) 
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FAIRCHIILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 'L. 2. 8
Title TvjR ro- Co.PR&SS,5I.
Aia CJctLe REFrRClRAT-ra
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls,
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
8 1009 0O~t(D  Factor -
1 Gravitational > |3 2.l 
Factor
0 lgg
Station G Station G
j e 6 1 __---Excellent
0 Good
2 Crew a Fair 317 1
Acceptability 2 _ Poor
Factor 0 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
6e ~ Excellent
j - ------ o o ood3 Safety Fair 2 7 14*
Factor 0 100 % - Poor (hazardous)
Safety I1 
a 100 w 100 _ -
4 Crew Size 1 7 
Acceptability ,
Factor 0Crew Number Crew Number I 
vailable or current state-of-the-art
6 /Some development required
5 Development $ 24 Broad development required
5 2 Major development required 3 4- i.
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
~ 3 / XC 3lplex Atm3
6 Operability 1 1 2 Z
Factor o 0
Low H Ch Co e ple
Reliability [ X Maintainability [1 
8
""6 ' "Mi nimal amount of crew time
7 Crew Time diu m 2 7 14-g 2 High
Factor 0 i
Max. Min. 
Crew Time
8 System .6
Compatibility : o , o; '
Factor High Low High Low High Low 
Weight = X PowerW=IX Volume I IFINAL~~~~~ SEETOATR Ml atr
FN LCTION FCR Number of Charts Used
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD -] or STUDYW [
m( s 9) ( > 9)
6un T-Sum
Ir 
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F.
0
a)
i
X4
4
iH
a-)
W
t
c;
,,
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 2. '3. 1 SELECTION RATIONALE
AM T' i i.-tlr r 0MAE *Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.Title A *E r 4 5TO A: * Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
R lc t D - Co 4CePPT- into which the curve falls.
* Chart use: If chart is used, put I in this column; if not used, put in 0.
b
B5
b.
i..
r
o100 c O Factor
! Gravitational ' 3 1 2°1
Factor c
Station G Station G
6 ---ExcellentGood
2 Crew 4 Fair 3 
Acceptability 
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
Saey6 t, -"".--Excellent
3 Saf ety Good 2 i 12 - FairFactor o 100% Poor (hazardous)
0 oo100%
Safety I -
m
m 10091
4 Crew Size 1 M 
Acceptability 
Factor {Crew Number Crew Number I
8 _,..-Available or current state-of-the-art
6 ~--'Some development required
~~~~~Development B 4 -Broad development required5 Development 2 ' 4-Major development required 3 - 2, I
Risk (1978) I 6 4 2 or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I
$, or Complexity
~~~~~~3 3
2 2
6 Operability 1 mp me
Factor o x[Aow gh Co S ple
Reliability X Maintainability - -
6 M... . inimal amount of crew time
6 4 Lo ow
._-Medium 147 Crew Time 2 edium 2 1 High
Factor oMax. Min.
Crew Time 
3 1.8 1.5
x2 1.2 1.
8 System 4 1 3. 4.
Compatibility 0 0
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight [ X Power -j ]X Volume I I 17
l (Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR Number of Charts Used
1i5s 4 · ' Sum
L s I 
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD o or STUDYW
( ; 9) ( , 9)
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i
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 2. 3.2 . SELECTION RATIONALE
Title A t3 LIe i T STCO ACPE Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
FLEl eLe C _ _C: CaPT into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
ID
0.
u
S
o
XW
x
rS;
,t, 1OO%1-40 ----9 100 0O Factor i
1 Gravitational 3 11 21
Factor C) 
oStti g o Ig _
Station G Station G
8
2 Crew Fair 3 z
Acceptability P
Factor o 50 1oo00%
Crew Acceptability
b"__ 6 ZExcellent
3 Safety i rGood 2 7 14Fair
Factor 0 : -1 Poor (hazardous) 1
Safety
I~z~I
4 Crew Size 1 Q 1
Acceptability
Factor Crew Number Crew Number
vailable or current state-of-te-art
cl 6 d W Some evelopment required
5 Development 2 ' Major development required 3 '7 Z I
Risk (1978) 1 e 4 n i or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
33 
Factor 0o o 6w OW Hg CCom ple 11 
Reliability I X Maintainability ,
8
6 - -- minimal amount of crew time
7 Crew Time High2 3
Factor o I 1
Max. Min.
Crew Time
8 System 1 / 4
Compatibility ' o o
Factor High Low High Low Hgh Low 2.
Weight = X Power I. ]X Volume ] 
v r-- | Sum
(Mult x Factorl lo 6 Sum
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR1 Mt2 = c. |[NTEI SNumber of Charts Used 
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD E or STUDYr]
( ! 9) J o 9 ) I>9
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i
FAIRCHILD MILLER
REPUBLIC AVIArION DIVISION
Concept No. 2. 3 3
Title AMsI JT'r S'Tc.CwGa
E TRA V6H TCJL AR CoNC pT
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
S
.S
a
X
2
100% - 100 O Factor
1 Gravitational 3 7 z
Factor 
0 o Ig O Ig IStation G Station G
8
6 _-__---Excellent
2 Crew 4 f Fair 3 I1 3
2 PoorAcceptability oor.
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
Safey . _, ZExcellent
3 Safety GoodFair 2 1 z2 - ~ FairFactor "' = Poor (hazardous)
0 100% 1
Safety
1009h - ,- 1 o00
4 Crew Size 1 2 .
Acceptability 1
Factor 0Crew Number Crew Number 1
8 I
86 _ _ Available or current state-of-the-art
S 46 ~Some development required
5 Development ] 2 4 - Broad development required5 Development 2 ~--Major development required 3 5
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I .
$, or Complexity
~~~~~~3 3
6 Operability 1 i i
Factor o o
low High Compex ie
Reliability 2 X Maintainability 
8 I
6 ---- -- Minimal amount of crew time
4 Low
7 Crew Time , 2 dium 2 i 2
Factor 0
Max. Min. .
Crew Time
3 1.8 1.5
8 System 4 14
Compatibility o o
Factor High Low High Low High Low 1
Weight I 2 X Power 'I X Volume I I
. _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR 7 (Mult x Factor)|I ] 53 | Number of Charts Used
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD [ or STUDYr-
( a 9) (>,9)
54
42. . I Sum Sum
I
$$
FUNCTIONAL SUBSYSTEM AREA 3.0
PROVIDE FOR PREPARATION OF FOOD
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIArION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. I. I
Title Pouwe R Solu C6,
G LeC-.R ZCAL-
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
iI.
4)I
I .
SI
I
1100% 100% O Factor
1 Gravitational 3 8 4
Factor 
ra 0 Ig 0 Ig I'
Station G Station G
8
2 Acceptability _ -. xcellent
Acceptability 1
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
Exceilent
3 Safety 4 Good 2 7 14
Factor 0 " -Poor (hazardous) 
Safety
100OO% & ^ ~100 4 
4 Crew Size 1 8 
Acceptability u. 1
Factor- 062 h a rou 0F actr Crew Number Crew Number 
S; A6 e mvailable or current state-of-the-art 
Some development required
5 Development 2 -Major development required 31 24-
Risk (1978) i 4 2 or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity 
6 Operability 1 1 6
Factor 0 NLAacob w Hi ch Cosm peSinpe
Reliability [ X Maintainability 3
8
64 _ o dvinimal amount of crew time
7 Crew Time (1 97M8ed ium 2 ( o o
Factor o. 
Crew Time
$-i2 X Mi12at ,-
8 System 1%' 43 xT
Compatibility o- o
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight 1 X Power I 1X Volume 5
(Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTORarts Used Number of Charts Used '
Sum
_ 112 | _._ 
1 7
Sum
I1
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD D or STUDYI'7
( < 9)--9 >9
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-I
FAIRCHIILD MILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. I. Z
Title POW .Jg. GOUW.e-
SOLA . | I¼--LoC?
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
100 100 Factor 
1 Gravitational 3 
Factor t g 0 gZ olg o lg 1
Station G Station G 
8 
0 GoodU 4
2 Crew r 3 
Acceptability Pr I
Factor o 50 % I% 1
Crew Acceptability -
b ~~6 H ~Excellent
3 Safety 4 Goo 2 6 F 2 -- FairFactor [0 Iz1 f - Poor (hazardous)
0 100% 1
Safety
1O0qa _ - 100 -
4 Crew Size 1 1 Z
Acceptability 
cs 0 o 1Factor Crew Number Crew Number
68 jAvailable or current state-of-the-art
6 ~ -Some development required
5 Development i 24 Broad development required5 Development - 2 - - x.Major development required 3 ' 
Risk (1978) I 6 2 _ or not feasible 1
Factor Development Time, 
$, or Complexity
3
6 Operability " 1 11 1 
Factor o o
L w Hi gh Complex sim ple
Reliability E X Maintainability I m
1
6 i'-'---Minimal amount of crew time
9 4 IolJ---O 
7 Crew Time 2 21 /Medium  o c
Factor o 0
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1.2 1.i]
8 System 4 I o
Compatibility o 
Factor High Low High Low High Low I
Weight [I i X Power 1.' " X Volume W _
_ 
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
; (Mult x Factor)
| LJ 7 | Number of Charts Used
Sum I54.0 o ' Sum
L --7 
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD or STUDYEn
( s; 9) ( , 9)
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIArION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. I. 3
Title PowEtJ SOURC "
WA.A'T H6A-FT LoFP
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
0
a
a
I: I
100 07 I ~c1 O Factor
1 Gravitational 3 4 
Factor a
C tZ0 O Ig 3 -
Station G Station G
8
6 W F3 _...----Excellent
2 Crew 2 or 3 14 
Acceptability 't .o
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability -
b 6 ~ Excellent
3 Safety . Goir 2 I1 14
2 ~j -a FairFactor 0 1 ; Poor (hazardous)
Safety
4 Crew Size >I 1 Z
Acceptability -
Factor W 2 o { 1Crew Number Crew Number
8
8 ,Available or current state-of-the-art
S Some development required
4 - Broad development required5 Development . 2 -' M Broad development required 3 5 I S
Risk (1978) ~ or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
% 22
6 Operability 1 1 1 1
Factor o o
Reliability X Maintainability
8
4--- ,- Minimal amount of crew time
S 4lzi L Low
7 Crew Time 2 Medium 2 a
Factor o I
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1.8 1.5
b2 X 1.2 X 1.
8 System 1 .
Compatibility 0 o, o 
Factor High Low High Low High Low 
Weight F X Power IX Volume l I
Sum
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = N (  Factor) U 
=7 Number of Charts Used 8[-~m7 , -
I
Sum
I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD [ or STUDY 1( 9) (' -9)
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7
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. .|
Title P.WER So-.uRc. -
I.DTPop / ltTReLrOcP
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used. put 1 in this column; if not used. put in O.
100 100% O Factor 
1 Gravitational 3 4. i
Factor ,
o ~Ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G
6 __--"Exce cllent
2 Crew O 3 2 : /_ Poor 3 J aAcceptability 
Factor o so l00% I
Crew Acceptability
6;= q - Excellent 
3 Safety Fair 2 1
Factor . Poor (hazardous)
Safety 11-
,X.M 100-7Ec 100l
4 Crew Size 2 2
Factor 0 0 o Crew Number Crew Number 
8Available or current state-of-the-art 
6 development required
Development 4 Broad development required5 Deveopmt2 n Major development required 3 15 15
Risk (1978) -- 5-4-2- j or not feasible
Factor Development Time, ± 
$, or Complexity -
x3
6 Operability 1 1 i
Factor C le 
Reliability o X Maintainablity- a
8 
6 _.-Minimal amount of crew time
Crew Time o lMedium 2 0o o
Factor 0n f
Max. Min.
Crew Time
2 X 1.2
8 System 4.9 X 9
Compatibility juo o 1 11 .
Factor High Low High Low High low I
Weight / X Power H hX Volume i _
Sum
If I 7 (Mult x Factor) 6 1. - -
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR | 8.7 | = Number of Charts Used 7-
Sum
I1
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD O or STUDY]
( ! 9) ( > 91
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FAIRCHILO HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIArION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. I. 5
Title POLW R. SOLUiC.r-
kJCL eR RFAC.-or
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If rhart is used. put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
)t
Gravitational 3 I | 
Factor 
2 ECegxcllent 
2 Crew 3 * 0e ~ a
Acceptability 2 r
Factor o 0so ,0% 1
Crew Acceptability
6 S.-' Excellent
3 Saf ety F 21=Good 
Factor 0o i jj'- Poor (hazardous)
0 100% 1
Safety
4 Crew Size -
Acceptability :1-
Factor o Crew Number Crew Number -
8
v ~6 z ~Available or current state-of-the-artme development required
5 Development 2 Broad development required 3 3 9
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time, o n e
$, or Complexity ,
3
2 26 Operability I 1 1 0 
Factor 0
Reliability t j X Maintainability _
6 - -MinMin imal amount of crew time
9 4 / _4 Lov
7 Crew Time _ Mdu 2 
Factor 0
Max. Min.
Crew Time
Compatibilityre
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight [ii X Pow.er IX Volume 
(Mult x Factor)FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = Nb oNumber of Charts Used
flN~lSLLCTON*CO .(I I
'Sum4*.. -
1 7 _
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD r' or STUDY L]
( ; 9) ( >91
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Concept No. 3. 1. 6
Title PO L.e R So tJ M6-
C-6ELAtC.AL qR6ACTli-J
FAIfCH#ILD MILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION oIVIBION
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls,.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. 5..I i
I 
**
o Factor100% I 100 % Factor -
1 Gravitational 3 4 
Factor 
Station G Station G -
2 Crew 4 Fai r
~ 2 ~ ~ Poor 3Acceptability 0
Factor o 50 100% 1
Crew Acceptability l
3 Safety Goodr 2 L 2
Factor Poor (hazardous)
0 100%
Safety
100 I 
4 Crew Size 21155
Acceptability 6 
Factor Crew Number Crew Number d u
X~6 ~ ~Available or current state-of-the-art
Some development required
5 Development r 2 _ Broad development required 3
Risk (1978) 16 0 or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I 
$ or Complexity 
6 Operability I : (3 1x
Factor o 
relw Nbi Com ep 
Reliability X Maintainability 
-o-
64 inimal amount of crew time
7 Crew Time ~ 2 _- -edium 2 G
Factor 0 T ig 
Max. Mtn.
Crew Time
2 1.2 
8 System n .6 i '7 Z
Compatibility 0 0iA 1 4 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight = X Power X Volume 
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR (Mult x Factor)
. Number of Charts Used1 · 6Fc~t x atr
Sum
I Sum
I
L 8 J
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD P or STUDY-
( .; 9) ( > 9)
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVI8ION
Concept No. 3. 1. '7
Title P E L.-, R SO L C. A
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. ;
2
*$
Station G Station G 
I
Good
o f Excell llent
2 Crew Fair 312 6
Acceptability Poor
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
b ~6|~ Z Excellent
3 Safety 4 Good 2 |: 2Factor u Fair
0Factor o 1Poor (hazardous) 
SafetyI '_
100(0 100 T
4 Crew Size £
Acceptability 
Factor o 140oCrew Number Crew Number
Available or current state-of-the-art
b 6 Some development required
5 Development 4 Broad development required 2 ~ a"-- development required 3 ,
Risk (1978) 1 or not feasible
Factor Development Time, 
$, or Complexity 
3 3
6 Operability a 1 1 1 2 2
Factor 0 0
Reliability X Maintainability: 
6 \-inimal amount of crew time
S 4 [ _IOO---- w
7 Crew Time 2 Medium 1 4 8
Factor 0 i
Max. Min.
Crew Time
8 System 3 - .-
Compatibility 0olIe lo n Ir e
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight = X Power [I3X Volume Z 
Low~~~~ _ihCmlxSml
Sum[ (Mult x Factor) .|51- Z |
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR Number of ChartsUsed 8 
Sum
I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD E3 or STUDY --( r 9) ( > 9)
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I
FAIRCHILD MILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION OIVIS0N
Concept No. 3. I. 8
Title POULV[ R SOUrt -C '
CoMIb\ -,AAON EiLE0TR.C AL-
A00 SDeL 4 lMTfeLLo°P
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
u
S
-SXW
=1
N
:a10 10 O Factor
1 Gravitational 80 3 c4 z
Factor u _
O ta g o Gg [1
Station G Station G
BIlent~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I
6 / __---Excellent [
2 Crew Fa 23 4 
Acceptability oor 
Factor o 50 10 0%
Crew Acceptability
Excellent 
3 Safety 4 dFa 2 5 o
Factor o Poor (hazardous)
0 100% . 1Safety' 
100 100 1 
4 Crew Size 2 Z
Acceptability U 
Factor Crew Number Crew Number 
Available or current state-of-the-art _
S 6 m -Some development required
Broad development 4required5 Development. 2 2 . -Major development required 3 1 4 L
Risk (1978) 6 4 2 or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I
$, or Complexity
3
2 X 2
6 Operability , i 1 2 z
Factor o o
1ow High Com ple
Reliability - X Maintainability 
6 " -- ,-Minim al amount of crew time
4 /I _ Low
7 Crew Time Meium 2 o o
Factor 0 i
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1.8 1.5 
8 System . 4 4.
Compatibility 0 o 0
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight * X Power ['X Volume I -
_ _
I (Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR Number of Chart UedFactor)
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD ] or STUDY D
( > 9) ( 9l
54. 8 | ' ' Sum
L 7 1 -
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. . 9
.Title POLAJW6R SoLR,,L -
CotmDiU AtoN ELGETC'RVAL-
AI, 4uCLeAA ReAC.-rebP
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
'** Chart use: If chart is used. put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
aAb
Z!
S
S.
14
0 Factor _
1 Gravitational .3 o 
Factor 3 
g o i g ig'
Station G Station G -
6 Excellent
2 Crew 4 Fair 3 4I *
Acceptability 2 Poor 
Factor o 50 100% I 
Crew Acceptability I
8 _
.6 Excellent
3 Safety --- FGood 2 
Factor o- Poor (hazardous)
0 100% 
Safety
C rew Size 100 -
Acceptability 2
Factor 1 1Crew Number Crew Number
6 _ 'Available or current state-of-the-art
6Some development required
4 -Broad development required5 Development W 2 M a jo r development required 3 3 9
Risk (1978) i 6 4 2' or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I
$, or Complexity
3 3
6 Operability 1 1 0 o
Factor o o
Reliability X Maintainablity 0 -
8
" ' -, -Minimal amount of crew time
_ Medium 2]m7 Crew Time e 2 Hig b 2 o o
Factor o 0
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 18 1.
2 X 1 2 X 1T 4
8 System jj j
Compatibility o o 
Factor High Low High Low High LowWeight I-I X Power [I- X Volume - I
. (Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = NNumber of Charts Used
Sum
Sum
I
t " J
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD j~1 or STUDY--
( s 9) ( 9)
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I
FAIRCHILD HILLE 
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. I °
Title POWPtR. SoURc.G -
COHR,-%lSuATLo ELECTltCoAL
APO l5sc)'P6 t1TrES.Loop
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used. put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
S
ua
I,S
ai
S
100 O O - 100 O Factor 
Factor w
Station G Station G I t
6 ---- xcellent 
2 Crew ! 4 cFaire2 ~__._~.jPoor 3 4 -Acceptability o
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
3 6 S Excellent
3 Safety Good 21 6 42 ~ ~ FairFactor o 0= Poor (hazardous)
0 100%
Safety
4 Crew Size 1 Z Z
Acceptability
Factor w , Crew Number Crew Number .
68 ~ Available or current state-of-the-art
6 fi - , oSome development required
Development 4 1 Broad development required
5 2 . MaJor development required 3 1 I
Risk (1978) I 6 4 2 or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I
$, or Complexity
S 3 3
6 Operability 1 1 1 i 
Factor o o0F ow H: gh Corm plex Sinp
.Reliability X Maintainability 1
6 7 --M-tnimal amount of crew time
i 4 ~ ' Low
7 Crew Time M 2 o H
Factor o 
Max. Min.
Crew 'Time
3 I8 1.
8 System .4 4
Compatibility o o
Factor High Low High Low High Low L
Weight [= X Power[ IX Volume [ I
Sum
7 (Mult x Factor) r S9 9 |FINAL SELECTION FACTOR Number of Charts Used 
Number of Charts Used I
SumI1
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD ' or STUDY n-
( ; 9) ( > 9) _]
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FAIRCHILD HILLEAR
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. '3' 2. 1
Title P O'T AIM1 Co.ivEC,-ro.r
CUE AT-r-C OVem
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls. )
** Chart use: If chart is used. put 1 in this column; if not used. put In 0.
a
0.
b
iI
; lOO<1~c.-4~-------0 O Factor [
1 Gravitational 3 7>4 1 
Factor \
Sttio g o Ig i
Station G Station G 
8
O.6 -7Excellent6 --- Good
2 Crew 4 Fair 3 1 c. 2 tPor 3 [x- !oor3Acceptability Poor
Factor o 50 100% L
Crew Acceptability
6 ZExcellent
3 Safety FarGood 2 6 1
Factor ( oI1z zi - Poor (hazardous)
0 Safety 00%
4 Crew Size o I 
Acceptability U
Factor 6 01 2 E Soe llen
~~~Factor W Crew Number Crew Number -
c8 Available or current state-of-the-art
6
i 6 some development required
4 Broad development required5 Development 2 Mar development required 3 71 1
Risk (1978) i- 2M a1 or not feasible
Factor Development Time, 
, or Coplexity
~~~~3 7 ~3ii
6 Operability x 1 1 R4 4
Rel iability [ c X Maintalnability - -t
6 ,-Minimal amount of crew time
4 Low
7 Crew Time 2 - Hgm 2 6
Factor i
Max. Min. 1
Crew Time
8 System 21 / 1 4 (2. .
Compatibility o o
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight Z X Power [mX Volume [ I
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR ILI = Number of Charts Used:Number of Charts Used'
Sum
Sum
II"9 I L
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD L or STUDY E
( < 9) ( > 9[
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVIS1ON
Concept No. 3. 2. 2
Title k tCROIW V E
LWEAITIP4G, OVE)
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used. put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. .IP.
x
02
ItXP
1w
L
U
'°i % 100% * 0lO Factor
1 Gravitational \ 3 1 -OC O 3 4 -Factor 
w o Ig 0 Ig I
Station G Station G
6 R ~ ~.--'~ xeellent
2 Crew Fair 31 212 Pood
Acceptabilityr 
Factor o 50 100o% 1
Crew Acceptability
4 Good3ESafetyceen 2 E 2.
~~~~~~~Safety 2FairFactor c 0 Poor (hazardous)
o 100 % I
Safety I 
>~ zI
4 Crew Size 
Acceptability 1 :
Factor Crew Number Crew Number 1
8 Available or current state-of-the-art
b 6 ~..Some development required
~~~~~Development 8 4 Broad development required
5 Development a 2 _ Major development required 3 | 7 t
Risk (1978) 8 6 4 or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
0 2
6 Operability 1 
Factor o
Iow High Com plex mple
Reliability LI- X Maintainability | 
S
6 _..-Minimal amount of crew time
a 4 LowFactor_.-z . Medium 2 Is8 !s7 Crew Time V e ium 2 Igh 
Factor 0o 
Max. Min.
Crew Time I
3 L8 1.5
.2 1.2 1.
8 System ' .4
Compatibility Syte Vx V X I'"</
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight [- - X Power [ ]X Volume I ' Su
Sum
91.2 -.
_I T_
Sum[1
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,(Mult x Factor)
= Number of Charts Used
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD or STUDY d
( s 9) ( 9
FAIRCHILD MILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. 2.. 3
Title RA Dt ILTr AG Ar t 
OV G i
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
a
a
xXP4
II
**
IP
C.)
100 100 Factor 
1 Gravitational 3 4 .
Factor u
;a 0 0 Ig lg
Station G Station G
8
,6_.--ZExcelle nt {
2 Crew _ Poor 3 7 r
Acceptability o '
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
6 S a fe Excellent
3 Safety ^ io oh 2f3 lFactor D 6o n T 1Fair
,Factor - Poor (hazardous)
0 100%
Factor Crew Number Crew Number 
6 e development required
Safety
Fa4 Crew DevelopmentSize Tim
__ __ _ __ _$, or Complexity
Acceptability 14
8
8 _---..-- inimadevelopmeount of crew imed
' Mad development required I
~~~~(Fact97or not feasible
~CrFactor D evelopment Time, I 
2 X 
6 Operability Low High Low1 4 
Factor Power Volume
~~~Factor O L~- J Sum
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
_ (Mult x Factor)
Number of Charts Used
,[-- ]
-rJSum
I I . SumI
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD - or STUDY 7( !g9) ( > 9)
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FAIRFCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. 2. 4
Title DI)LECTRIrC
ov w
SELECTION RATIONALE
14S A 'imc Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
X 100 100% O Factor 
1 Gravitational 3 
Factor o
Station G Station G
8
28Crew6. E--l xcellent
Acceptability o
Factor o 50 100% 1
Crew Acceptability
I- Exceilent
3 Safety Good 2 5 o2 .~-.1--------'-------Fair
Factor 0Poor (hazardous)
Safety 1
100 100 
4 Crew Size 1 
Acceptability O
Factor w 6 , 1 E
6Available or current state-of-the-art
Smdevelopment required
5 Development 4 Broad development required5 Development 2 -Major development required 3
Risk (1978) 1 2Sor not feasible 
Factor Development Time, 
$, or Complexity
o3 o 1 3
6 Operability 1 1 1 2 Z
Factor 0 W
Reliability 2 X Maintainability
8
6 , --Minimal amount of crew time
4 - liow
7 Crew Time 2 o- HMedium 2g1 
Crew Time 1 
2 1.2
8 System 1S 2 .T
Compatibility o o0 i 4 z
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight X Power x Volume 
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR N umber of Charts UsedFl ~I'iMA L- =7 Number of Charts Used '
Sum
1 72 z SumI
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD or STUDYD( , 9) ( 9,[
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S
a
02
S
a
C )
Lr 8J
FAIRCHILD MHILLER
RE;PUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. 2. 5
Title WRAP- OIM J IATIN"t
3'A - K6 -
_ SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.i ** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
S.. IbXIIX-.1 **
lO ~005 1009 * ~ ~~0 Factor
1 Gravitational .
Factor U.
0 Ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G
8
6 ,Excellent
2 Crew 4 Fair 3 3 9
Acceptability 
Factor o so 100% 1
Crew Acceptability
8 .[..1- __
o 6 7 Z E Excellent
3 Safety - Fair 2 i 4
Factor o~' 0 a ' ~ Poor (hazardous)
Safety
100 0
4 Crew Size 1 
Acceptability
Factor A o Crew Number Crew Number
8
8 Available or current state -of-the -art
S 6 > rSome development required
~~~~~~Development P 4 - Broad development required
5 Development 2 Major development required 3 5 5
Risk (1978) I or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I
$, or Complexity
3 3
2 2
6 Operability 1 1 1 4 4-
Factor o o
Low High Complex
Reliability =[-- X Maintainability -,
8
6 ----- Minimal amount of crew time
a 46 IILow IFactor.--.Medium 2 13 C7 Crew Time u 2 13 27 " - ---- High
Factor 0 I
Max. Min.
Crew Time i
82 X t. 2 X t1
8 System 4 
Compatibility 2 X o '/ o(
Factor High Low High Low High Low [
Weight [ ] x Power I2lX Volume 
_ SELECTION FACTOR_(9.3) =
(Mult x Factor) 7 
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = Number of Charts Used |
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD W or STUDY -
( < 9) ( '> 91
Sum 
i Sum
I
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I
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. 2. 6
Title SELF - H4 A 1TI-C
FOOD PACk.IAGE
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
_ ** Chart use: If chart is used. put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. I SI 
S
x
-N
II
C
t¢
U
100 100: O Factor
1 Gravitational 3 8 
Factor 0 
Station G Station G
8 
2 Crew 4 Fa3r5
~, 2 ~ Poor 3Acceptability 
Factor 0 50 100% i 
Crew Acceptability
6 _ Z ~Excellent
3 Safety 4 oFair 26 1 2Factor r, 2Fair
~~~~~~0Factor 1o , = Poor (hazardous)
Safety [ 1
at looW -oo~---T 100
4 Crew Size 1 >
AcceptabilityW
Factor 0 0 [Crew Number Crew Number 2 .
8 Available or current state-of-the-art
6 S/ -> Some development required
5 Development 2 Ma Bor development required 3
Risk (1978) 6 4 j or not feasible
Factor Development Time, 
$, or Complexity
3
6 Operability Q x 1 
Factor o oFo.w Hi gh Com plex Simple
Reliability X Maintainability 1
Fa 6 _. _ - inimal amount of crew time
s 4 Low
7 Crew Time- deM dium 2 I7 14C 2 T--i --- T .- High
Factor o i
Max. Min.
Crew Time 1 
8 System V 4 14.5 i 
Compatibility 0 o 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight | I3X Power [x Volume - --- 1
_I
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR (Mult x Factor)
= Number of Charts Used
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD o1 or STUDY [I
( 2; 9) ( > 91 M
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ILs 
Sum
,, ' Sum
_ I
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. Z. '1 SELECTION RATIONALE
Title IJtDiJCT-Ilo4 EAT I I4 Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
OF FooDS * Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section numberinto which the curve falls.
*' Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. I
I.
**
0 Factor
1 Gravitational 3 .4 i.
Factor U 
0 Sttio g 0 Ig i
Station G Station G t
8
-. , 5 xcellent
06 _Good
2 Crew 4 Fair 3 3 9
Acceptability 2 1 c Poor 3 l
Factor so 50 oo00% 
Crew Acceptability
Fatr6 . 1 Excellent
3 Safety lood 2 3 6
Factor G ~ Poor (hazardous)
Safety
4 Crew Size _ 1 © 1
Acceptability
Factorew Number Crew Numberrew r
8 I
A _Available or current state-of-the-art
6 7 Some development required
4 Broad development required
5 Development B 2 ' Mta jor development required 3 j -4 1 2
Risk (1978) i~ f 4Ior not feasible
Factor Development Time, I
$ or Complexity
3 3
x22
6 Operability 1 1. 1
Factor o o0
ow Hgh Co plex Sple
Reliability X Maintainability -
8
6 ---- Minimal amount of crew time
2 4 LowU wMedium 2
7 Crew Time 2 _High 2 l4- 
Factor 0
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1.8 1.5
C2 1.2 Z
8 System 1 .
Compatibility o o z s
Factor High Low High Low High Low : 1
Weight [-2 X Power -]X Volume L I- {1
I I Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR Number of Charts Ued 
-T1
Sum
_ I7 SumI
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD j] or STUDYFD
( · 9) ( 9)
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. 2. 6 SELECTION RATIONALE
Title C DOi D t0 C X t O J Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
6k E AT .4C, OV BE #4 into which the curve falls.
·* Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
Sum I
~~] _ '~(Mult x Factor) S BSuFINAL SELECTION FACTOR [M t- Nube Cart SueNumber of Charts Used 
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD ' or. STUDY '( ! 9) (>9)
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FAIRCHILD HILL£R
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls,
** Chart use: If chart is used. put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
3 1.8 1 
'2 x 1.2 X 1X
High Low High Low High Low
Weight m X Power -X Volume --
(Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = ofChr eNumber of Charts Used 
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD ] orSTUDY ( 9) (91 I
73
Sum IF I - . I Sum
I 8 I·I
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. 2. 10
Title PR5SS5URE CooKI.R
6£ AST i h c,
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
N
aS
Uo)
1, 0170 100%O Factor i
1 Gravitational 3 4 
Factor 
0 D Ig 0 l g g
Station G Station G
8
6 _-,_-- - --Exce l l e nt
2 Crew 4 3 z 
Acceptability 0
Factor o 50 100% I
Crew Acceptability
3 Safety Fair 2 4Factor - -,, ------- ExcelleFair
Factor 0 Poor (hazardous)
Safety
A 1009, 1009
4 Crew Size >Z Z
Acceptability U
Factor 0 Crew Number Crew Number 1 
8 ,~Available or current state-of-the-art I
/Som development required
5 Development s 4 6 Broad development required5D e velpment 2 .- .Majo r development required 3 4 
Risk (1978) F-6 4-:-( or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity 
3 3
6 Operability I i 1 Lt 2
Factor o o
ow High Complex Sie
Reliability X Maintainability I 
6 _in ---,-inimal amount of crew time
S 4 L o LoW
7 Crew Time M eiMedium 2 4 8
Factor 0 Hi
Max. Min.
Crew Time J 1
3 L8 1.5
8 System I X 44
Compatibility o o 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight [ X Power ]X Volume I
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR ? (Mult x Factor)w Number of Charts Used
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD l Wor STUDYFj( a 9) ( >9l
74
Suml -F
Sum
, Ir e-|6 1
FAIRCHI LD HILLEfR
REPUBLIC AVIATION OIVISION
Concept No. 3. 2. 1 
Title FLASH STEAM
14E A.TI. GC
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
_ ** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
b
:5
'A'.
ZI 
0 
5*
t* 100 iO Factor
Station G Station G I 
8
2 Crew 3 F 62 Poor 31 25
Acceptability 2o .
Factor 0 50 100% I
Crew Acceptability
6 Excellent
3 Safety ~ 4 Good F 2 2. 4
Factor o NZ |I Poor (hazardous)
et 100% oo h 100o 
Acceptability 
Factor _ o 0Crew Number Crew Number l _
6 Available or current state-of-the-art
46 -Some development required
4 - Broad development required
5 Development M a 2 _ -M ajor development required 3 '4 52.
Risk (1978) ornotfeasible
Factor Development Time, I
$, or Complexity
3 3
6 Operability 1 i 1 21 z
Factor 0 0
oIA W High Con Splex
Reliability = X Maintainability 2
I
b 6 _ --- Minimal amount of crew time
4 4 Low
_-Medium7 Crew Time 2 High
Factor 0 M
Max. Min.
Crew Time I 5.
3 L 8 1.5
'2 1.2 1
8 System x 4 13.6 '4.
Compatibility o 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight 2 X Power[ E lX Volume I- I _:_
1-, IT
f (MufIt x Factor) 72.4 Sum
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR j = NumberofChartsUaed'' 
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD p or STUDYD E
( · 9) ( > 9l
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. 2. 1 
Title F>OoD I1A4T-alt
SoLA R ' 9POS.p.L
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used. put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
S
0Xrs
aia
a'
It
cD
t
U
100% T 8 - 100% 0 Factor
1 Gravitational 8 .3
Factor g
Station G Station G
8
2 Crew 4 Fair4 3  r
Acceptability 
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability 
Excellent
3 Safety 4 Good 2 14 8
Factor o.1 = - Poor (hazardous)
0 100%
Safety
100 1 001 
4 Crew Size 112 2
Acceptability :
Factor Crew Number Crew Number 
Available or current state-of-the-art {S 4Some development requiredS Development M 4 Broad development required
r5 Development 2 ' .-Major development required 3 2
Risk (1978) 1 6 4 2 or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I .
$, or Complexity
3
6 Operability 3 [ 1 14. -
Factor o ol.,ow High Compe ple
Reliability [ X Maintainsbility - -K
8
6 inimal amount of crew time
4 Low
_-Medium 2 37 Crew Time . 2 - High
Factor 0 
Max. Min.
Crew Time 1
3 t - -
'2 1.2 1.
8 System 4 2 X 1. 244 X.
Compatibility o o0
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight I- X Power Ep-X Volume Li' i
_I
I
[ (Mult x Factor) J4.4 
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR g = Number of Charts Used -
Sum[1
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD [1 or STUDY 
( 5;9) ('>9)
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S
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. 2. 13
Title CoMlir3ATlOCt4 I C.CRtO-
WAVy A4JD RADIAWU r
eAT-rtb4G, Ov6.Je
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into whi'ch the curve falls.,
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
I..
a0
Dr
S
0
X4
5
2
5*
8 100 10]o 0 Factor i
1 Gravitational 8 g 3 4-
Factor
Station G Station G i
8
.- Excellent
2 Crew 4 ,air 3 8 24
*Acceptability Poor .
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
Safety 6 ~ . ----- x---- Excellent
3 Safety s-4 =+_ Fair 24| G1o
W 2- FairFactor c0 '- Poor (hazardous)
0 100% 
Safety + 1
4 Crew Size >
Acceptability u 
Factor w" 1 , 0 . [Crew Number Crew Number -
6 Available or current state-of-the-art
S 4 .-'Some development required
5 Develop ment 9 
-' W 4 Broad development required
5 Develop ment . 2 Major development required 3 .
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time, 
$, or Complexity
3 x
6 Operability . i 1
Factor o 0Fatro w Figh Complex Siple
Reliability X Maintainability 1 1
8
6 4 _Mbinimal amount of crew time
.. ctr----.....--Medium 2 18 ,6,7 Crew Time --Medium 1  Hi
Factor 0 - High{
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1.8 1.5
8 System j2X 1.j2X 1 i
System 5. .6= 4 [I.S '.
Compatibility o/ 1
Factor High Low High Low High Low
weight [ - X Power [I X Volume F: s 2
_I
7 (Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR NumberofChartsUsedNumber of Charts Used '
Sum94. Z - -rSum
I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD ] or STUDY
( S 9) ( > 91
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FAIRFCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. Z. 14
Title COM Bl UIAT 10l W 0 r
ia.1 Cop,/ECTtoril ADo
V ^Ao g & -r H1 EA-T-r-t *atV g 
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into whlch the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used. put I in this column; if not used. put in 0.
E lOO C 10oov 0 Factor -
1 Gravitational 3 12
Factor o
a o Ig 0 Ig O
Station G Station G
2 Crew 8 4 H7 L-- Fair 3 1 8
2 Poor Acceptability o
Factor o 50 100% 
Crew Acceptability 
s.60~~~ Z Excellent
3 Safety Good 2 I 'I
Factor o II=Poor (hazardous)
Safety
1 10 1 T
6 Av'ailable or current state-of-the-art
5 Development z 2 Majorod development required 3 7 2 I
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
8 -I.- --o
$,or Complexity 
o 2 2 
6 Operability I /l 1 14 4
Factor 0 High
Crew Time l 
4 Vx C/'rew izeo
8 System X* X 4 | 2. 4 9. G
Compatibility X o o
4 Loa
Factor High w High Low High Lowoeig Comp[lueity 
Factor Hi gh Low High Low High low
Weight n| X PoweruX Volume 
....-.. Mdu 
F (Mult x Factor)FINAL SELECTION FACTOR Numeo Factor)
= Number of Charts Used
~IA E~CINATO lZ
Sim I--
r 7R i,6X "Sum
I 9 1 . I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD [--' orSTUDY 
( !;9l ( s 9) L I 
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S
o
L
it
#*
q
FAIFRCHILD HILLIER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. 2. I 5
Title ELECcTrICALLY
WeATED F ooo TSX,'s
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
S
a1 I I
100 100 0 Factor -
1 Gravitational t . 3 4g~; / 3 4 IT
Factor 
o 0ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G
i 6 Excellent
0 _ Good
2 Crew 2i 4 PoFair 3 l6 I
Acceptability I 
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
b 6 . Excellent
3 Safety Good 2 |3 G
2 - FairFactor o , --- Poor (hazardous)
Safety
4 Crew Size = 1 I5 5
Acceptability o 1
Factor 0 Crew Number Crew Number
8 6,, Available or current state-of-the-art
i.. 6 9 ~-Some development required
5 Development 4 MBroad development required 3 "7 2
Risk (1978) , or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
~3 ~~~~~3
2 X 2
6 Operability 1 1 1 4 4-
Factor o 0
Low Hgh Complex Simple
Reliability I- X Maintainability I 1
8
S 6 -- -Minimai amount of crew time
u 4 LowFcro Medium 2 14- 7 Crew Time -- Med2-- Hiu
Factor 0
Max. Min.
Crew Time
8 System .1 .6 / Lo/
Compatibility 0 o o 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight - X Power j X Volume = I
lN Z ll (Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = Numberof ChartsUsed
Sum
I Sum
I{ 8
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD [ or STUDYF J
( E;9) ( > 9)
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I
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVIS10N
Conce.pt No. 3. 4. I SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.Title W A LL- Mou T-r g > * Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
PA EI PA A-r tO CouNTS6 into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
S.0
S
S
0X
S
100. 100 Factor
1 Gravitational 3 .S>
Factor
0 o Ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G
8
6 _--Exce llent
2 Crew 3Fair
Acceptability .
Factor o 50 100% 1
Crew Acceptability I
," 6 ~ ~Excellent
3 Safety Good 2 4 8
Factor o Poor (hazardous)
o 100% 
Safety t
100 looD7 1001 -
4 Crew Size 4 _
Acceptability 4
Factor 0 0 , ICrew Number Crew Number t
Available or current state-of-the-art
S .o Some development required
5 ~~~~~ Development 4 Broad development required5 Development 42 x Major development required 3 1 18
Risk (1978) 64 2 or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I
$, or Complexity
3
.I.
6 Operability 1 1 1 4 4
low H Com pieI.'I 1 1
Reliability j X Maintainability -
8
, 6 - -Mi n imal amount of crew time
4 6 . Low
~~~~~~~~~~u7 Crew._--Time .2-Medium 2 I4 s7 Crew Time 2 -High
Factor 0 High
Max. Min.
Crew Time 2 .1
3 1.8 1.5
8 System 1. . .
Compatibility o o 4
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight I- X Power E1-X Volume I I 1
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR Number of Charts Usedor)
r = NNumber of Charts Used 
r - I 'Sum || 8 . I Sum
I l | < I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD E] or STUDY [
( ;9) 1 >9l
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**
FAIRCHILD HILL£R
REPUBLIC AVIArION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. 4. -
CauNrTgl'TOP WIT%
Title: 13u'IL-r. i1J ELeCTRICAL
PowacR SDou. FojL
OPER$AT rtc POePAltA'Tlb
DEVIC.6s
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
100 0 100 O0 Factor
1 Gravitational 8 .i
Factor
w 0 Ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G
8
o 6--,----Excellent CGood
2 Crew 4 Fair
. 2 PoorAcceptability Poor
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
6 Excellent
3 Safety 4 Good3 Sft 2.-Oi---'-- FairFactor o0 Poor (hazardous)
0 100%
Safety
Mi 100 100
4 Crew Size o 
Acceptability 0 
Factor Crew Number Crew Number
5 Development
Risk
Factor
7 Crew Time
Factor
8 System
Compatibility
Factor
8
8 6 Available or current state-of-the-art
S 6 f Some development required
c 4 - Broad development required
t 2 - _ Major development required
(1978) i 6 4 2 or not feasible
3
Reliability I 2 j X Maintainabilityl 
8
i 6 - a--Minim al amount of crew time
9 4 __ L-Low
Q 7.. @ _ Medium
. 2 - High
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1.8 1.
B i .6 , 
l0 0
High Low High Low High Low
Weight rW X Power X Volume C
N0)
A
L(Mult x Factor)FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = L.um Number of Charts Used 
Sum 4.8 Sum
I I .
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD J-- or STUDY ;( s 9) ( 9 
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bC
S
I '
FAIMRCHILD HILLEFR
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. 4-- 3
Title FOLR- AtJA 
PIZEPAIZA A I i &I COL)#JTGS
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put I in this column; if not used. put in 0.
I--
2
0
14
0
.
100% 100% 0 Factor 
1 Gravitational 3 2. 
Factor
w 0 Ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G I
8 -
6 _--Exceellent6 f- _~ Good
2 Crew 4 Fair 3 4. 2.2 -:-::---Poor 3 A- iAcceptability 2 Poor 
Factor 0 50 100o%
Crew Acceptability I -
Excellent
3 Safety s .= Go 2 24 .~'-1---- ~--a'-------- Fa00rFactor 3 Poor (hazardous)
Safety 00%
2100% 100
4 Crew Size 1 4 
Acceptability 1
Factor w Crew Number Crew Number
8
68 _,, I-Available or current state-of-the-art
Some development required5~ Development 2~ ~4 r Broad development required
5 Development 2 Major development required 3 3 8 2.
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I 
$, or Complexity
~3/~~~ 3 ~3
6 Operability 1 1 1 4 4
I W p pleFactor 1 o
eaw Hih Comp ie
Reliability I X Maintainability I 
S 4 ~ Low6-'-'---Minimal amount of crew timeCrew Time M2 - eium 2 4 87 Z 2 - .---,-- --High
Factor o w 
Max. Min. [ ,L
Crew Time
3 1.8 1.5
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2 1.  ~~~~~~~~~~~2 1
8 System 1 I 31.4
Compatibility 0 l 0
Factor |High Low High Low High Low
Weight [ X Power 3 X Volume 1
7 (Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR 0 NumberofChartsUsedNumber of Charts Used '
r 94-.4- 1 - sum Sum
IS I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD D or STuD l
( 59 ( 9) I o
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
fREPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. 4. 4
Title: SER V I CAA-r
CouNars R ToP
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls,
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
° 100 10 0 0 Factor _
CGravitational r 3 S
Factor
0 lg 0 lg
Station G Station G 
8
8 i
2 Crew 34 Fair32 Poor
Acceptability 2
Factor o 50 100% 
Crew Acceptability 1
. 6 Excellent
3 Safety =Good 2 4 6
Factor O ~ L j =Poor (hazardous)
Safety
Acceptability Y1
Factor 6 1o E
Crew Number Crew Number
,6~~ vailable or current state-o-the-art _
O Br Soadme development required
5 Development I 4road development required
5 Development 2 ajor development required 3 
Risk (1978) 6 _ or not feasible 
Factor Development Time, I
$, or Complexity 
3 3
6 Operability 1 1 4.4
Factor 0 p
Reliability X Maintainability J
8
6 / Minimal amount of crew time
7 Crew Time , 2 IHMedium 2 gh 8
Factor M o o I0
Max. Min.
Crew Time 1
8 System s4. 3.4
Compatibility r o Oi
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight = X Power IEX volume W I 
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR L(Mult x Factor)Number of Charts UsedI -- 
riiŽ 6iI-II-. |SumL 7.. to I·
INTER IM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD [ or STUDY 9( f 9) ( > 9)
83
Sum
I
FAIORCHILD MILLElR
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. 4. 5
Title COM IIJA.IT I0o
P.EZPARA-TIrob ADO
SEVIs .Gt Co0LUTE IL I SELECTION RATIONALESelect appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section numberinto which the curve falls.** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. Z S :D
° 100% 100% Factor i
Gravitational 8 3 8 24
Factor - g
Station G Station G I 1
Acceptability o
Factor o 50 100% i 
Crew Acceptability
~~ 6 Z ~ Excellent
3 Safety =FGoodi 2 4 5
Factor , I Poor (hazardous)
100lOO 
4 Crew Size 116 6
Acceptability Li : _ ~
Factor w o o ICrew Number Crew Number l _
vailable or current state-of-the-art
S 6 zaA oSome development required
5 Development 4 - Broad development required
2l  _ Major development required 3 6 
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time, 
$, or Complexity
~~~~~3 3
6 Operability 1 1 4 4
Factor o0Ftow Hgh Com p le
Reliability = X Maintainability 1 1 _
4 Low
6""-'7 x'"'"Minimal amount of crew time
7 Crew Time 2Lum 2 14
Factor 0
Max. Min.
Crew Time 1
3 128 1.5
8 System 261 '2/ 14 Z.
Compatibility o 0 0
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight =[] x Power L-X Volume I] I _ 
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION:
(Mult x Factor)
= Number of Charts Used
DISCARD - or STUDYI'-
( g 9) ( >91
84
9S.4- Sum ISum
. I
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. 5. 1
Title 5N AC. . AR.
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls,
I ** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
S.
92
0
2
x-
**
I 100 1 0 O0 Factor
1 Gravitational 8 
Factor
g o g 0l
Station G Station G .
8
o -,,--lxcellent-_
2 Crew 4 Fair 3 8 24
Acceptability Poor
Factor o 50 oo% I
Crew Acceptability 
8 I
Excellent
3 Safety 2 G- o 2 4 8
Factor 0 O Poor (hazardous)
Safety 0%
o 1009; X 100 9
4 Crew Size > 44
Acceptability
Factor J X 0 Crew Number Crew Number I 
8
6 ! Available or current state -of-the-art
./Some development required
4 Broad development required5 Development 2 - oMao development required 3 4 Z
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3
2 X 2
6 Operability 1 1 1 1
Factor o oe Low l'l h Com plex ple
Reliability |t |X Maintainability ± 
"6 _-" Minimal amount of crew time
4 _ Low
7 Crew Time 2 -Hg 2 -6 12
Factor 0 
Max. Min.
Crew Time I 
3 1t8 1.5
8 System 2.4
Compatibility o 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight X Power X Volume 
. _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
INTERI M STUDY SELECTION:
L(Mult x Factor)
Number of Charts Used
9 ~' 
DISCARD ] or STUDY 
( : 9) > 9
85
r 7tBe.4. | SumL 7 .4- ~].
sl
Sum
I
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. .6 I
Title FOOD DISPE'SER.
CAB IbiJte-T
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used. put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
N
S.
a
K
W
100 100 9 OFacor
1 Gravitational 3 7 .1
Factor
m O0 0g l g
Station G Station G
6 ------- Exele _ent
2 Crew Fair 3 12
Acceptability o
Factor 0 50 100%
Crew Acceptability [
b ~~~6 Excellent
3 Safety Good 2 8
Factor - 0 _ Poor (hazardous)
Safety 100%
4 Crew Size 11i T
Acceptability U 
Factor 1 5 50 0Crew Number Crew Number
8
Available or current state-of-the-art
6 f ASome development required
4 D Broad development required5 Development - 2 ~ _ -Major development required 3 8 2A6~ ~'/
S
2 m e development required
Risk (1978) ~ _ _ : or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3 3
2X 2
6 Operability 1 1 1 4 4
Reliability [ X Maintainability - -
6 4 _M inimal amount of crew time
41 Low
7 CrewTime M 2 d Medium 2 14 6
Factor 0
Max. Min.
Crew Time I 1
8 System s 6jX k x 4 II4.- 4 t
Compatibili oty of r
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight x Power E X Volume I
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
SumI1j I (Mult x Factor)| /D9 |=Number of Charts Used
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD - or STUDY ( ;9) (-9) t
86
Sum
7 . .8 II
T 8 tr
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. 7. 
Title F000 S"ORACE
CA(b*a-IMG
1 Gravitational
Factor
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
0 FactorM 1009 IT * 109
8t YW
S At
W 0 g 0 g
Station G Station G
Ilent
ellent
Fair
---- Poor (hazardous)
3
3
2
i
6 18
18
lZ
S
1
I
10 0 _ 
4 Crew Size Ic r2 I
Acceptability
Factor 2 o Crew Number Crew Number
8
A6 vailable or current state-of-the-art
6Some development required
4 - Broad development required
5 Development PkCW-t~t 2 Major development required 3 6 s
Risk (1978) J' 6 4 _ or not feasible
Factor Development Time, 
$, or Complexity
3 3
6 Operability 2 1 4 4
Factor o ,
ow gh Com pex
Reliability W X Maintainability  ain tainabity 
4 Low2I
7 Crew Time 2 2 - High 2 H 1i 
Factor o 
Max. Min.
Crew Time 
3 8 1 .
2 1.2
8 System I 6
Compatibility i . 4 z13.' 4.4
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight X Power EIBX Volume I 1
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
Sum
_ 10Z.4 ,I (Mult x Factor)
=| | Number of Charts Used
SumI1
I NTERI M STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD - or STUDYF'-
1( ; 9) ( > 9)
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FAIRCHILD HILLfER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3.1,2
Title SELF STO R NI
Foo0 Co-A-ri.E RS
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
k;.~Ii
n.I
S
a0X
xj
100o 0 * 0 Factor
1 Gravitational 315
Factor g
Station G Station G 1.
o _---_ Excellent
2 Crew Fair 3 4 iz
Acceptability Poor 
Factor 0 50 100%
Crew Acceptability 
6b 6,Excellent
3 Safety 4 2 4 82 ~ ~ FairFactor 0 C Poor (hazardous)
0 100%
Safety I 1
8 100'8 m 100m ®
4 Crew Size 4 >
Acceptability4 4
Factor - o Crew Number Crew Number .2
Available or current state-of-the-art
S 6 Some development required
~~~~Development B 4 Broad development required
5 Development d 2 evelopment required 3 B 2
Risk (1978) { 64 21 or not feasible
Factor Development Time, 
$, or Complexity
3
6 Operability 1 1 1 9
Factor o o
Iow Hih Comnplex Simple
Reliability m X Maintainability - I
8 -
6 -- F--inimal amount of crew time
7 Crew Time . 2 - -. - -ig
Factor O i i
Max. Min.
Crew Time I 1
3 1-8 1. 
u2 1.2 1'
8 System 1.
Compatibility o o o 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight 3 X Power EI X Volume I. _ 1Su
(Mult x Factor)FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = - Numberof Cart Ued
= Number of Charts Used
100.4 Sum
| Il 8 o ] .
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD E or STUDYI
( -: 9) ( 'r STUDY- I
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FAIRCHILD HUILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3.".3
TitleAvUToMA^IrC FOO 
STOR ACE CAIB0rTS,
OeCacousdT(at PoU' bCD
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
I ** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
o100 100% O Factor i
1 Gravitational 8 .> ! 311 7 1
Factor 
Station G Station G 
8 I 
6 _---Excellent
2 AccetabtCrew Fair 3 F +
Acceptability 2 Poor
Factor o 50 100 o%
Crew Acceptability
, 6 Excellent
3 Safety 4 FiGood 2 6 12
Factor c Poor (hazardous)
Safety
a 100C - _ 1009
4 Crew Size 1 i 8
Acceptability UQ
Factor4 C 
crew Number Crew Number 1
- Available or current state-of-the-art6 Some development required
45 Development Broad development required5 Development W 2 - Maro r development required 3 2 
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I
$, or Complexity
~~~~~~3 3
23 X 2| 
6 Operability 1 1 1 4 4
Factor o oFow Hi gh Complex Sim ple
Reliability [E XMaintainability -
a
4 - Low2 8
__.-_.Medium 27 Crew Time M 2 MedHigh
Factor 0 
Max. Min.
Crew Time J ' 
8 System 2 4 1 ' ' *
Compatibility o o0
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight = X Power E1..X Volume EI I
l i[ I(Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR | l9|=Number ofCharts Used'
Sum
I 95. 8 1 LS I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD O or STUDY -
( 9) [ > o ( 9)
89
0.
4)
aa
41
,1
L-
1.
SumI1I · 1
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls,
** Chart use: If chart is used. put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
S.2
So
a
0XII1
=1
:5
S_-
,
0
100% 100 O Factor
1 Gravitational 8 3 
Factor U .
w o0 1Ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G
8
8 Excellent0 6Good
2 Crew 4 aFa ir 3 1 I 
Acceptability 
Factor 0 50 1o% 00  1
Crew Acceptability
6 ------ Excellent
3 Safety 4 Good 2 4 82r . . Fair 2Factor 0 Poor (hazardous)
0 100%
Safety I 
a 100 - _ 100
4 Crew Size 1 4 4
Acceptability 
Factor IFact  Crew Number Crew Number 
8
68 ~~ _Available or current state-of-the-art
S 6 Some development required
5 Development 8 4 Broad development required5 Development W 2 - Major development required 3 I
Risk (1978) I or not feasible
Factor Development Time, 1
$, or Complexity
3
o
~
2 X
6 Operability ,, 1 1 1C4 
Factor o
Low H igh pie
Reliability L X Maintainability £ 1
8I
8 --6 inimal amount of crew time
2 4 1 _ - Low
7 Crew Time F2 - H,--edum 2I 1H.
Factor o ig6
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3
,,2 vX 1.2 xX 1. 
Compatibility j oi o; 1
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight = X Power r'L.-X Volume = TI 
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
? (Mult x Factor)
N107 Number of Charts Used
Sum
T ~~~~~~~~~~~~I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD [ or S(TUDY 1
( s 9) ( > 9)
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_ 5. 
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVIS10N
Concept No. 3. 8 ',
Title KN A D I
WADo OPERA-rio I,
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
k
iN
It
l~oo'-S lO-----,' 100 O Factor
1 Gravitational 8 
Factor
Station G Station G
8
~ 6 E - xcellent
2 Crew 4 Fair 3 2r
Acceptability 3 - 2 Poor
Factor o 50 100% 
Crew Acceptability
b 6 ------- -Excellent
3 Safety 4 Good 2 4 8Factor2FairFactor oW e Lzz<z-0 1 1 Poor (hazardous)
Safety { _
a 100 w 100 -
4 Crew Size ll. i
Acceptability
Factor t
,Factor .I_ Crew Number Crew Number .
8I
Available or current state-of-the-art
i 6 6-- <<> Some development required
4 D Broad development required5 Development ,, 2 /-Major~Malordevelopment required 3 
Risk (1978) : or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity -
3 3
6 Operability x1 1 6 6
Factor o o rLow Tigh Come Smple
Reliability X Maintainability 3 
8 
6 - ----mintmal amount of crew time
_---.-Medium 27 Crew Time 2 -- ~_~ High2
Factor 0 i
Max. Min.
Crew Time I 1Z
3 I .
2 1.2 1.
8 System I . 4 ' a.
Compatibility x o o
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight E X Power I[ ]X Volume ." _ 1
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION:
L(Mult x Factor)
Number of Charts Used
DISCARD - or STUDY -(':9) ( > 9l
91
B 8 
| gO-4 6 | .Sum
Sum
I1
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATrION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. S. 3
Title UOT Fooo
U4AkoC L j 1 o ToC, 5
SLLLIIIUN IlAITIUNALL
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. a'I W
<
.,
°1009 - )71--I 1 0 0 Factor
1 Gravitational 3 4
Factor
0 o Ig 0 Ig g
Station G Station G
8
2 Crew ~ ' 3 I6 l;~ 2 Poor
Acceptability 2
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
8 I.
n6 Excellent 
3 Safety 3 ° Good 2 6 1 22 Fair
Factor o0 1 -Poor (hazardous)
Safety I
4 Crew Size 8 oo
Acceptability g
Factor 2 0 4
Risk (1978) 46, _ or not feasible
Factor Crew Number Crew Number 
8
6 F A -Aacialeor amcurrent stateof crew time-art
development rew quied
8 evelopment O 4 Broad development requiredom ao development required 3 o o 2
6 operability 
Factor 0
Crew Time e N
3 1
System 61 4 S.* 32.4
Compatibility 0 0rired
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight L I X Power . X Volume 1 E
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR L(Mult x Factor)Number of Charts Used
Sum
135. 4-, i Sum
I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD E or STUDY[2]( 1 9) ( > 9)
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rr l rrTI l n A T I A i r
FAIRfCHILD HILLEMF
AEPULSLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 5. S. 4'
Title CLALt ISHELL- TYPE
HANDLIMJ Dh VViC.e
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls,
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put In 0.
b
**
0 Factor-
1 Gravitational ,3 7 
Factor C.)
.~ 0 Ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G 
8
Crewb 6 / --Excellent
2 Crew Fa4 3 cr
Acceptability Poor .
Factor o so 100% I
Crew Acceptability
b 6 ~ Excellent
3 Safety Good 2 | 6 1 2
Factor Poor (hazardous)
2 0 oS. 1 00%Safety { l.
4 Crew Size 18  7 7
Acceptability U
Factor LCrew Number Crew Number J 
8 Available or current state-of-tbe-art
S~6 / ~,-'Some development required
5 Dwelopment E "· -·'4 Broad development required5 Development 4. 2 4 .-MaJor development required 3 6 l 
Risk (1978) i or not feasible
Factor Development Time, @$, or Complexity 
3
2 X2
6 Operability I 1 1 6
Factor o opLow[ Cox ple
Reliability r X Maintainability Z
6 _---Minimal amount of crew time
4 /_ Low
7 Crew Time g 2r _Medium 2 6 1igh
Factor 0 J
Max. Min.
Crew Time I, 2
8 System / ,1 .6 4 S.o /
Compatibility o o 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight 3 X Power I.,IX Volume T I .
Sum
_I//5,6. &FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION:
i (Mult x Factor)
Number of Charts Used
Sum
I8 8 J
DISCARD or STUDY I-
( ! 9) ( > 9)I
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. .5 B. SELECTION RATIONALE
Title M I ' t 1M 4 Ba OW L Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
I.
0
.l
S
K~
X10% -.- 10 00 0 Factor
1 Gravitational 3 2
Factor
a o Ig o Ig I
Station G Station G 
8 
. j.~'--Excel11ent
2 Crew Fair3 2 2 P'oor 31zAcceptability o
Factor 0 so 100%
Crew Acceptability
b 6 Excellent
3 Safety 4 = Good 2 4-
Factor r, 2Fair
0 100%
Safety 1
m 100 100IooYI
Acceptability
Crew Number Crew Number -_
8 I
86 i/6~I 'Available or current state-of-the-art
46Some development required
Development 2 -Broad development required 3 4
Risk (1978) 1 or not feasible
Factor Development Time, l
$, or Complexity
~~~~~~3 3
6 Operability 1 1 1 3 3
Factor co 
Reliability X Maintainability I
6' - Minimal amount of crew time
o 4 ~ LowFacto XMedium 2 2 47 Crew Time 2 i  gh
Factor 0 J
Max. Min.
Crew Time L 
3 1;8 Jj
8 System .s . 4 1.X4 zl.c
Compatibility I o o
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight i X Power E- X Volume I l
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION:
.L(Mult x Factor)[|~j .Number of Charts Used
DISCARD J] or STUDY
( <9i (> 91
94
70.6
8
Sum I
_.~~~~~~~~ I
FAIRCHILD IHILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION OIVISION
Concept No. 3. 8. 6(
Title S PDO4
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
_ ** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
.
I
i
bi I
b
iSs
100 100 | 0 Factor
1 Gravitational 8 3 2 6
Factor o 100 1 g 0 lg
Station G Station G
8
6 E j~ xcellent
2 Crew 4r 3 oo 1a
Acceptability 2 - , Poor -
Factor 0 50 100% i
Crew Acceptability
8 I
63 Safety ~ Excellent
3 Safety dFair 2 2. 4.Factor 6 FairFactor oI~Jzt1 -9 - -- Poor (hazardous)
Safety 100%
a lOO1 ---- 100
4 Crew Size 21 2.Acceptability 
Factor w Crew Number Crew Number 
8
S 6 6
~
komAvailable or current state-of-the-art
me development required
4 Broad development required5 2 Major development required 3 4
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time, ±$, or Complexity
J
i 2I 7 X 2
6 Operability 1 1' 12 2. Z
Factor 0 0Low Hi 3h o pie
Reliability - X Maintalnability -
8
61 - -n-Minimal amount of crew time
. I 2lo 2- w
7 Crew time 2 gMed i 2 tt 4-
Factor o0L I
Max. Min.
Crew Time I t.
3 
- -
8 System 1 .6 4 3 14.+
Compatibility 0o o
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight [ X Power i.-X Volume II 32Mult x Factor) ~~ ~ ~ J
7 (Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = Number of Char UsedINTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD umber of Charts Used 
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD R .r STUDY r--
( S 9) ( > 9)
I . 4
I 
Sum I
Sum
I
95
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. . 1
Title ICE COkEA4 SCooP
ELLLEIION KAIIUONALL
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. SSa
gS
XW
x
I-
Ii
10 1100 O Factor
Gravitational 3 4. 
Factor
! o Ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G I
8 
6 _- 7 -_ xcellent
Acceptability 0 3 6 1
Factor o 50so 100% 
Crew Acceptability
8
v ~~6 Z ~ Excellent
3 Safety 4 Good 2 
Safety
1100% I 1r
4 Crew Size 1 03
Acceptability ,1 3
Factor Crew Number Crew Number L
8
6 _ -Available or current state-of-the-art
'S6Some development required I
Development4 Broad development required5 Development 4 2 Major development required 3 8 2.+
Risk (1978) I 6 4 i or not feasible
Factor Development Time, 
$, or Complexity
3
6 Operability 1 G 
Factor o,
Low gh Complex Siple
Reliability X Maintainability - -1
8
6 a -6 -=irmal amount of crew time
9 4 H7K/±±CMeium 2
7 Crew Time ium2 1 4 e 2 ~ High
Factor o i
Max. Min.
Crew Time 
3 I8 1.5
8 System X.6 .
Compatibility 1 1 1 .
Factor High Low High L ow High Low
Weight 1 X Power E. X Volume L j
(Multx Factor)FINAL SELECTION FACTOR I - --ub far
= Number of Charts Used
Sum
93.4. S . Sum
I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD
(!· 9) E~1 or
STUDY p-
96
,*
rCA rTAK r vA n Tl K I C
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. 8. 8
Title. E,, SLICER .
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
.*
10 1 0 0 o0 Factor 
i
1 Gravitational 3 2 6
Factor 
~ 0igI 1Station G Station G
8
2 Crew 4 2 n Fair 3 2 6
Acceptability Poor
Factor o 50 100o% I L
Crew Acceptability
8
b6 _ ZExcellent
3 Safety Good 2 I2 *
Factor -i-_ -- Poor (hazardous)
Safety 100%
1 1 00% I 
4 Crew Size > _ Acceptability 
Factor 6 0 1Crew Number Crew Number
_ Available or current state-of-the-art
B~ 6 zr Some development required
4 L.- Broad development required5 Development 4 2 a Jor development required 3 4tis. 1978) t~S-31-Malo2development 1'
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time, 1
$, or Complexity
3 3
b 2 iX 2e
6 Operability 1 1 1
Factor o 0
L w ingh Compex nple
Reliability I X Maintainability I
8 
6B - --- Minimal amount of crew time
9 4 Low 214- &
_-Medium7 Crew Time r 2 Highum 2 4 8
Factor o 
Max. Min.
Crew Time I
3 1L 8 1.5 
8 System I .6 4 13 14'4
Compatibility 'I 0 .
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight [ X Power I. 3X Volume i 1
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION:
L(Mult x Factor)
Number of Charts Used
I ri 
Sum I
* Sum
. I
I 65.4 
DISCARD '' or STUDY- 1(;9) (o UY
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FAIRCHILD MHILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. 8. 9
Title KITC.HEN UTLITY
SHEAIR
_7 ~ SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. s
Pi
i,
,t, 100% l 100% 0 Factor -
1 Gravitational
Factor 
a 0
/
Ig 0 Ig Ig
Station G Station G
8 I
6 -- ,-----Excellent
2 Crew 4 Fair 3 2 poor
Acceptability 0
Factor 0 50 100% l
Crew Acceptability
6 -- -- __ Excellent
3 Safety E2 xGooe 2 4 8
Factor o 0 -l II- Poor (hazardous)
10 100% 1
4 Crew Size 
Acceptability
Factor Crew Number Crew Number 
Available or current state-of-the-art
6 4 , --Some development required
g 4 Broad development required5 Development 2 -Ma jor development required 3 e 24
Risk (1978) 1 6 4 : or not feasible
Factor Development Time,$, or Complexity
o ~3 ' /~ ~3
6 Operability i 1 1 4 4
Factor 0 0Fcow H gh Coml pl e S
Reliability X Maintainability K 1
8
6 tinimal amount of crew time
7 Crew Time 2 --- um2 4-High
Factor 0
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1.8 1.5
Compatibility I o o 4 .
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight m X Power E C X Volume - I _
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = IMultr Factor)Number of Charts Used
.III-9 IIC.. IIL.Sum
_ 96.4  .
8 8
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD - or SoTUrDY ( s; 9) ( > 9)
98
Sum
I1
*.
FAIRCHILD HILLRFt
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. S. 10
Title: .A64.D- OPERATOWJ
Mk Ig Rl / 1BLEMOE
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls,
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
SK
it
{c lO0%r-c ---- 1 0 0Q0 Factor
1 Gravitational 83 ..
Factor
Station G Station G 1
8
6 -' j~_---E...~xcellent
0; 6 Good
2 Crew Fair 3 I Is
Acceptability 6
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability I
ru ~6Lg ~Excellent
3 Safety . iGood 2 4 8
Factor ~ I-,------- FairFactor o Ir- Poor (hazardous)
Safety 100%
lOO .r--(2 lOO9
4 Crew Size
Acceptability a
Factor 0 ICrew Number Crew Number
8
6 ~ ~"Available or current state-of-the-art
0S 6 ^'aroSome development required
5 ~~~~Development E 4 Broad development required
5 2 development required 3
Risk (1978) 6 2 or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3 3
2 X 2
6 Operability 1 1 1 4- 4.
Factor 0FtLo Iw Nigh Com plex 
Reliability X Maintainability f 
8 
6 _,--_Minimal amount of crew time
_.._._- , Medium7 Crew Time I 2 g-rMedium 2 12.
Factor O [
Max. Min.
Crew Time
Compatibility 0 o oL 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight [ x Power []X Volume I 
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR (Mult x Factor)| 1 j -5 | Number of Charts Used
| 92.4 - Sum
. I - ___,LI
SumI1
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD - or STUDY[ I( ;9) (>9) 
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVIS10N
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
i
0
'5
X 100%/ 100 0 Factor 
1 Gravitational 3 
Factor c
Ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G 
8
0 6 A._ xcellent
Good
2 Crew Fair | 4
Acceptability oor 0.. 2
Factor o so 100% l
Crew Acceptability
6 Z -''-__ Excellent
3 Safety 4 - Good 2 6 3' FairFactor Poor (hazardous)
0 100% 1
Safety
_1001 1003 3
4 Crew Size I
Acceptability 1
Factor _ l
_Factor Crew Number Crew Number
68 , 'Available or current state-of-the-art
6 So medevelopment required
~~~~~Development P 4 Broad development required
5 Development . 2 ajor development required 3 D 2 4
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3 3
2 X 2,
6 Operability l1 6 6
Factor o o
Loxw Hi.gh Comxhi ple
Reliability m x Maintainability - -1
6 -" "M i nim al amount of crew time
_- LowMedium7 Crew Time 2 Ht-7-Med ium 2 iI 12
Factor o 0
Max. Min.
Crew Time _
3 .I8 .5
k2 1.2/
8 System ,1 j 2i x.6 . X L 4 . 32.4
Compatibility o o
Factor High Low High Low High Low l
Weight x Power D-X Volume 1-.5 Y(Mult x Factor)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
(Mult x Factor)FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = Number of Chart UsedINTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISNumber of hart Used 
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD O . STUDY R
( ;9) (>9)
Sum
113.4 .
8 '
Sum
I
100
ti
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION OIVISION
Concept No. 3. 8. 12.
Title FOOD CHOPP6 R
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.i ** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
f.
i0
01
I S.Kr1_i
XX 1000 * L) ...A..10 0O Factor
1 Gravitational 1 4 I
Factor ul
Station G Station G
8 -E
2 Crew 4 Fair 3 1
Acceptability 32 P o 
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
4 16~ _ ~Excellent
3 Safety 4 Good 2 14 2 Fair
Factor 0 o ~ Poor (hazardous)
Safety
100 100 
4 Crew Size 1 4-
Acceptability
Factor Crew Number Crew Number i
8
8 6 [ 7 -Available or current state-of-the-art
Some development required
4 Broad development required5 Development P 2 _ M a jor development required 3 6 I S
Risk (1978) 8 64 or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I 1.$, or Complexity
3 3
2 x3
6 Operability 1 1 4 4
Factor o 0FatrLo w H i gh Comx i ple
Reliability X Maintainability
8
'6 "' -" inimal amount of crew time
4 L 1-ow 214.
._..Medium7 Crew Time 2Hgh2 4
Factor o i
Max. Min.
Crew Time 1
3 1;8 1.5
S2 1.2 1.
8 System 1 .6 4 13. 14.4
Compatibility , 0 _o O
Factor High Low High Low High Low I 1
Weight I x Power l-f X Volume lI
__
7 (Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = Number of Charts UedNumber Of Charts Used
80.4
Sum
Sum
, I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD O or STUDYF-
,9, I- 1 o r > 9 -I
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I
W
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. 9. 1
Title
COU-T.OLLO SPLLACIC
rDE a. c
7n ~ SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
u
.a
40
**
0
o100% 100% 70O Factor
1 Gravitational 8 313
Factor ~ v T
Ig o Ig 
Station G Station G
8 -
6 _----Excellent
2 Crew r 3 I 
~ 2 ~ PoorAcceptability o 
Factor 0 50 100l% 1
Crew Acceptability
ExceUllent
3 Safety Good 2 F6 12.
Factor c ~ Poor (hazardous)
Safety 1
too%~ 100IQz-I
4 Crew Size 1 I
Acceptability 
Factor 0 
Crew Number Crew Number [ -
8 I
Available or current state-of-the-art
S 6 'e oSome development required
4 Broad development required5 Development 2 B ro ador development required 3 
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I 
$, or Complexity
~~~~3 9 ~3
6 Operability 1 I 1 4
Factor 0
Ltow H gh Complex Siple
Reliability [ - X Maintainability[ I [
6 --- Mnimal amount of crew time
S 4 w
7 Crew Time Mdm 21
Factor 0 
Max. Min.
Crew Time i £
3 1.-8 1.
8 System 2 1 x 4 a ,.Compatibility ' ' 4
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight I X Power E ] X Volume (Mu.t x Factor)
I _ (Mult x Factor)FINAL SELECTION FACTOR NuMberof ChartUaed
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD Number of Charts Used '
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD F] . STUDY ~l '
( 5 9) ( > 9)
Sum
Sum
I
81.8 ] 
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FAIRCHILD HILLEl 
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. 10 I
Title
Jo v 1A'la $TSS RAI'T
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
N.
g
C4
S
S
0-
tt
tc1009- 100 0 Factor 
1 Gravitational 83 .2 6
Factor 0 g 0 g
Station G Station G
8
--- Excellent 
2 Crew 2 Fair 3
Acceptability 3 Poor 
Factor 0 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
8 I
6~~ 6 ~ \. Excellent
3 Safety 12 - --I r 211 2.
Factor 0o 1 Poor (hazardous)
Safety 
I _
s 100% I0
6Available or current state-of-the-art4 /Some development required
5 Development ~ 2 BMajor development required 3 4 24
Crew Number Complexityew Number 
8
~Factor ~~Aviaeor current tateof-te-art
, [
6 inim a developmeount of crew time
I 4 Broad development required
7 Crew Timent 2 development required 3 8 H
Factor Development Time, 
Crew Time [
8 System 1. 4 [X.T 32.4
Compatibility 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weiax. i 
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR )=__ L(Mult x Factor)Number of Charts Used(~9,/ ZlutxFbr
SSU
75.L '8 I Sum
I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD ] or ST UDY [( c 9) ( 9)
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FAIRCHIILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. O . 2
Title CYAIR WITH WAJrT
1REST-r i% aIrt
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
ISi2 0
S4
5
it
**
0cQ
Jio 100 01009 O Factor
Gravitational 3 4 1 z
Factor 1
! 0 Ig 0 Ig 41
Station G Station G 
6Fco ------- xcellent 
~ 4 F ar i
2 Poor
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
Excellent
3 Safety Good 2 I 8
Factor Poor (hazardous)
Safety
si 100 - 3 100
4 Crew Size Co
Acceptability :1
Factor 2 o - FaioCrew Number Crew Number
8 I
vailable or current state-of-the-art6 O iAv6 development required
Development Major4 o development required
D 2 Majo development required 3 iRisk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time I $, or Complexity 
3 3
6 Operability 1 1 2 0 
Reliability j X Maintainability I
6 .--- Minimal amount of crew time
S 4 Low
7 Crew Time ? 2 HIigueA.-- 2High
Factor o e
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1.2
8 System Orb x i 4 1 I  14 4
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight [ X Power LE X Volume I
Fl(Mult X Factor)FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = L FNumber of Charts Used 
Sum
57. 4
T 8 
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD r or STUDY D
( ;9) (>9)
104
Sum
I
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. 0.3
Title
WAIST AjO FOOT
tacIR0AtM
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
r.
a 8
$*
10 100%) loo1 0O Factor 
1 Gravitational 8 I 3 03 G 16Factor t
0 g o0 ig
Station G Station G
8
- -68 .Excellent0 Good I
2 Crew 4 Fair 3 | 4 I3z
Acceptability 2 Poor
Factor o 50 100% I t
Crew Acceptability
' , - - - Excellent
3 Safety 4 c 2G| 6 
Factor Poor (hazardous)
0 100% 
Safety 
100 r16 1001
4 Crew Size 1
Acceptability 
Factor i 6Crew Number Crew Number
8
W 68 ~-Available or current state-of-the-art
8 4 6 -Some development required
Development 5~~~~4 Broad development required5 Develop ment 1 2 '--Major development required 3 o 18
Risk (1978) i 6 4 2 I or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3 3
2 X 2
6 Operability i 1 114 4 _
Factor o ple Low High Com pie
Reliability F X Maintainability --
8
68 /6 -Minimal amount of crew time
F4..-Medium 2L 4 8
7 Crew Time M 2 ------Highu
Factor 
Max. Min.
Crew Time ]
S. 2 1.2
8 System1 x1 4 3. t 14*
Compatibility / o 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight I X Power I, X Volume I ±__
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION:
(Mult x Factor)| Number of Charts Used
Sum
I Sum
I[ ' 
DISCARD J or STUDY [j
( -; 9) ( > 9)
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. II I
Title FooD 'A O rA. AT4Ib
C ou vg o ,. rIs6LT
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls,
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
M 100. ( i*100%t 0 Factor
1 Gravitational 3 18
Station G Station G
8 I
2 Ce 6 E-xeelllent
2 Crew 4 Fair 3 6 I
Acceptability 0Poor
Factor 0 so 100%
Crew Acceptability
I. 6 v_ Excellent
3 Safety i 2 --- iood 2 4 82 2 .------ FairFactor , o l Poor (hazardous)
0 100%
Safety 
4 Crew Size 8 1
Acceptability u
Factor { 0Crew Number Crew Number
8 Available or current state-of-the-art
~S 6 w -e~me ~development required
4 e - Broad development required
5 Development M 2 _ ajor development required 3 6 1 
Risk (1978) i or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I j
$, or Complexity
32 3
6 Operability A 1 14 47
Factor o o
Low Hih Complex Siple
Reliability [L] X Maintainability 3 I -
4 Low
7 Crew Time g 2 2-High
Factor o
Max. Min.
Crew Time I I
3 1;8 1.5
2 1.2 1.
8 System s1 .6 4 2.4
Compatibility | ol, o c _
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight [lIi X Power i.ZIX Volume [· 
Sum II SumII (Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = Number hartssed
: Number of Charts Used
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD - or STUDY 7J
( ;9) (>9)
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N
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I-0 ]
U
I . I-8 1
*#
FAIRCHILD HILL£R
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. I I - 2
Title e AC IJC T t C
CONVeYOR SYsTr M -
MOToR. 'Dr<avg
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
(Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR H Z(MultX Factor)NAL SELECTION FACTOR Number of Charts Used
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD [' or STUDYF]
( <9) (>9)
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FAIRCHILD HILL£RF
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. 11. 3
Title MEC1AMICAL R A I L
1RAWS5POR t SYSTEM
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. CI
a
xa
It4
40
X 100w o 100 O Factor -
1 Gravitational 8 3 7 
Factor o
o 0 Ig 0 Ig I
Station G Station G
8 -4I _
_ 8Wg- Good
2 Crew 3 Far 16G I
Acceptability oor 
Factor 0 50 100% I 
Crew Acceptability I
3 Safety ood 2 6 122 -Fatr 2Factor , Poor (hazardous)
Safety l
o 100 100 w
4 Crew Sizeo 8 8
Acceptability U (
Factor 0 0 0Crew Number Crew Number
8 I
Available or current state-of-the-art
6 4 . Some development required
5 Development 2 Broad development required 4 25Rik De velopment ~ ~2 ,-.-- Major development required 3 
Risk (1978) 6 I: or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I
$, or Complexity
3 -
6 Operability rp1 1 1 6 
Factor 0 
1.4 gh Co pleLow High pe
Reliability - X Maintainability 3 1
6 / Minimal amount of crew time
7 Crew Time m 2 I-- --- -- High 
Factor o i
Max. Min.
Crew Time l
3 1.8 1.5j 
8 System i X 4 
Compatibility Xo, o
Factor High Low High Low High Low l
Weight [ X Power EiX Volume W l
Sum
IIO I I I (Mult x Factor)FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = Lu tFctr: Number of Charts Used '
Sum
I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD -1 or STUDY -I
(<9) (>9)
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** 
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. 1 . 4'
Title 'DaLLY TYPE
C,'P6p D C.oS'rA.i-Ac
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
_ ** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
S..
A)
0.
0
I
V
**
5 1009 1009 0 Factor 
1 Gravitational 3H .§~; O 3 16 IsFactor I
Station G Station G i g
8
0 Good
Crew ~6 .~ . ~ExcellentFactor o 50 100% air
Factor o 100% --- Poor (hazardous)
2 2 oor 
0afety 100%
4 Crew Size 7
Acceptability U
Factor 0 o 1 Factor Crew Number Crew Number l i 
68 ,Available or current state-of-the-art I~ 6 Some development required
4 Broad development required
5 Development t 2 Maor development required 3
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time,$, or Complexity 
3 3
6 Operability 1 6Factor c ople 
Reliability 2 X Maintainability I .
. 6 } Mnimal amount of crew time
Fato J- -j24Low 248
7 Crew Time Medim 2
Factor 0
Max. Min.
Crew Time ILj-
.2 1.2
8 System 1 .64 I'g 1.2
Compatibility o 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight = X Power ELX Volume r Z 1
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION:
L(Mult x Factor)[|o j -I C> S | Number of Charts Used
--1--
Sum/~t.. Z ·
I~~~~~~~~~J 8 .
-r
Sum
I
DISCARD - or STUDY[( 5 9) ( >91 {
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FAIRCIHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. I ·S
Title ,;"T TYPE BAC
'1
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used. put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. vI i
I 0
I-
S
1*
ii
o
Q
Om 1009' 1009 0 Factor i
1 Gravitational 3 3 9
Factor ,s
Station G Station G
8
2 Crew Far 34 1
2 Poorg 3G42oodAcceptabilityr 3
Factor o 50 100oo% 
Crew Acceptability l
s 6 --- ZExcellent
3 Safety s4 Fr 2 4 8Factor r, 2 FairFactor o0 kjij~~-~-'-- = Poor (hazardous)
Safety .-
4 Crew Size i 4-
Acceptability 0 o
Factor A Crew Number Crew Number -
8
Available or current state-of-the-art
iS 6 Some development required
5 4 Development 42 Broad development required5~ D vlpet 2 Major development required 3 6 24-
Risk (1978) l or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I
$, or Complexity
~~~~3 xz~3
6 Operability 1 1 9 9
Factor o o0
arow h Complex Siple
Reliability 3 X Maintainability l
4 J Low
8 " ""'x''Minimai amount of crew time -
7 Crew Time M 2 I--, . 8 -Xi
Factor o
Max. Min.
Crew Time 
8 System p.6 a t. t 4Compatibility 0 o o
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight = X Power E X Volume I I
(Mult x Factor)FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = uNumber of Charts Used
114.4A Sum I Sum
. I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD - or STUDY [( !;9) ( > 9)
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*r
FAIRCHILD H41LLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. I I-
Title 'A4JO CARR1'IWC.
OF L Oo.s PACKAGCS,
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls,.
_ ** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
2
i I
100 1000 Fac tor 
Gravitational 8 ' 
Factor a d J , 3 2
g 0 Ig 
Station G Station G [
8
2 Crew Fair 3 
Acceptability r 
Factor 0 50 100% 
Crew Acceptability
8 t I -I
b ~~6 ;g Excellent
3 Safety 4r 2 42 2Fi
Factor olA1 0 - f: : Poor (hazardous)
0 10 10 100%-
4 Crew Size 1 2 2
Acceptability
Factor o Crew Number Crew Number -
8 6 ,,z~Available or current state-of-the-art
S 4 8Some development required
4 , -Broad development required5 Development W 2 wMajor development required 3 8 2 4
Risk (1978) I6 2 or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I
$, or Complexity
~3 ~~~~3
6 Operability 1 1133
Factor o o
LOw Hi h Com pie
Reliability X Maintainability -
8
61 Minimal amount of crew time
u .--., . Medium .7 Crew Time 2 H l =High 2 2 4
Factor 0
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1.:8 1.5
8 System . 6 X' 4 . 31.4
Compatibility o o 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight 3 x Power .5-X Volume I ' 1. _i _~~~~
L (Mult x Factor)FINAL SELECTION FACTOR ( ) = Number of Chart Ued Number of Charts Used
~II~ SECIOI~TO ([F~ I ZMltxFat
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD or S(TUDY F
( 9) ( 9) 
/81.4 |- <Sum
8 I
111
Sum
I
I
FAIRCIHILD HILLElR
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 3. 1. 
Title Fo00 D H A.OL. l
T* O G CS
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
i.
x
0
a
1009 n 100% 0 Factor - _
1 Gravitational 3 
Factor
g o 0 og l
Station G Station G
8
W 6 -- ,---ExcellentGood
2 Crew s 4 i Fair 3l6 18
Acceptability o: -
Factor o so l0oo% I 
Crew Acceptability
Safey6 Z Excellent
3 Safety 4 Good 2 4 8
- -2 - Fair
Factor 0c Poor (hazardous)
0 100% I
Safety
1O0 1009 -1--
4 Crew Size > 
Acceptability ul 
Factor 1 ±Crew Number Crew Number
]
8 3_,Available or current state-of-the-art
S 6 Some development required
4 Broad development required5 Development W 2 MaJor development required 3 | 8 4
Risk (1978) 2 or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3
2 X2
6 Operability 1 19 9
Factor o 0FLow H ,gh Com plex Simple ,
Reliability X Maintainability I _
8 
4 Low
S 4 jF~""'Minimal amount of crew time
7 Crew Time Medit 2 4 8
Factor o 0
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1.8 1.5
k2 1.2
8 System 1 i.1 
Compatibility 0 o4 o
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight [- I X Power EI-X Volume ' l-
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR |(Mult x Factor)
= Number of Charts Used
F ~" ~
I 2Z9. 4 |- m Sum
INTER IM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD or sTUDY r
( 9) or (>9)
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FUNCTIONAL SUBSYSTEM AREA 4.0
PROVIDE FOR SERVING OF FOOD
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISI10N
Concept No. A. I. 1
Title SELF S R V C.
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls,
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put In O.
I.
a
s
2
I-
XP
u
a0 10091 09 O Factor
1 Gravitational 0 
Factor 
~ O g 0 tgI
Station G Station G .
8
6_ Good
2 Crew i 64 Fair 3 I 6 12 Poor .Acceptability 
Factor 0 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
Factor & 2FairFactor0 100% Poor (hazardous)
Safety { "
a100 100_
4 Crew Size 
Acceptability 
Factor Crew Number Crew Number 
Available or current state-of-the-art
6 ome development required
5 Development M 2 ajor development required 3 8 24
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3
6 Operability 11 9 9
Factor C oLow High Cornplex Sir. ple
Reliability E X Maintainability 3 I
S 68 t 'inimal amount of crew time
t -2 tMedium7 Crew Time 2 Hig 2 4-
Factor 0 
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1-8 1.5
.2 1.2I
8 System 11 4 IS.i 32.. 4
Compatibility 0 o o
Factor High Low High Low High Low [ .
Weight = X Power a]-X Volume 1-
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION:
(Mult x Factor)
Number of Charts Used
Sumn I
Sum117. 4
i" 
DISCARD r or STUDYr( T.9) ( > 9)
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*I
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 4.1. 2
Title STEVJAaD SERVIC-C
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
a
9 0.I I.2 C.
l - 100  O Factor
1 Gravitational 8. 3 4
Factor U ,
0 Ig 0 Ig 0 g
Station G Station G
~~~~~~~~~8 -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
0 6 Good i
2 Crew Fair 3 22 PoorAcceptability 
Factor o 50 100% 
Crew Acceptability
Safety6 ~ Excellent
3 Safety 4 Good 24 =6 12Fair 
Factor 0 Poor (hazardous)
Safety
4 Crew Size 1 4
Acceptability d I
Factor b 12 25 -50 0 Crew Number Crew Number
8 I
S6 LAvailable or current state-of-the-art
S 6 -Some development required
Develo4 - Broad development required
5 Development 2 Major development required 3 1 15
Risk (1978) 6 4 or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3 
I 2 x2
6 Operability I 11 9 9
Factor o o
Low H gh Com plex Siple
Reliability - X Maintainability -
6 - --- Minimal amount of crew time
6 ...--,. _ Medium 2177 Crew Time 2 - Hi Hig h 2 7 14
Factor 0L x M
Max. Min. 
Crew Time
System s I/ 3;a 1 
Compatibility o 0
Factor High Low High Low High Low 
Weight 3 Power -- X Volume -. 
FINAL. SEETO FATRMl atr
(Mult x Factor)FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = NINTERIM = STUNumber of Charts Used
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD or STUDY
( !: 91 ( > 9)
Sum
_1 I _6 8
Sum
I
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:0
I
FAIRCHILD MI'LLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 4. I. 3
Title T AY /Q A IL-
CosivsYGoe
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
_ ** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0. IaXxNX +*
alOO~ -- ~* loo~ 100 9 1009 0 Factor
1 Gravitational 8 3. a_
Factor g
Station G Station G
8
2 Crew 4 3Fair
Acceptability 2 7 ol
Factor o 50 100% i
Crew Acceptability I
6 Excellent
3 Safety 21 1
Factor 0 1 Poor (hazardous)
0 10oo0% 1
Safety
a 100 0 100
4 Crew Size 1 4
Acceptability u
Factor 0 o 'rCrew Number Crew Number
8 I
Available or current state-of-the-art
3 6 { 6~ ~'Some development required
5 Development 42 MBro ad development required 3 5 
Risk (1978) , 6 _ or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I
$, or Complexity
2 X 2
6 Operability , 1 1 1 2 2
Factor o oLow igh Com p lex
Reliability 2 X Maintainability 
8
6 w _ " inimal amount of crew time
o 4 _ Low
7 Crew Time g l2 '-Mi2 Hig i
~ 2 I±~- High
Factor o 
Max. Min.
Crew Time ] .
8 System 4 124 9.
Compatibility o .
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight Z X Power ,IX Volume .
'(Mult x Factor)
I~=*L E NNumber of Charts Used
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD O or STUDYF-1
Sum
Sum
IB 
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIArlON DIVISION
Concept No. '1.4
Title ENDLe.S 13C4.T
Com v' Guo a.
_7 ~ SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
_ ** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
i.
:3 3
a
.,
5
**
100 * 100 0 Factor i
1 Gravitational 34
Factor - 0 
c O gg O .1
Station G Station G
8
z 61---Z-Excellents.. 6
0 Gf 2ood2 Crew 4 Fair
r 2 Poor 3z Acceptability E
Factor o 50 100% s.
Crew Acceptability
S 6 ~ ---- , _ ,Excellent
R3 Safety 498 Good 2 0 oFactor De elopment Fai i r OFactor azardous)
Safety { 
4 Crew Size 1 2,Acceptability I 
06 12 25m dO EFactor H L ow Crew Number Crew Number 
8
6 _.,~~Available or current state-of-the-art 
development required
5~4Development Broad development required5 Development Maj 2or development required 3 i s
Risk (1978) 6 4 : or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I
$, or Complexity
3
6 Operability .1 1i 0 o
Factor o o
Low gh Comx ple
Reliability I- X Maintainability 
8 
6/ -6 -- Minimal amount of crew time
3 4 LLowLOW
7 Crew Time M2 ---. _- 2H3 g
Factor 0 
Max. Min.
Crew Time I
3 1.8 1.5
8 System u 1 6
Compatibility 0 0 4 3 V2
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight i= X Power EI x Volume ..
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION:
(Mult x Factor)
| Number of Charts Used
Sum
Sum
IB 8 1
DISCARD or STUDY ]
( I 9) ( > 9)
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rS
FAIRCHILD HILLE.R
REPUBLIC AVIATION OIVISION
Concept No. 4. I. 5
Title D ImEcTrO AI .
C o R -r
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0. ua
a
.s
s .-
]
o
,,100% 0 10o Factor 
1 Gravitational 3 5 3 I6 s-
Factor U
Station G Station G
8
Acceptability 2 Por 3 5 
Factor o so 10oo% 1
Crew Acceptability
6l~~ Z ~Excellent
3 Safety i4 Good 2 1 2.2. - FairFactor 0 Poor (hazardous)
Safety 00%
4 Crew Size 1 2 2.
Acceptability 
Factor 0 oCrew Number Crew Number 
8
68 / ~Available or current state-of-the-art
Some development required
5 Development 3R5is Devel oM ajor development required 3 3
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time, i ±
$, or Complexity
3
6 Operability 1 1 1 4
Factor 0
Low i gh Com m ple
Relisbility_ W X Maintainability8
6 _--",-Minimal amount of crew time
4 4 Low
7 Crew Time ,2 -Medum 2 6 I12
Factor 0 
Max. Min.
Crew Time _ 1
3 18 1.5
8 System .6x 4 I ZT
Compatibility o
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight I- X Power -X Volume i
_ (Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = Number of ChartsUsed '
~INLSRCTIN~CT./[ o 
SumI Sum
I
T8T
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD or STUDY -
( 9) ( > 9) 
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. j,. I. '
Title iJJE
(eA- 1J GA-LLEY)
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
2100 100 O Factor i
1 Gravitational t 3 7 
Factor
Ig 0 igI
Station G Station G
8
2 Crew 3 IFar,F actor _ xPoorelentAcceptability or 
Factor o 5so 100% 
Crew Acceptability
6 , Excellent
3 Safety -- ood 2 7 14
* 2 Fair ?
Factor ploor (hazardous)
o 1o0% ISafety T
4 Crew Size > 3 ,I -
Acceptability
Factor W o 1Crew Number Crew Number
I8 _ ~'Available or current state-of-the-art6 Some development required
4 - Broad development required
5 Development 2 tajMa jor development required 3 7 1 1
Risk (1978) 6 4 or not feasible
Factor Development Time, { 4
$, or Complexity
3
2 X 2
6 Operability 1 19 9
Factor 0 0FcoLIA Hh Com ple S
Reliability X Maintainability 
8 
4 Low7Medium 2{7 /4-7 Crew Time 2 -L-, 2 g7 
Factor o. 
Max. Min.
Crew Time {
8 System LX .
Compatibility o o
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight [ x Power IZ X Volume 1 5
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
Sum
, ~~~~~~~~~~I
rL(Mult x Factor)
5 5 Number of Charts Used
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD a or STUDY r'
( > 9) m'>,9
.
Mr
i
a)
:0
0.
U.
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FAIRCHILD MILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 4.. /. 7
Title T ,A.Y RACKI RA,'L
Corru04vey
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. Sa| I"9
I-
S
u
a
-x
0
I
t*
10 % 1 00 0 Factor
1 Gravitational 3 3 ~,Factor u
Station G Station G 
I
2 Crew 4 Fod i 3 7 z 
Acceptability 
Factor o so50 100% · ·
Crew Acceptability
Factor 6 | Z ~Excellent
3 Safety B 4 FGoodr 2 |7 i4
Factor 0oa Poor (hazardous)
Safety 00% 
4 Crew Size 10 
Acceptability S
Factor _ Crew Number Crew Number "
8
6 Available or current state-of-the-art
4 Some development required
4 Broad development required5 Development ajor development required 3 15
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3 3
2 X 2
6 Operability 2x 1 1 4 4
Factor o omFow H i n Complex Simple
Reliability 2 X Maintainability t
8
6 - inimal amount of crew time
S 4 LowFactor Max.-Medium 2 ] ' Io7 Crew Time 9 2 Hig--Hig h 2
Factor 0
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1.8 1.5
8 System 4 3 
Compatibility 0 o o
Factor High Low High Low High Low ± ,
Weight = X Power I- X Volume 
(Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = N uLt far)Number of Charts Used '
~IR ELTO]~TR I · 
Sum
I Sum
II l
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD D or STUDY i
( <- 9) ( > 9)
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUSLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 4. 2. I
Title STORAGIE R12.c.
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
I..
a
11u
a
tX
x
100°°%r - - 100 0 Factor i
1 Gravitational 83 
Factor g
Station G Station G
8[ -F- x xcellentf0. -.. Good I
2 Crew 3 Fa i r
Acceptability 2 Poor
Factor 50 100o% 
Crew Acceptabili ty 
_
8 I
6x Excellent
3 Safety GoFairod 217 14
Factor o0 .I Poor (hazardous)
0Safety °% .
s o100%l100 i
Acceptability ., ,o 1 4
Factor J o
~Factor ICrew Number Crew Number 
8
6 Available or current state-of-the-art
6 /.Some development required
5 Development 2 a_ Maleor development required o3 t7 a 2'M d evelopment required ~ J '7 3,
Risk (1978) 64 2 or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I '
$, or Complexity 
6 Operability 1  1 9 9
Factor 0 p
Reliability m- x Maintainability 3
8
e -_-Minimal amount of crew time
7 Crew Time Medium 2 17 5-
Factor 0 J igh
Max. Min.
Crew Time I 1_
2 1.2 1.
Compatibility 0 o 4 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight I X Power E[ X Volume '
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR ~ (Mult x Factor)Number of Charts Used
]J~ 1~L (utx atr
Sum
I l;i. 4. .
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD - or STUDY 71( r9) ( > 9)
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Sum
I
1.
FUNCTIONAL SUBSYSTEM AREA 5.0
PROVIDE FOR CONSUMPTION OF FOOD
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 5. / / -SELECTION RATIONALE
Title O 13E R ITW'y AV1CUOL) Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
Fe E D 1, (q * Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section numberinto which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. X
100 100% O Factor
1 Gravitational 3 3 9
Factor
Ig 0 Ig I
Station G Station G 
8
o Excellent
2 Crew 4 Fair 3 0 o o
Acceptability 2 Poor
Factor 0 so 100%
Crew Acceptability
W ~~~6 ZExcellent
3 Safety Goodr 2 0 
~~~~~~~~~Factor 0~ =Poor (hazardous)
0 Safety 100%
100 100
4 Crew Size 1 _ 4
Acceptability U
~~~~~~~~~~Factor B d o rEqirEFactor4 Crew Number Crew Number 
Risk (1978) or not feasible
$or Complexity 
3
6 Operability 1 3 3
F a c to r 0 
Irow gh Com ex mple 
Reliability X Maintainability 3
8
6 n me d- inimal amount of crew time
4 I -Bir eLow
7 CrewDTime 2 -uiMedium 2 5 '0
Factor ehomt Ti 
Compatibility o o
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight mj X Power E[CX Volume SI l
Su8
(Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR | Number of Charts Used I 2 a SumS s
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD El or STUDY F-
( < 9) ( > 9)
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1.
i
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 5' Z. 
Title I4Ao D To MAOU T.
FeE D LK , 
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
bS.
0.I
:q
cS9
XW
It
G1 100 O O Factor 
1 Gravitational 3 I
Factor G
w 0 Ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G 1
, 6
2 Crew 4 Fair 3 o
0. PoorAcceptability o P
Factor 0 50 10 0%
Crew Acceptability
8 I
Factor 6 Z ~ Excellent
3 Safety 4 Good 2 o3 Safety r Fair
~~~~~~Factor 0 Poor (hazardous)
0 1oo%
Safety [ 1.
4 Crew Size 1 1 5
Acceptability *1
Factor J oCrew Number Crew Number -
Available or current state-of-the-art
6Some development required
5 Development Broad development required 3 o 6 5 2 --Major development required 3
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3
6 Operability 1 19 9
Factor 0 o
sLow Hi gh Comp lex S
Reltability - X Maintainability c 
8
6 "_---Minimal amount of crew time
s 4 / wLow
7 Crew Time Medium 2 4 8$ 2 -----.- High
Factor 0 
Max. Min.
Crew Time I
3 1.8 1.5
System 1 x4 . 4
Compatibility ~ o o
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight [ l x Power ,I X Volume I - 1
(Mult x Factor)FINAL SELECTION FACTOR ( 9 um fCr
= Number of Charts Used
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD WR, or
( 4 9)
-SumSumI S1Sum
II B I
STUDY E( > 9)
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FAISRCHILD HILLEFW
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISI0N
Concept No. f. 3._ SELECTION RATIONALE
Title Ac 'flV6 CDUSU#APTIO.DU Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
kL E Al V DI lsr into which the curve falls.,
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
I0'g 
S
0
a
x
w
1007 c 100 % Factor-
Factor
Factor ~ ~ o 0g o l
Station G Station G
2 Crew I, 6e lFair 3 8 B 
Acceptability
Factor o 50 100% 2
Crew Acceptability - -
6~ ..- Excellent
3 Safety f 2 FaGood 2 S I04 Crew Size 4 14
Acceptability 2P o 
 o lOO%
Crew Number Crew Number .
8 _ sAvailable or current state-of-the-art
S 61 9 Some development required
5 Development 4 21 ia dr development required I 4
Risk (1978) 6 or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I i
$, or Complexity
3 3Safety
2 x F 2a
6 Operability x 1 1 4 +
Factor o om pex lle
Reliability J X Maintainbility 
800T - ----/--- 100
6 4 Minim a I amount of crew time
7 Crew Time o IMe dium 2 3 
Factor o 0 i
Max. Mln.
Crew Timer Crew Number
8 ^ 1.8 1.
8 System .3 ate-of-the-art
i  (1978) 4or not feasble
Compatibility Co
Factor High Low High Low High Low
L Weight I CXPowerEp X Volume I £
_t
Sum I
~ _~ jLI(Multx Factor) 13. Sum
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = Number ofCharts Used ' 5 
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD - or STUDY -I
( 9) ( > 9)
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIArION DIVISION
Concept No. 5. 4. 1
T84Y wlT*4 R2GEfSEgS
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
~1
I
I
AI
1 Gravitational 8 31 4- 
Factor a
0 l Ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G
6
2 Crew 2 =lent PAo-3 2
Acceptability 
Factor o 50 100% 
Crew Acceptability
Excellent
3 Safety Good 2 6 1o
Factor 0 -- '------ Poor (hazardous)
Safety + 1
a 100% A 100 -1
4 Crew Size 1 :
Acceptability S o1
Factor w 0 l 0 ILCrew Number Crew Number -
6 Available or current state-of-the-art
S Some development required
4I.4 Broad development required
5 Development 2 42 2 MaJor development required 3 | S
Risk (1978) 6 2 or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I
$, or Complexity
3/ 3
6 Operability X1 p 11+ 4I
Factor o 0
Low gh Com plex Sple
Reliability 2 : X Maintainability-J I 
I
S 4.. -- ,_Mi n ima l amount of crew time
4 Low
7 Crew Time m2 2 o
Factor 0 
Max. Min.
Crew Time i 
3 1.2 1.
8 System . .6 4
Compatibility 0 0 o o
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight = X Power I.1EX Volume =I I
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR (Mult x Factor)= Number of Charts UedNumber of Charts Used
89. | Sum
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD F or STUDY 'r
( s 9) ( > 9, )
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 5. 4. 2
Title
TRAY WkJTWiLJ' RECES$S
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
I.
i
C.)
100 I
1 Gravitational 2 6
Factor 
w o ~ I 1g 0 g 
Station G Station G
0- 6 lent
2 Crew F 315
Acceptability t r
Factor o 50 100o% 
Crew Acceptability 
Excellent
3 Safety Good 2 o OF2 Fair
Factor 1 Poor (hazardous)
0 100% [
Safety
f
4 Crew Size 0 I(o1 8
Acceptability
Factor Crew Number Crew Number
8I
Available or current state-of-the-art
i 6 e Some development required
4 Broad development required
Risk (1978) I 6 2 j or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I
or Complexity
3 3
2I
6 Operabi I lity 1 i, 1 9 9
Factor o 
Low Hgh C le
8
Reliability m x Maintainability T 
- _
4 L L.-ow
____i--....--Medium 27 Crew Time 2 2 2 5 o
Factor M. 
Max. Min. I
Crew Time
3 1:8 1.5
*2 X1.2 x / 
8 System 4 48l .6 0., 4 Jl-Z 4.8Compatibility o (
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight I T X Power I. X Volume I'
_I-
(Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = Number of Charts UsedNumber of Charts Used '
67. 8
a
Sum
Sum
_ I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD R or. STUDYDg
( ! 9) ( > 9)
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.
J
k
FAI#RCHILD HILLER
RMPUULIC AVAt#ION DOVISIOM
ConceptNo. 5 4"3 - SELECTION RATIONALE
Title Te A y.( L I 't'T b S Pl kiD Select appropriate curve representatlon, then use corresponding factor.Tit - LI -SPIKED '*' Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
cpR iR *r saE S0aZAC.S into which the curve falls.
·* Chart use: If chart ia used. put I in this column; If not used, put in 0. Ii
m 100% 1009 0 Factor 
1 Gravitational 8 1 317 
Factor ,j I 
Station G 8tation O
6
8 
_ I -_
Acceptability 1 t I
Factor 0 50 100% i
Crew Acceptability
Excellent
3 Safety 4l 2 _ Fr
, ~,---- FPair 2I Factor o _- Poor (hazardoum)
0 to(100% 1.
Safety
4 Crew Size .
Acceptability 1I 1
Factor Crew Number Crew Number
Avaiable or current stAte-of-t-- t I
6 Some development required
~Development ~4 Broad development required
, Development r.. 2 0 Major development required 3 I5 1
Risk (1978) _4: or not feasible 
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
I 3.. 3 I
2 
6 Operability 1 1 145 4.5
8b Si Z""Mntmgl amou nt of orew tUme
7 Crew Time Medium 2-5 gh
Factor |
Max. Min. 1
Crew Time
8 System | 1 .5 6k x 4 {I.x- 4.
Compatibility o o I
Factor High Low High Low igh Low 7
Weight X Power [ X Volume = 
Sum I
"lqqmber of Cb'ta rtsed .= ' 'FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = uber of Charts Used , Sum
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD 1 or STUDY :D
I.a.9t > L)
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I
t)
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION OIVISION
Concept No. 5. 4. 4.
Title ALL CoU'Eos/i MtJmu
_] ~ SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
_ ** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
S
1$rK
**
m 100% ~ 1000 O0 Factor
1 Gravitational C3 
>
2 .
Factor
Station G Station G I
8
i 6 __ -Excellent
- -_ood2 Crew Fair 315 5
r- 2 ~ PoorAcceptability Poor 
Factor 50 10 0% 1
Crew Acceptability
,Sft6 - Excellent
3 Safety Good 8 I2
. 2
O
- Fair
Factor o l0- Poor (azardous)
Safety
Ia 1 0 0-..~A------., 100
4 Crew Size 1 l 8
Acceptability 
Factor 4 06 o Crew Number Crew Number
/8 Available or current state-of-the-art
- 6 - , -Some development required
4 Broad development required
5 Development 2 -Major development required 3 17 I
Risk (1978) ; 6 2 or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I i
$, or Complexity
6 Operability , 1 1 119 9
Factor o 0
Low High Compex Sipe
Reliability x Maintainability - - -
6 -xinimai amount of crew time
5 4 LowFactor .T.- - --. Medium 2 6 IZCrew Time 2 2 High
Factor o[
Max. Min.
Crew Time I I
*2 1.2 '
System 1/ 
Compatibility o 0
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight [ I X Power IZX Volume - I .
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
Sum
I
= (Mult x Factor) r0e9. 8 
= Number of Charts Used |I 8
Sum
I
I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD o or STUDY 7
( !-( 9) ( >9) I
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVI910N
Concept No. 5. 4. 5
Title PRGCL.U, BT - SI.-S AO
M atJ. t E L4
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into vwhich the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
X
:9
**
O Factor
1 Gravitational3 4. i
Factor
g 0 i og
Station G Station G 
, 8~ ~ ~ ~ ~~lnI
2 Crew 4 2 Fair3L* 2 ~~ Poor 3Acceptability o
Factor o 50 100% 1.
Crew Acceptability
6e - - Excellent
3 Safety 4 - - -2 I oo
Factor 6 Poor (hazardous)
Safety I
g0 100 1 - -
4 Crew Size o >
Acceptability U
Factor W Crew Number Crew Number J _
vailable or current state-of-the-art 
6 S om e development required
~~~Development Pra4 Broad development required5 Development Pk 2 xMajor development required 3 24
Risk (1978) 6 4 ' or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3
2 X 
6 Operability 1 1 9 9
Factor o oA gh Camx ple
Reliability X Maintainability 
6 . -l inimal amount of crew time
7 Crew Time Medium 2 4 2.
Factor 0
Max. Min.
Crew Time 
3 1;8 1.5
8 System , ./X 1 Z• X 8. 33
Compatibility o O 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight = X Power '.8 X Volume {-S I
Sum
I
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR L (Mult x Factor)5 Number of Charts Used
Sum
I1I I % - -L-!---]l,'
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD - or STUDYo 
( · 9) ( > 9)
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2
PAIRFCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 5. 4. r
Title PACeKAr, COJrAsIMCAT
OF MEUV tT-U'M
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into wxhich the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
I 
lOO----- 1 o---- O Factor
Gravitational '
w 0 Ig 0 Ig
Factor
Station G Station G
8
-6 Ixcellent
2 Crew 2Fair 3
Acceptability oor
Factor o 50 loo00%
Crew Acceptability
. 6 Excellent
3 Safety Good 2 6 (2
Factor o, -t -- Poor (hazardous)
0ocr ) 100%
Safety J '[
4 Crew Size > >
Acceptability u a
Factor A2 0 Crew Number Crew Number j
8
Available or current state-of-the-art
.6 . Some development required
5 ~~~~ Development B 4 Broad development required
Rivelopmkn 2(jMa or development required 3 I
Risk (1978) 8 6 42 I or not feasible
Factor Development Time, ± 1
$, or Complexity
3 -. 3
0 2 i
6 Operability i 1 4 4'
Factor o o
Low High Com p lex
Reliabiity 7- X Maintainability- - -
6 ...--linimal amount of crew time
_-Mediu 215 /7 Crew Time 2 2 -i h2 /0
Factor o
Max. Min.
Crew Time 
8 System x 
Compatibility o o' 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight 3 X Power 1.2 X Volume p 1
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR '(Mult x Factor)Number of Charts Used
1/19' I 8 
95s 1. Sum
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD .1 or STUDYr
( S91 ( '9l
129
Sum
I
I
*0
2
D
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIArION OIVS1ION
Concept No. 5. 4.7
Title TRA' Wti-rt Cov6EO
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
S.'
I
i-
10 0 100 O 0Factor
1 Gravitational 3 9
Factor
w o 1g o - - ig
Station G Station G -
8lent
Good
2 Crew F ar 317 2
Acceptability o
Factor o so 100o% I
Crew Acceptability
,-, 6 7 41 ~Excellent
3 Safety Good 2 8 (2 r 2Fair
Factor 0 Poor (hazardous)
Safety I
100 100 o -
4 Crew Size8 8
Acceptability
Factor w ICrew Number Crew Number
8.
Available or current state-of-the-art6 6 Some development required
4 - Broad development required
5 Development 2 .Broa-Major development required 3 s Is
Risk (1978) , 6 4 or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
~~~~~~3 3
6 Operability i I 1 3 3
Factor o o
gh Comp lex Simple
Reliability 3 x Maintainability
I
8"6 " Minimal amount of crew time
7 Crew Time 2 T _7 M Medium 2 i 4 B
Factor o i
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 18 1.5
8 System 'j'x L 4 4.8
Compatibility e o 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight =I X Power [l X Volume I[ ] 
_I
SumI
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR I (Mult x Factor)Number of Charts Used
Sum
I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARDJ or STUDYJ->'
( !g 9) ( > 9)
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I s ]
FAIIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIArTION DIVISION
Concept No. S. 4. 8
Title ELECrR TA-rOS Tc.
A4T7R AC 10tlo C io SI4oW
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
*- Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. I
I.
S
0
041
0
ei
h IC.)M0
,oo 1009- ·1009 O Factor 
1 Gravitational 3 
Factor L
Station G Station G
~0 6;G -"- iGood
2 Crew F4 air 3 
Acceptability r
Factor o 5o 100% I 
Crew Acceptability
v 6 6 8Excellent
3 Safety 2 --- ---- ood 2 oFactor 2 - a r 2 ] 1Factor 0o = Poor (hazardous)
Safety 100%
4 Crew Size 1 > 100 119Acceptability
FactorP Crew Number Crew Number i
8 I
68 ~ gAvailable or current state-of-the-art
S 6 j zf -Some development required
4l 4 4 ~- Broad development required5 Development . 2 -M ajor development required 3 
Risk (1978l 8) 6 4 2 ,i or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
~~~~~~~3 3
2 X 2
6 Operability 1 1 3
Factor o oLow gh Com plex Siple
Reliability [3 X Maintainability I | 
8
6 / "Minimal amount of crew time
S 41 7 _ ~ Low
7 Crew Time f 2 t 7I- Medium 2 0 o
Factor o i
Max. Min.
Crew Time
2 1.2 1.
8 System 4 6S x 
Compatibility o; o
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight = x Power El-X Volume 
I I , IOFL(Mult x Factor)
Fl NAL SELECTION FACTOR = Number of Charts Used =
Sum
. I1 7
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD n 1 or STUDY D
( % 9l ( >9l
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FAIMFCHILD HILLEF
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 5' 4 9
Title IINPl IWG E 6t4T
AlmFLOWo
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
s
(,
S
1.
a
B
¶.M... 0 Factor
1 Gravitational r .
Factor 8
0 gg
Station G Station Gtion 
8
_ -Excellent
o Good
2 Crew 4 Fair 3 1 2 
2 PoorAcceptability Poor
Factor 0 50 100% 
Crew Acceptability
6 l Z Excellent
3 Safety Good 2 3 
2 FairFactor o-0 ' Poor (hazardous)
0 zoo% I 4_.
Safety
10 0 100 -
4 Crew Size 1 
>
Acceptability 1 
Factor W Crew Number Crew Number
8
6 Available or current state-of-the-art2 S~~Some development required5 Development g 4 _ Broad development required 3 9
~5 Development ~ 2 -.-Ma~~or2 development required
Risk (1978) 1 6 4 2 or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3
6 Operability s X i 1 1- 
Factor o o
Low gh Com pex Simple
Reliability / X Maintainability W /I |
8
6 - -Minimal amount of crew time
4Low
7 Crew Time 2 -Med iug 2 -- o o
Factor o i
Max. Min.
Crew Time 0
8 Systemp t s jj2 1.2 48 stem a5 6 .4
Compatibility o 0
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight = X Power -X Volume I LI 
. _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Sum
(Mult x Factor)FINAL SELECTION FACTOR (Mut x Factor)Number of Charts Used
~II1 ELTI6~ICO IL 
Sum
I1 7 1
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD or STUDY-
( < 9) ( > 9)
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 5. 4. 1 0
Title FI LI'UJ A T'OULOMALJ'
RoLD FooD
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. S0 I
S
N
X_j1
11
o 
i 100%r-®----- . 1001 0O Factor
1 Gravitational o \ 31 4. 
Factor
Station G Station G
8
Good
2 Crew F a v - 30Fair 
Acceptability 0 2 Pr
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability -
8
6 Excellent
3 Safety fveGoopt d 2 io 0
Factor De zelop Fair
~~~~~~Factor 0 Poor hazardous)
0 lOO%
Safety I C p
100
4 Crew Size o1 
Acceptability
Factor M M Crew Number Crew Number
]
8 Available or current state-of-the-art
6 Some development required
5 ~~ Development '~4 Broad development required5 Development 2 ajor development required 3 2
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time, 1
$, or Complexity
~3 ~~~~~3
2 2
6 Operability 1 1 1 0 0
Factor o o
we - inimal amountiof crew lme
8 Syst--Medium 2 e 117 Crew Time . 2 - ---.-- -- High
Factor o J
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1;8 1.5
Compatibility Pk/ L2/ il /
Factor High Low High Low High Low _
Weight ] X Power E EX Volume I S
I I (Mult x Factor)FINAL SELECTION FACTOR ( = Number of Charts UsedNumber of Charts Used
_I 1 I65' 
Sum
, I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD ] or STUDYF1
( 9) ( > 9)
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I
*.
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIArION DIVISiON
Concept No. 5. 4. 1 
Title 'D0 {..6 MC4MBRAIJOUS
CoA^-rae
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
M-
S
x
o
I
0~1000; 1009~ ~O Factor 
1 Gravitational 38 I> 
Factor U
Station G Station G -
8
2 Crew b l 3 F 5 I 
Acceptability 0 
Factor o so 100% .
Crew Acceptability i
, ~~~6 ~ Excellent
3 Safety 4 Good 2 71 14
Factor o, , I = Poor (hazardous) I 
Safety
100 10 1 -
4 Crew Size 1 8
Acceptability2 
Factor 0
~~~Factor W Crew Number Crew Number -
ailable or current state-of-the-art
S oe development required
5 Development 4 Broador development required 3 5 5 2 B Mad development required 3 5 i
Risk (1978) 642 or not feasible
$, or Complexity
,~3~ ~~3
6 Operability 1 17.5 75
~ ~Co ple 1
Factor Ce Numb 2 Nu m be
Reliability .5 X Maintainability
J
6 /--,-mLnimal amountof crew time
S 4 Low ri
7 Crew Time u i ~ 2 17 1*5iRi 2 ( or High
Factor 0Levlpmn im
Max. Min.
Crew Time _
8 System 428 4
Compatibility 11.
Factor High Low HIgh Low 0Hgh Low
Weight X Power e1 X Volume i
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION:
(Mult x Factor)
= Number of Charts Used
Sum
99.3
. -
~~~~~~L _~ SumI18 
DISCARD -- or STUDY ]
( < 9 o (9 > 9)L
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FAIRCHILD MHLLER
REPUSLIC AVIArTON DIVISION
Concept No. 5. 5. I
Title OPEJ LIQLI 0
C ONTA I Mtal XS
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
i
n.I
I.k
't
R
*5
U
100 100 O0 Factor
1 Gravitational 3 0 o
Factor 3
o Ig 0 ig i
Station G Station G
8
b 6 E xcellent
2 Crew 4 - Fair 3 1 0 0
Acceptability 2 Poor 3 0
Factor o 50 oo00%
Crew Acceptability
b6 ZExcellent
3 Safety 4 2 ,=-- Good 2 1 O
Factor 0 '%----Poor hazardous)
Safety 
100 100
4 Crew Size 1
Acceptability
Factor ,.-,( ,I £
Crew Number Crew Number
8
Available or current state-of-the-art
Some development required
5 D4 Broad development required
,5 2 . M ajor development required 3 1 34
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I 
$, or Complexity
3
6 Operability 1 1 9 9
Factor o 0
Low gh Com plex Siple
Reliability X Maintainability 3 
8 I
b 6 _1 --"Mlnirm al amount of crew time
4 Low
7 Crew Time 2 --- H.-Med ium 2 I i
Factor o _i
Max. Min.
Crew Time L
8 System 2X 1 2 X 
Compatibility 0o o
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight [ X Power -X Volume 1. I 
Sum
I
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
INTER I M STUDY SELECTION:
(Mult x Factor)
Number of Charts Used
lal 
Sum
IS 'f
DISCARD p or( !S9 or
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FAIRCHILD HILLEr
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVIS10N
Concept No. . 5. 2.
Title CLOSG °O L )qlo
Co rN %T C&kr 
_] ~ SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
_ ** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
I;
I S
S
x
Id
Mw
100% 1OO0 07 lUO Factor t
Gravitational 3 2
Factor
0 tg 0 Ig i
Station G Station G
6~ , / j~.j----"Excellent
4~ _2 Crew ai Fair3 
Acceptability 2oor 8
Factor o 50 100% il
Crew Acceptability
8 I
-6 Z Excellent
3 Safety Good 22 c Flr 2 ai
Factor o ---| lc 0% Poor (hazardous)
0 100%
Safety
Factor - 2 -Crew Number Crew Number
8
* 6 _ Available or current state-of-tbe-art
S 6 7 Some development required
Development 3 4 Broad development required5 Development 2 I- ajor development required 3 7 z
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I
$, or Complexity 
3
6 Operability 114 4
Factor C N
Low gHi Compex pe
Reliability [ X Maintainability e
68 - Inimai amount of crew time
.4 Bo ow 2
7 Crew Time Mediumi 2 3
Factor 0 Hi he
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 -I- - -
Compatibility o 1 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight X PowerljX Volume 1. I 
L(Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR Number of Charts Used
: Number of Charts U.Led 
=
| ~~~SumT107 1 ' Sum
I I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD - or STUDY r7
( 9) (>9)_
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIArION DIVISION
Concept No. 5. 5. 3
Title IJ P'ACCA4,E
]- E. R- . At * 
SELECTION RATIONALE
Ll. 4 V e1 Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
,* Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
0
rS
I ra
aI
x
S
'v- T
:100 100 0Factora
1 Gravitational 3 
Station G Station G 
2 Crew 4Fair a3 S
Acceptability 2 P
Factor o so0 100%
Crew Acceptability
o~ 6 / .- Excellent
Factor o 1 Poor (bazardous)
Safety
1 0' -- 100 
4 Crew Size 1 8
Factor o OO% 1Fact r Crew Number Crew Number
8
Avilable or current state-of-the-art
S 4 .,oSome development required
5 Development W 2 - B rO development required 3 | 24
~Risk (1978) - :_ or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
or Complexity
3 3
6 Operability 1 1 6 6
Factor 0o 
8
6 i-A -Minimal amount of crew a r me
4 LOWL-- r o 
Factor HgFactor x. Min.
Crew Time I
3 -81
8 System b/2 ' j "X/ t 41z7 8
Compatibility o0
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight M aX Power i X Volume .
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = (Mult x Factor)Number of Charts Used
IIII risie I-1 _Sumn
o10 .0 i .
1 8
Sum
I1
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD C or STUDY Wj( -_ 9) -1 ~( > 9)
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7
FAIR'CHILD MILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 5° .5:. 4 '1 SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
Title No L I I * Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number  
tC S. '2. A i P4 r'tr into which the curve falls.
·* Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0. - I : 
100% 100% 0 Factor
Gravitational 18 3 0o
Factor
w o Ig 0 Ig I
Station G Station G
~6 _,_---E~xceldlent
2 Crew 4 Far 3 o o0
Acceptability Poor
Factor 0 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
b. 6 Z ~ Excellent
3 Safety 4 2 =- Fair 2 0 0
Factor o , O= Poor (hazardous)
0 100%
Safety
100 100
4 Crew Size o 
Acceptability u
Factor I o 1Factor Crew Number Crew Number i
_S ~,Available or current state-of-the-art
S 6 1Some development required
5 ~Development 5~ ~4 - Brad development required5 Development ~ 2 -Major development required 3 ~ 8 d
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I
$, or Complexity
3
2 X 2 /
6 Operability 1 1 
Factor o o
Lcw H ;gh Com p le 
FcoReliabitity| | XMaintainabillty 
6 t . -,-ilnimal amount of crew time
7 Crew Time I Mi 2 I 2i
Factor o 2 2
Max. Min.
Crew Time
2 1.2 1.0
8 System .6 4 3S
Compatibility o.0 L 4 .n 
Factor High Low High Low High Low 
Weight I X Power IIsX Volume 5 _
FINAL1SELECTIO NFCTOR (Multx Fator) Sum
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR [ j = Number of Charts Used" | 
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD P or STUDYI-
( 5 9) ( > 9)_
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I
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. . C.- I
Title EAT O:)LY jI 'r4
I- A S
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.i ** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
10° 100% 10 Factor 400 I n i *I I
Gravitational 3 24
Factor
w 0 ig 0 g I i.g
Station G Station G 
8
- 6 Excellent
Good
2 Crew 4 Fair3 
Acceptability 0 3
Factor o so 100%
Crew Acceptability
8 I
6 Excellent
3 Safety ood 2 6 .
Factor I Poor (hazardous)
0 100oo% 
Safety
a 1001
4 Crew Size _ T
Acceptability I i
Factor 061 5 -50 50 Crew Number Crew Number
Available or current state-of-the-art
a 6 Some development required
Devel4 _ e Broad development required5 Development 2 - Major development required 3 27 .
Risk (1978) i 64 2 ( or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I 1
$, or Complexity
~~~~~~3 3
2 X 2
6 Operability 1 1
Factor 0 oFcokLow H gh Complex Si ple 
Reliability X Maintainability 
8
s .. .. -- Minim al amount of crew time
7Medium7 Crew Time 2 -i g h 2 1 4 
Factor 0 .
Max. Min. 1
Crew Time
3 1'8/
8 System 1 4 124 
Compatibility 0o o o
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight X Power i LX Volume E I
I -- '--7 (Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = Number of Carts UsedNumber of Charts Used
r 92 _.J nSumn
6 B J
Sum
I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD f or STUDY j
(a9) ( > 9 )
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x
W
Ca
uo
a4
0Sa
FAIRCDHILD HILLEM
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
S
C.
*'
C.)
tU
10091~ 190 OFactor i
1 Gravitational 8 3 .4 .
Factor 
Station G Station G
8
c 6 _---Eoxcellent
2 Crew lFair 3 a7 
Acceptability Poor 
Factor o so 0oo% 1
Crew Acceptability .
s 6 G g S Excellent
3 Safety Good 2 £S ,o
Factor o -0 ,I Poor (hazardous)
0 100%
Safety
4 Crew Size o 1 1
Acceptability
Factor Crew Number Crew Number
68 ~ ~Available or current state-of-the-art6S 4 . ,Some development required
Development~~~~4 Broad development required5 Development 1. 2 - Major development required 3 7 21
Risk (1978) I 6 or not feasible
Factor Development Time, J 1
$, or Complexity
23~~ X~ ~ 3
6 Operability 1 14 4
Factor 0
Low H igh Com plex mple
Reliability X Maintainability I _
J
6 8 Minimal amount of crew time
u 4 Low
7 Crew Time f 2 High  4
Factor o i
Max. Min. i
Crew Time
3 1.8 1.I
.2 1.2
8 System 1 .4 Z.4
Compatibility 2 0o' o' /
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight - X Power EI]X Volume i I I
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION:
I (Mult x Factor)
| Number of Charts Useed
Sum
A Sum
I
I8 s
DISCARD J or STUDYr1E( 9) (>9)L
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Concept No. 5. 6. 2
Title CON f6lrMIOR JAL-
EA T i J ULTC -"SLS
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 5. 6. 3
Title U k CC>I VBLk1 - lo&>A L
G A. - fs UTG Jr St LS
_ SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used. put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
I..
0)b
S
I.
0
SP
Factor
1 Gravitational 830a O 3-7 z,
Factor 0 g 
Station G Station G
8
C 6 - Excellent
2 Crew 4 : 4 7 |e Fair 3 7 ZI
Acceptability 2 Poor 
Factor 0 o 50 10% 1
Crew Acceptability
6 | _ Z Excellent
3 Safety Good 217 Factor 6 .~ '-'""x-"-2 FairFactor 0 Poor (hazardous)
Safety
Acceptability 
Factor w o o4 Crew Number Crew Number 
~8 ~ ~,.Available or current state-of-the-art
S 6 Some development required
5Development 4 Broad development required5 Development 2 ~ Msjor development required 3
Risk (1978) 8 '_ or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I i
$, or Complexity 
3 3
6 Operability 1 1 1 9 9
Factor 0 LAw gh Co r ew mle
Reliability o X Maisntainability
8
6 / --Minimal amount of crew time
a 4 L7t -Iow
7 Crew Time 2 r eifMedium 2 3 
Factor 0o 
Max. Min.
Crew Time I I
2 1.2
8 System '1Compatibility 0 1o 
Factor High Low High Low High Low 1
Weight 2 x Powerew X Volume [ I
__
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR 7(Mult x Factor)| Number of Charts Used
I -I,. 
Sum
104- Sum
I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD or STUDY
( !; 9) ( > 9)
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I
*.
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 5.71/ SELECTION RATIONALE
Title /JA P ) 5. ( RYN) Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
High Low High Low High Low
Weight ="' X Powerl "X Volume =
I(Mult x Factor)FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = Numberof Charts Used
Sum I
Sum
I16 
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD --1 or STUDYJ-|( H9) ( > 9) A 
kro'TG: 7"i's SHIFET Fo'Z Rzecsao ULYj A S -rHIs C"' K a r P I S & iiCL Lu b C 
142As -) C> P F S cr. o - 6 2.
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 5. 7. Z
Title t, AP K l ( )
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put I in this column; if not used. put in 0.
I.
b
G.
| S
I
I
Ia
S
x
0
1oo00 -®--- 7 1009 0 Factor
1 Gravitational - 3
Factor Jo O.
0 i og 0 Ig
Station G Station G
o - -- Excellent
- 4 Good
2 Crew 4 /  Fair 3 1 z
Acceptability 2 Poor
Factor 50 100o% / 1
Crew Acceptability /
36 Excellent ./
3 Safety s 4 -2 |6 1-
Factor P (hazardous)
0 1 00% /
Safety // _
4 Crew Size 1 
Acceptability
FactorC Creat Number Crew Number
8z g _~Available or current state -of-the-art
S / / v ^ Some development required
5 Development 0/ 4 - Broad development required
De 2 Major development required 3 7 z 
Risk /'1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time, 
$, or Complexity
3 3
/ ~ 2 X
6 Operability 1 1 1 9 9
Factor 0 0FLctro w High. Complex Sim ple
Reliability = X Maintainability
,/ 3 6 -- --- inimal amount of crew time
4 4 lx Low
o 4 ~I -r...Medium 2 ( 527 Crew Ti t 2 I
Factor o -
'/F Max. Min. 
.i·~~~~~~~ Crew Time 
8 // System i 4 6*G
Compatibility o o
Factor iHigh Low High Low High Low
Weight ] x Power . X Volume [ j
Sum
l (Mult x Factor)FINAL SELECTION FACTOR |= Number of ChartsUsedNumber of Charts Used
/
Sum
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION:
O oT1e: T-F4t S R 6E T i
DISCARD - or STUDY J-
( .9) ( >9 9
F:c:' 1 ..Gc'a-_ o or.ec lj , ,s~ TritL A RiS _ ,, ,--r
Pcr-Tr C !F -SEC r _.TOu G.2.
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. £. 7 3
Title WJIPE IIAIDS O1
CLCw4esI oF FWLL.-.
A 6r ILo^ AT
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
S
I
_-
i,1
**
X 1009 10~0 9 0 Factor
1 Gravitational 31
Factor
0o-1g o - gI 
Station G Station G
8
6 / _ Excellent 
2 Crew 4Fair 3100
Acceptability Poor 
Factor o 50 100% 1
Crew Acceptability
6-- --. eExcellent
3 Safety 4 Good 2 O OFco2 ~ F airFactor o Poor (hazardous)
0 100%
Safety
4 Crew Size o 1io O
Acceptability O J 
Factor Crew Number Crew Number
8 ~.Available or current state-of-the-art
o6 e development requiredI 4 - Broad development required
5 Development P 2 _,.-M a jor development required 3 1 8 z 4
Risk (1978) c 6 4 2 or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I
$, or Complexity
3
6 Operability 1 1 o o
Factor o 0
Low High Com ple
Reliability X Maintainability I I . -
Factr n inml al amount of crew time
4 ~ Low
7 Crew Time M d iumi 2 .
Factor 
Max. Min.
Crew Time 
3 18 1.5
Compatibility 2x o' o4 1'
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight ' x Power VEilX olume I I _
Sum
I
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
INTER IM STUDY SELECTION:
= L(Mult x Factor) _ 92
1(/3I - Number of Charts Used 
Sum
I
DISCARD e] or STUDY]( !; 9) ( > 9)
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 5. 7. 4
Title Wv 6C 
OVER CA 0- mwMT
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
_ ** Chart use: If chart is used. put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. UC)
0 Factor8 100 1000
8 -
; 6 _ Excellent 6 _ood
2 Crew 4 ". Fair 3 2 
Acceptability o Poor 3le
Factor 0 5o 100% 1
Crew Acceptability 
-actor I · o sol8 t -
6ft 4 Excellent
3 Safety 4 'I,)Z- Fi Good 2 S lo
Factor 0 = Poor (hazardous)
Safety 00%
O 100c9n , 100C r)
4 Crew Size > 1
Acceptability 3
Factor Crew Number Crew Number 1
8Available or current state-of-the-art
6 / "-Some development required
5 ~~~~Development 9 4 4 Broad development required5 Development 2 Major development required 3 1 2 I
Risk (1978) f 6 4 2 or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I ±
$, or Complexity
~~~~~~3 3
o 2 x 2
6 Operability I 1 2 z 
Factor o o0 
Low h Compx ie
Reliability X Maintainability 
8 
4 Low
7 Crew Time M 2im 2 H
Factor 0
Max. Min.
Crew Time
2 1.2 1.
8 System 1 .G . 4 .
Compatibility o o 4
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight = X Power [EG- X Volume m 
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
(Mult x Factor)
| Number of Charts Used
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD [ or STUDY--1 ]
( s 9) ( > 9)
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Sumr1 66 /-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Sum
--I
I
FAIRFCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 5. 7. 5
Title VACCLJIM CLEAMl..IC,
OF' P:.Ro6 4 4i ARhaEguT'
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. I
1.
92
0 1009- - - 100 Factor i
1 Gravitational 8 9 (: 339
Factor 
0 g 0 0g ig
Station G Station G
Factor --- Exc-xce l lent
2 Crew Fai 2 3 2 G
Acceptability 
Factor o 50so 100% 
Crew Acceptability
Excellent
3 Safety FairGood 2 22 Fair
Factor -- Poor (hazardous)
Safety
4 Crew Size 1 6
Acceptability 
Factor o [ Crew Number Crew Number
8 I
86 __Available or current state-of-the-art
6Some development required
5 Development 4 Broad development required5 Development * 2 Major development required 3 | I S
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3
6 Operability i 1 I 1 
Factor o 0Fcoo w R gh Coml plex
Reliability X Maintainability l
8 I
6 C... . -Mininmal amount of crew time
4 f low
rQ ' ..- Medium7 Crew Time 2 h2 3
Factor o i
Max. Min.
Crew Time
-- 3 1.8 1.5
2 X 1.2 1.
8 System 1 .63 1. 
Compatibility 0 V 0. i /
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight = X Power [ X Volume Z I _ 1
Sum
.| 'I Sum
-Z. I
S(Mult x Factor)FI NAL SELECTION FACTOR 6.9 = Number of Charts Used
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD D or STUDY[ 
a 5 9) ( > 9)
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2
]o
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 58. I
Title M AC IJE TI LI E0
D ~,.,i- , 6 'Qolpm¢ wr
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
a
0. ISXAxS0,II
M 100% 100% 0 Factor
Gravitational 8 .3 S Is
Factor 0
w o 0g g jg
Station G Station G -
6 ~ E"xcellent
2 Crew 4 ~ Fr F 3 J G
Acceptability 3 6 18
Factor o 50 100o% 1
Crew Acceptability
b 6 .I E E Excellent
3 Safety Goodair 2 o2 FairFactor ' o-0 Poor (hazardous)
0 100%
Safety 
X 100 1009
4 Crew Size -
Acceptability
Factor I 1Crew Number Crew Number
8
W ~6 zAvailable or current state-of-the-art
S~ 6 .Some development required
4 Broad development required5 Development W 2 -Major development required 3 6 1 
Risk (1978) ^ : or not feasible
Factor Development Time, 
$, or Complexity
3 3
so 2 X 2 
6 Operability 1, 1 1 9 9
Factor o 3 Comm plex Si 
Low[ H gh pie
Reliability 3 X Maintainability 1 -
8
---i-Minimal amount of crew time
7 Crew Time , 2 [ H-Hiu 2 7 ig
Factor o0 -igh
Max. Min.
Crew Time I I.
3 1.8 1.5
System 1 1 
Compatibility 0/ o ' 0 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight I[ I X Powerl , X Volume p:3 
~L _RICTION Fh~m I -- (Mult x Factor)FINAL SELECTION FACTOR =j 8 Number of Charts Used 
Sum
;n------ I Sum
. II /o.s I D· 
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD - or STUDYp-
( ; 9) ( > 9)
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*.
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
SELECTION RATIONALE
Concept No. 5. 8. 2
Title FI EO :PDc TCEaTrs
O1J1 ALL. GQV)IvP4 Tr
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
2 100 1= OO O Factor
1 Gravitational 8E
Factor U
o 0 Ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G
8
2 Crew 4 Fair2j Poor
Acceptability P
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
6 j EExcellent
3 Safety 4 FaitGood
Factor t~, Fairt r O Poor (hazardous)
0 100%
Safety
X 100
4 Crew Size 7 
Acceptability
FactorCrew Number Crew NumbeCrew Number Crew Number
5 Development
Risk
Factor
7 Crew Time
Factor
8 System
Compatibility
Factor
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
8
8 Available or current state-of-the-art
S 6 Some development required
i 4 , Broad development required
X 2 - Malor development required
(1978) 6 4 2 or not feasible
Develo
$, or
3,
Reliability I JX Maintainability 2Z
8
6 --- - -M in i m a l amount of crew time
a 4 LowUu.- Medium
. 2 - High
0
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1'8 1.
W2 X 1.2 X 1.
o 1 .6 . 5//
40 O
High Low High Low High Low
Weight F3 X Power r - IX Volume rI' 
/(Mult x Factor)
= Number of Charts Used
Is
1 70 · J Sum
I I I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD mor STUDYI r
( ; 9) ( > 9)
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C.
I- I
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISiON
Concept No. 5. 13 3
Title MC H A J I AL
W4oLD OCOWU5
1 Gravitational
Factor
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used. put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
0 FactorZ100 o* 100o 
0 Sa Ig 0 lg
Station G Station G
1lent
ellent
air
oor (hazardous)
:
i'
3
3
2
I.
a
r9
8
(V
4A
rw
2
2.4
18
8
1
1
1
4 Crew Size 1 
Acceptability _
Factor _ lCrew Number Crew Number
f 6 -Available or current state-of-the-art
6 So m'Some development required
4 Broad development required5 Development B2 4 roMaro r development required 3 6 I S
Risk (1978) Dlopment or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3 
6 Operability Z 2 
Factor o Low Hgh Complex Simple
Reliability 2 | X Maintainability I |
8 I
S Low
Fatn amount of rew time 2 High
Factor o 
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1 .8 1.5
8 System 2 /6 L 4 1.
Compatibility 1j o 4 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight = x Power [ :IX Volume II
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
[ I_ SI (Mult x Factor)
Number of Charts Used
Sum
I SumI1| 83' 
-I 8 T
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD "- or STUDY-
( s 9) ( >9
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 9.  I1
Title lO A1AtJ
'R sE r ^ L &-
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
100 100% 0 Factor 
1 Gravitational 3 .,
Factor 
Station G Station G
8
6 _-_--xcellent
2 Crew 4 vjFair 31 0
Acceptability 2 Poor
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
v6 ~ Z ~ Excellent
4 -'----------Good3 Safety - Far 2 O 
Factor 0 o ~ Poor (hazardous)
Safety I t
100 100
4 Crew Size 1
Acceptability
Factor oCrew Number Crew Number -
86 _, VAvailable or current state-of-the-art
S ' e. B Some development required
5 Development 2 Major development required 3 8 24Risk ~6  : .~Some development required {
Risk (1978) I or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$. or Complexity
~~~~~~3 3
6 Operability 0 i i
1lw Rgh Com plex Siple
Reliability X Maintainability=
r im inimal amount of crew time
7 Crew Time t 2 l _owMedium 2 1 a
Factor High 
Max. Min.
Crew Time 
3 1-8 1.5
8 System ,, v 4 B
Compatibility 0 o o 
Factor High Low High Low High Low I
Weight[ X Power WX Volume II
(Mult x Factor)FI NAL SELECTION FACTOR = Nul ar
= Number of Charts Used '
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD or STUDYE
( ~ 9) (>9)
S um
. ~~~~I8 .
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S
**
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 5. 9. .
Title CoC 00 N o 1 ET
R.Estri:L A Tr A
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
100% -'"'~-----'-~ i* 
X ~10~~~~~0 OFactor
1 Gravitational *3
Factor 3 a J
0 Ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G
8
6 7 -E xcellent 
2 Crew 42 .Fair 3 4 
Acceptability 
0Factor o so lO0o 1
Crew Acceptability
6b v- Excellent
3 Safety Good Fair 2 4
~~~~~~~~rFactor 6 . ----,-{ % E cleFairFactor o( z- c 1 Poor (hazardous) {
Safety
4 Crew Size 1 1
Acceptability t o 
Factor l 1Crew Number Crew Number
8
8~ _-Available or current state-of-the-art
6 . , oSome development required
Development Broad development required5 Development 2 Major development required 3 5 I 5
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3
2 X 2
6 Operability 1 1 1 3
Factor o o
Low High Com p le
Reliability X Maintainability 
8
6 Weight al amount of crew time
4 LowMedium 47 Crew Time 22 H 2
Factor o 
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 L'8 1.5
Compatibility 0 1 oiL 4o
Factor High Low High Low High Low I
Weight = X Power I.2 X Volume I
N(Mult x Factor)FINALSELECTIONFACTOR .9 = Number of Charts Used
rlAS LCINFCO .
Sum
I Sum
Il ' J
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD J or STUDY '
( s 9) ( > 9)
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I
7
S
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION ODVISION
Concept No. 5. 9. 3
Title C 14 A I W TI4
LAP STrmA P
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
b
a
w.3
c.)
100%- l -- - 100 0 Factor -
31.Al
1 Gravitational 83 8
Factor - \
Station G Station G -
8~ l e n t
b 6 - Excellent
2 Crew ~ 4 *Fair 3 1 8 4
Acceptability o t 
Factor o so 100%
Crew Acceptability
b ~~~6 75=Excellent
3 Safety FaGood 2 t2.Factor 6 ;.~~ExcellentFairFactor P p oor (hazardous)
0 100%
Safety
4 Crew Size > 1
Acceptability 
rat ~ o IFactor Crew Number Crew Number
8
Available or current state-of-the-art
6 Some development required
4 . Broad development required5 Development ~ 2 _ BMajor development required 3 7 Z I
Risk (1978) { 6 or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3
2 X 2
6 Operability 1 1G C
Factor o oLow gh Complex Si ple
Reliability X Msintainability 
8
b 6 - ,-Minimal amount of crew time
S 4 Il_--LLow
7 Crew Time . 2 -t -I-Medium 2 -Sio
Factor ]-
Max. Min. 1
Crew Time
3 18 1.5
i. 2 1.2
System 4 . 9 3. 
Compatibility 0 o o 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight = X Power [EI"X Volume - I I
I~1
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR | - Number of Charts Used
Sum
109 "! S| I:9  Ium
A 
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD -- or STUDY J7(T.9) (>9)
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 5. 9. 4
Title FOOCT RE ISRAi ,t
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
k.
a
'..
ab
a
u
SI
i
*-
g/
o100o 10 0 Factor 
Gravitational 3 1 F3
Factor
a 0 Ig 0 Ig { 1
Station G Station G
8 
6 __ xcellent I
2 Crew F air 313 9
Acceptability Poor 
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
8
6 l _ Z Excellent
3 Safety Gooa 2 |2 42 - ~ FairFactor , , I Poor (hazardous)
0 1O00% i
Safety
I00 . 100
4 Crew Size OO 
Acceptability U 1
Factor , o o Crew Number Crew Number 
8
68 /Available or current state-of-the-art
Q4 6/Some development required
~~~~~Development 8 4 Broad development required5 Development 2 ajor development required 3 A 2.4
Risk (1978) 6 4 or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
~~~~~3 3
2 2 2
6 Operability 1 lo o
Factor o o
w High Com plex mple
Reliability X Maintainability 
8 
6 ~ ' '"Minimal amount of crew time
7 Crew Time 24 7 . Medium 2 4 8
Factor 1
Max. Min.
Crew Time
2 1.2 1.
8 System .6 4 IS. 3
Compatibility 0 o, o 
Factor High Low High Low High Low I '
Weight |3 X Power I-X Volume I. 
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION:
(Mult x Factor)
Number of Charts Used
88 Sum
I I
Sum
I
DISCARD [71 or STUDY [~
( L9) ( > 9)
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i
FUNCTIONAL SUBSYSTEM AREA 6.0
PROVIDE FOR CLEAN-UP OF FOOD
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVIS8ON
Conceptto. 6- I I - SELECTION RATIONALE
Title RAUJD B .S bt4C, . Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
CoLLE-d to p oa Fog , * Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
, PA FL~~ To  Ic Irr i Cinto which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
({Mult x Factor)FINAL SELECTION FACTOR Number of Carts UsedNumber of Charts Used '
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD [ or STUDY FI
( 9) ( > 9)
I 8 I
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Concept No. &. I. 7L
Title tA"O IJ.LLO ,IACvUL3
CLEa^Om muIt
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
, Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. i 
S.
4) I.I SQ
I .,
**
]
M 100 1 0 0% O Factor
1 Gravitational . 3 ' .
Factor 
g o o 0 zg 1
Station G Station G
Acceptability O 611ent
Factor o 50 100% 1 
Crew Acceptability
8 
FaL 6 Z ---- Excellent
3 Safety B 4 =-aGoodi 2 |1 IL
Factor c' oa zjd~t-'-----U 2 Poor (hazardous)
Acceptability S
Factor O 100%
$ Safexty 10
S development required
t bil
Factor M Tme, 0 
Crew Numer Crew Number
Reabilty ble or currntainab state-of-the-art 
4m d evenimal amount of crew timed
Risk (1978) i 6 4 2 or not feasible
Factor Development Time, 2 8
~~~Fact~~$or 0 Complexity
3 3 -
2 X 2
6 Operability I i 1 4 4~
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight Po er 11X Volume S i ml 
(t I 91 CP Sum
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = Numberof ChartUsed I | Number of Charts Used 
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD or. STUDY 
( ;9) ( > 9)
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FAIRCHILD HILLEM
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 6. 1. 3
Title CTv I D T D A n4t Pos ar
VACU &A CLC eA-IJ . J i r
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0. I a
I
i:
**
O Factor 
1 Gravitational 3 4 
Factor
0 i 0 Gg 1.
Station G Station G 
8
_ 6e excellent4 Good
2 Crew 4 B zFair 3 1 7 2
Acceptability 2 Poor
Factor o 50 1oo% I
Crew Acceptability -
6 6,ZExcellent
3 Safety ood 2 2 Fair 6
Factor 0 Poor (hazardous)
Safety
100%r--e , 100
4 Crew Size 1 8 8
Acceptabi lity U Q
Factor 0 (0 Crew Number Crew Number
{
8 Available or current state-of-the-art
6 -Some development required
5 Development 4 oBroad development required5 Development ,a 2 Major development required 3 6 18
Risk (1978) 6 or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
~~~~~~3 3
2 X 2
6 Operability , p 1 + 4
Factor oLow i gh Complex ple
Reliability " X Maintainability , - -
6 M inimal amount of crew time
S 4 Low7.....? --, Medium 2 2.7 Crew Time 2 2 -High
Factor 0 o
Max. Min. 
Crew Time
3 18 1.5
,2 1.2 X.
8 System 1 .6
Compatibility o 4 1
Factor High Low High Low High Low I 
Weight =i X Power E= X Volume [ I
S
I (Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = Number artssedNumber of Charts Used '
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD F or
(59)
89. 8 Sum
.8 -- 1 Su
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I 91  
STUDY F( >9) /
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FAIRCtHILD MILLERF
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVIS10N
Concept No. 6. I. 4.
Title 13AC K- PAC, K
VAC.uv&u CL.ANEIL UT&'
'7 SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.I ** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
l00 1 oon O Factor
1 Gravitational ~ C !
Factorg 1
Station G Station G 
8
.--Excellent
2 Crew 4 Fa ir 3 Z 
Acceptability Poor
Factor o 50 100% 
Crew Acceptability
8 I
6 Z Excellent
3 Safety 4 ood 2 3 2 - ~ Fair
Factor .0 = Poor (hazardous)
0 100%7
Safety
lOO 100 ------- 100
4 Crew Size l1-o 
>
Acceptability
Factor ( 1Crew Number Crew Number 
8
Available or current state-of-the-art
6 ~ Some development required
Development 2 BMajor development required 3 4 1
2 development required
Risk (1978) I 64 i or not feasible
Factor Development Time, 1
$, or Complexity
3
6 Operability 1 1 4 4
Factor o o
Low Hgh Com ple
Reliability [lf X Maintainability I I
8 - -
S 6 -- _-Minimal amount of crew time
4 lX1f -L~Low
7 Crew Time 2 1 I - u2 I i I
Factor o 2
Max. Min.
Crew Time {
3 18 1.5
2Syste 1.2 
8 System 64 1.7 ,Z
Compatibility 1°o 
Factor High Low High Low High Low 
Weight I X Power =-x Volume I
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
FINALSELECTIONFACTOR umber of Charts Used
TINIL~~~~~4~'-- Z(MultINICO x 8actor
Sum
I65s. -I1 658 )~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~SumI1 8
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD E or STUDYD
( ! 9) ( > 9)
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-.
UC)
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 1· 56
Title CE T A L VC..C .L lI
CLEA I S Te5' s M
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
_ ** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
S
a
S
a
x
S0
100 100 For 
1 Gravitational 3 4. 
Factor 
w 0 l g 0 Ig1
Station G Station G 
2 Crew 4 -. Fair 3 I 
2_ PoorAcceptability 2
Factor o 50 100% 1
Crew Acceptability
v6 ~ Z Excellent
3 Safety = - GoodFair 2 o
Factor 0 c I Poor (hazardous)
0 100% ±
Safety
-,a ~ b
5 100%b-A-,-- 100
4 Crew Size >1 l
Acceptability 01
Factor Crew Number Crew Number 
8 Available or current state-of-the-art
6 S--ome development required
4 Broad development required
5 Development ri 2 - Major development required 3 2
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time, 1
$, or Complexity
~3 ~~~~~3
2 X 2
6 Operability I 1 oc
Factor 0 0
Lw R Cornmx ple
Reliability - X Maintainability o
8
6 6--- - inimai amount of crew time
4 ~ LoW
o . . _T_-~.--,.Medium7 Crew Time 22 2High 2 1
Factor o M
Max. Min. I I
Crew Time
3 1.8 1.5
8 System 92 6 14 1-'0 
Compatibility o o
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight I x Power =-X Volume ' {
1
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR i (Mult x Factor)
= Number of Charts Used
( .
Sum
IG) 7 .{1 -------1 8
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD [ or STUDYD ( 9) (>9) 
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Sum
I1
FAIfRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIArTION DIVISION
Concept No. Co - I. ~, (SELECTION RATIONALE
Title Au- V MATI  C \IACUL Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
.ETRIFr Ev'ai L SYS'V ~ I j* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section numberinto which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. S,
I.
X
**
al Q)
0 Factor -
Gravitational 8. 314 
Factor
Ig 0 lg 
Station G Station G
8 I
6 -- Excellen t
0 6 Good {
2 Crew Fa2r 32 1
2 Poor 3 "7Acceptability {
Factor 0 50 l00%
Crew Acceptability
8 {
Safety
a 1 oo----- 100 _ o 
Acceptability OQ4~E a l£t
,Factor Crew Number Crew Number 2 -
Available or current state-of-the-art
evlopment requiredloo
5 Development 2 Major development required 3
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
Safor Complexity 
3
6 Operability 1 1
Factor c o
Crew Numberg Comr ew Number
8
6 devel amount ofrequire
4 .- Broad development required
7 Crew Time 2edium 2
Do 2 development required
Max. Min. 1
Crew Time
8 System - j' 1 6 4j 3 ; Z
Compatibility 0 o
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight = X Powere tiX Volume .5
Sum
IF_____ I N(Mult x Factor)FINAL SELECTION FACTOR (9 ) Number of Chas Ued SumI6 8
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD or STUDYor
( ! 9) ( > 9)
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUaLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 6. I. I
Title W4 AD0 CLEAI41Ik4
Wi1S IMPR A.6ATD 
O $PDiA b1 W i AJ
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls,.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
S.SII.:5KS **
> ~1005 v)7 10 OFactor 
1 Gravitational 3 8 
Factor u
g 0 ig
Station G Station G
8
6 _-_--xcellent 
2 Crew 4 Fair 3
Acceptabilityr 3 
Factor o 50 100% 
Crew Acceptability
Se6 4 1 Excellent
3 Safety G------- ood 2 8 IFactor ~ ~C ' ~ FairFactor oI . 1 1 .- Poor (hazardous)
o loo% I 1
Safety
l00b-4-A..:. 100
4 Crew Size 1 .1 
Acceptability
Factor ~!0 62z5-o I±
Factor Crew Number Crew Number -
8 .
Available or current state-of-the-art6 Av
i. 6 S-Some development required5 Development >° 42 ~ _, Broad development required
a5 Development 2 Major development required 3 m Z4
Risk (1978) 6i or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3 3
2 X 2
6 Operability 1 11 9 9
Factor o ogh Comp ex
Reliability m X Maintainability i i
I
S64 - inimal amount of crew time
4 2 Low
7 Crew Time 2 Med 2 Z 
Factor o {
Max. Min.
Crew Time I at
3 1.8 1.5
8 System ,I6 '2/1'0
Compatibility 4 12 .
Factor High Low High Low High Low IS
Weight X Power [Ij-X Volume - I Sum
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR I (Mult x Factor)3 Number of Charts Used
.I 8 sum
8I I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD . - or ST UDY > J
( 5 9) ( > 9)
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I
7
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUaLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. (P. I. 8
Title IA4ID CLEAMIM&
R .SA IL 1P F4, tP.5ELDSB ~e w4 itpG.
1 Gravitational
Factor
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
0 Factorm 1009 7 *
8 l g
Station G
100 9 A
0 l g
Station G
xcellent
ood
air
oor
eUlent
(hazardous)
In
U
3
3
2
I
S
5
8
I
I s
I
It
±
1:
1
100 o o..:--,. 100
4 Crew Size 1o18 
Acceptability I. 
Factor b o o oCrew Number Crew Number
b 8 6 _ .Available or current state-of-the-art
* 6
S 4 7,'Some development required
5 Development 2 oMaor development required 3 8 4
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time, 
$, or Complexity
3
o 2 X2 x 2
6 Operability 1 1 1 4 4
Factor 0 o
IAw gh Com ple
Reliability = X Maintainability
61 /I - "inim al amount of crew time
4 , Low
7 Crew Time ( 2 4 _Medium 2 2 4
~ 2 _ .....__..High
Factor o _ .
Max. Min.
*Crew Time
8 System 1 .6 4 18.1 32.4
Compatibility 0 o o
Factor High Low High Low High Low I ±
Weight m x Power E[[ X Volume I 1 - I
Sum
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = j (Mult x Factor)L 18 | =Number of Charts Used
s Sum| 126&+ |4 I Sum
I 8 I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD [ or( S 9) STUDY I( > 9) LM
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FAIRFCHILD HILLERF
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. G'I' 9 SELECTION RATIONALE
Title HA4D -IELD 5CR UlSEI* Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
CiEA WItJGq LMIT into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. 0
'5
U 100 100C 0 Factor
1 Gravitational > 3 o 7 
Factor o
w 0 Ig o Ig l
Station G Station G
8
6 ~ E xcellent
2 Crew 2 Fair 3
Acceptability 2 Poor . 1
Factor 0 50 100% 1
Crew Acceptability
S. ~ 6~ ZExcellent 
3 Safety Good 2 i6 12
Factor 0o Poor (hazardous)
O 100% 
Safety
100 r1- - -
4 Crew Size 1 8
Acceptability 0 1
Factor Crew Number Crew Number
8 Available or current state-of-the-art6Deve6 o , Some development required
4 Broad development required
5 Development P. 2 development required 3 
Risk (1978) 6 or not feaible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
~~~~~~3 3
6 Operability 11 4 4-
Factor 0 pLow H Com pexe
Reliability |Z X Maintainability 
8
S _ --- Minimal amount of crew time
a 4 low
7 Crew Time Med ium 2 1 . 2 --- High
Factor o J
Max. Min. :_
Crew Time
3 1-8 1.5
8 System ~ 1 L .L 4 .69 _.
Compatibility o L o H 
Factor High Low High Low High Low 
Weight r X Power I- i X Volume - l 1
I (Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = Number of Charts Used Number of Charts Usej 
Suin
_ 10'7. 9 ' Sum
I ' I ' I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD J or STUDY[71
(s9) (> 9) I
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVIsION
Concept No. 6. . 10
Title G UIoE o TI ANSPORT
'AST R.OVAC" CLCE A ,LG,
Ului T
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
a4
14
..
D100% 100% O Factor i
1 Gravitational 4- 2
Factor l
Station G Station G
8 {
2 Crew 2 ~ Fair 3 J8
Acceptability 4 ll3en t 
Factor 0 50 100% I r
Crew Acceptability
i, 6 ;,.~ . { ~ Excellent
3 Safety i2 -4Good 2| 6 1 z
Factor 0 o, e Poor (hazardous)
0 100%
Safety 1
a1 0
0
~ i 1 0 0 0
4 Crew Size o .>
Acceptability 
Factor w i oCrew Number Crew Number
8
; ~6 .7 Available or current state-of-tbe-srt 
SSome development required
DeeometB 4 Broad development required5 Development Y 2 '_ Major development required 3 4- z
Risk (1978) r 4 - or not feasible
Factor Development Time, 
$. or Complexity
ffff 3
6 Operability 1 1 12.1 2.2
Factor o o
w i gh Com plex Siple
Reliability 1-5| X MaintainabilityJ| I 
8
6 _--Minimal amount of crew time
7 Crew Time A 2 .-- Medium 2 16 -z
Factor o 
Max. Min.
Crew Time I
3 18 1.5
8 System 4 . 2..6
Compatibility , o o
Factor High Low High Low High Low i
Weight = X Power 1-ZX Volume .W 
. _ _ _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Sum
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR L(Mult x Factor)Number of Charts Used
Sum
II r
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD 1] or( <9) STUDY I-
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 6. 1- II
Title BACK- PA.K ASTRoVAC.
CLv&^MtmC VA-r
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
0
S
B1
r*
S.
XW
5
X
x
p--
c)
,100% 1 3IO 0 Factor
1 Gravitational 3 5
Factor u 0 C 
Station G Station G
8
2 Crew t 4e Fair 3 
Acceptability O 3 r
Factor o 50 100% os
Crew Acceptability
6 6-Excellent
3 Safety Good 3 
Factor Poor (hazardous)
0 100% I
Safety 1 0%
a 100%- 100 100
4 Crew Size 11I
Acceptability
Factor Crew Number Crew Number
8
8Available or current state-of-the-art
s 6 So8ome development required
Devlop t4 B r oad development required5 Development W 2 '~-M ajor development required 3 4 1.
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I 
$, or Complexity
3
6 Operability 1 2.2. %.
Factor 0 o
Low H igh Comx ple
Reliability I:J X Maintainability 3.
8 
6 ---- Minimal amount of crew time
7 Crew Time I---Medium 2 6 C 2 - High
Factor Hig
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1.8 1.
2 1.2 1.0
8 System L6 1 .7 2.8
Compatibility o o 
Factor High Low High Low High Low 1 _
Weight [ X Power= E X Volume 
-_
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION:
I (Mult x Factor)| Number of Charts Used
I "] 
Sum
I Sum
I
DISCARD ' or STUDY g( 9) ( > 9
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FAIRCHMILD MILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVIION
SELECTION RATIONALEConcept No. 6. 2. 1
Title OI P i M E R FORn Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.t * Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
D1i PoSA BL.4 PEIZoI, At- Into which the curve falls.
WI PES. ** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
N
x
1XW
100 100I 0 Factor -
1 Gravitational 3 8 g
Factor u :
Station G Station G
2 Crew 4 Fair 3 1,2.
Acceptability 
Factor o 50 100% 
Crew Acceptability
6 6 Excellent
3 Safety od 218 1
Factor Poor hazardous)
Safety
100 ------- 1 00 
4 Crew Size O 1 8 
Acceptability ; "
Factor I 01 25 -0Factor Crew Number Crew Number
8 I
8 Available or current state-of-the-art
S 6 Some development required
5 Development 4 Broad development required5 D e v l o p mnt 2 .Major development required 3 
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time, 
$, or Complexity
3 
6 Operability 1 i 1 9 9
Factor o o
Low High Corn ple
Reliability X Maintainability _ t
b 6 F " -,M inimal amount of crew time
4 4( Low
7 Crew Time 2 Me-dhium 2 -o o 
Factor 0 M 0
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1;8 1.5
.2 X 1.2 x.
8 System S1 / / 
Compatibility o, - O J Z _
Factor High Low High Low High Low 1
Weight a5 X Power [ -X Volume . -
. _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Sum 1 (Mult x Factor) 11S.8 Sum
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = Number of Charts 7 UsINTERIM STUDY SELECTION:Number of harts Used
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD F o STUDYF
( I; 9) ( > 9) Iv
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8
u
FAIMCHILD HILLEMr
FREPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. O. 2. 2
Title P)iPE)JS6tPR FOO
RUSASL, PJSPSOm^L
Wp Pe s
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
_ ** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. 2
a
x
0XN
..
00
100 9 1009 O Factor 
Gravitational 4 I ® - 3 8 ' .
Factor g 
Station G Station G
8
8 -4---llent-
S *.4 -Good I
Acceptability Pr
Factor o 50 100% 1
Crew Acceptability
Safety ZExcellent J
3 Safety 4 FaGood 2 8 2 - FairFactor 0 - - Poor (hazardous)
o 1oo%
Safety
a qX 10 f 100
Acceptability
Factor Crew Number r
J
68 6Available or current state-of-the-art
Some development required
Dwelopment 4 ~Broad development required5 Development 2 mtajor development required 3 | 24k 2 development required 2-
Risk (1978) ' 6 or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I
$, or Complexity
3 I
2 X 2
6 Operability X, 1 1 3
Factor Io
ow Hgh Com plex Siple
Reliability X Maintainability
8
6 f.-t--Minimal amount of crew time
4 LowFac..--,. 2Medium7 Crew Time 2 Medium 2 0 0
3 1;8 1.5
2 2 ----- H 1i
8 System ' 1 .64 3
Compatibility r o z o 0
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight 3  X Power 1. Volume 5 I
1
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION:
(Mult x Factor) 131. 4- 
- Number of Charts Used 7
DISCARD o] or ST UJDY(r
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Sum I
------ - 'Sum
I
I
FAIRfCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVIsiON
Concept No. 6. 2.3
Title DSPENSER P FO M
ImPR.4EATP s iEtsoAJL
CLSASlC44 w'iP&S I SELECTION RATIONALESelect appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section numberinto which the curve falls.** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. I.,SoX4;t
M- 10 100 0 Factor 
1 Gravitational 3 
Factor \
Station G Station G g 1
8 
2 Crew Size 3 2
Acceptability o ,
Factor 0 50 100%
Crew Acceptabilityer Crew Number
S development required
3 Safety 4 . evelopment 2 uid
Factor Dexelopment Tine,
Factor 0 oz~ztz~-'----- Poor (hazardous)
Saf or Completyty
4 Crew Size 1 8
Acceptability o9 9
Factor Crew Number Crew Number
Reliability vailable or current a tate-of-the-art
6 'Some development required ime
4 B ro ad development requiredw
7 Crew Time { 2 ; _ High 2 1 o
5 Development 2-Major development required 3 2.4
Risk (1978) f 6 4 2 ( or not feasible
t r v l t im ,
$ or Co mplexity -
3
6 Operability I 1 1 9 9
Factor High Low H o
8 I
6 _-----Minimal amount of crew time
 re  Ti e _-Medium  I O2 High
Factor 0 _
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 81- .-
System j1
Compatibility / '
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight = x Power[EUX Volume [5--1
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION:
L(Mult x Factor)
Number of Charts Used
F~' ~s 
DISCARD or STUDYj
( !5 9) ( > 9)
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II S1. B
_ I I _
Sum I
Sum
,~ ~S'. I
FAIRCHILD HILLER&
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 6. 2. 4-
Title RIEL6PTA.CLE FPS{
OF SdSLE0 W IPeS
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used. put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
a:
0.:=
0
r
I S
1 21 a
S.
to
X I
1 s ~or, Factor
1 Gravitational 3 .
Factor 8
o O Ig o Ig
Station G Station G
6 7xS~cellent
_ ~ 6 Good
2 Crew 4 Fair 3 18
Acceptability oor 
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
6 ------ Excellent
3 Safety odFair 2 | 6 t.Factor 6 FairFactor o l~~~-~-------0 Poor (hazardous)
0 100% ±
Safety
o 100 <- 100' _
>I
4 Crew Size 1 
Acceptability 
Factor Crew Number Crew Number
I8 _,oAvailable or current state-of-the-art
6 -Some development required
5 Development 8 4 Broad development requiredRisk5 Development -M ajor development required 3 i Z 4-
Risk (1978) , 6 4 2 { or not feasible
Factor Development Time, tL
$, or Complexity
3 3
2 I 2
6 Operability 1 1 1 9 9
Factor 0 o
L o w High Co e pe
Reliability X Maintainability I _
6 M inimal amount of crew time
S 4 /I D_ LOW
7 Crew Time 2 edium 2 gho 
Factor o 
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1.8 1.5
System .63. 14 4
Compatibility 0' /x l"/ x L°/
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight i x Power -T X Volume I I
(Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = Number of Charts sed
109.4 . SumJ 7 ,
Sum
I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD C o. STUDY 
' ( 9) ( > 9)
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVIIO0N
Concept No. G. 2. 5
Title DIS PbD5AL - C v6.s
FVb. D'lI,44, TAf3L.S
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put I in this column; if not used. put in 0.
4
0
I-
S.I.
S
0
co
X0
It;
Om l0%loos 100%O 0 Factor i
1 Gravitational 8 
Factor3 Z2
Station G Station G 1
8
Jb.l--" Excellent
2 Crew 4 .a. 3 oo
Acceptability 8
Factor 0 50 100% N.
Crew Acceptability 
-
3 Safety 4 Gd v lpm 2 ri ZD p 2 F ad
Factor 0 nPoor (hazardous)
0 1o 00% I
Safety
m
m 100
4 Crew Size 1 <
Acceptability
Factor w lCrew Number Crew Number
~8Available or current state-of-the-art
FSom development required
5 Development Ma4 Broad development required
r5 Development P 2 0 -Major development required 3 S 2
Risk (1978) 6 or not feasible
Factor Development Time, 
$, or Complexity
3 ~~~~~3
6 Operability 1 11 9
Factor o o
Wigh H og e C o mple il
4 LowCrew Time u2 o o
a 2- -----, -.-- High
Factor o J
Max. Min.
Crew Time
Compatibility o i ' Lo ,, 
Factor High Low High Low High Low 
Weight .5 X Power ,r-X Volume r
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION:
____ I__ (Mult x Factor)
Number of Charts Used
DISCARD or STULDYY 
IC9)( > 9)
1167.8 K 
l 7 
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Sum
I Sum
I
FAIRCHILD HILLEFT
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. . 2. (a
Title REUSAILE COV[RS
FolL. Os4iG 'cft -Lgb
StLLt IN RAIIUNALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
S.
0.
I
I.
0 IPu;tr*.xW tU
'°100 100% 0 Factor
Factor
Station G Station G
46 / ---- Excellent
2 Crew 2 Fair 3
Acceptability 2 Poor
Factor 0 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
8
,, 6| = / Z ~ Excellent
3 Safety I2 Fair 2 6 IFactor 6 FairFactor 20 Poor (hazardous)
0 100% 1
Safety
100 1 8 8100
4 Crew Size I
Acceptability U
Factor 0 2 1Crew Number Crew Number -
8
86 ' Available or current state-of-the-art
S 6 Some development required
4 Broad development required5 Development 2 development required 3 L 2.
Risk (1978) ;6a4 2 j or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I
$, or Complexity
3 3
2 X 2
6 Operability 3 1 / 1 3 
Factor o o
Low Hi Complex Simple
Reliability W X Maintainability -
8 
6  / -"-Minimal amount of crew time
u [ . ..-,--Medium 2 o7 Crew Time 2 ;M dium 2 0 O
Factor 0o
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 t -8 
8 System 1jj x j6 4 IS I 32.
Compatibility o o
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight = x Power I l X Volume ,I-- 
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION:
(Mult x Factor)
) Number of Charts Used
DISCARD or STUDY--
( ; 9) ( > 9)
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103. 4-
7
Sum
I
Cr r I CfT I n T I hiA I r
FA#IRCHILD HILLERO
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
SELECTION RATIONALEConcept No. 6 . 2 ''7
Title JGTALI,1I. Foa.
REP St Du& o0: AFTER.
Dgjc QR SmuoLa, ,,t
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
X ~1005 1 0100I  Factor
1 Gravitational 8 A l 3
Factor 
0 9 Ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G
8 6
6 --- Exceentl
2 Crew 2 Fair 3
Acceptabi lity 3 
Factor 0 50 100%
Crew Acceptability 
-
Excellent
3 Safety Goo Fadr 2 
Factor '"- Poor (hazardous)
o loo10%
Safety
100 100 10 -
4 Crew Size 1
Acceptability
Factor Crew Number Crew Number
8
Available or current state-of-the-art
S 6 v 'e Some development required
5 Development 4 4 Broad development required
5 p 2 MaJor development required 3
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$. or Complexity
3 
2 X 
6 Operability . 1 1 1
Factor o o
Lw Hgh Com plex Siple
Reliability [- X Maintainability= I
4 Low
Crew Time 2 Mediu
Factor o0 
Max. Min.
Crew Time
2 1.2 1.
8 Systemx x 4
Compatibility - 1o 
Factor High Low High Low High Low i
Weight X Power- x Volume -
Sum
_ 1 __1~~~~~~, I Su
I _J I~~
7 (Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR umber of Charts Used
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD W or STUDY-1r
( 9) ( A> 9)
NJOE' :MO ScoIt N C AsSe.SSM4I,,t-r A-'r-v'::',VQl
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. . 2. 8
Title WAtuD C~ARRtA4 G
FoDt ZEtTUWIO DC
A ^L T. r A S.
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
* Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
° Factor
Gravitational 2 3 ' '-
Factor
Ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G
8
6 -i~~-- * Excellent6 Gf od [
3 SAcceptabity 0 2 PoFair 3
Factor o 50 100% t
Crew Acceptability
Safety ~ Excellent
3 Saf ety 4 - ,--Good 2
Factor Poor (hazardous)
0 100% 1
Safety
4 Crew Size ! i
Acceptability o 
Factor Z 0 o oCrew Number Crew Number 
Available or current state-of-the-art
5 D .B Some development required
Development 5 ~ ~4 Broad development required 5 D 2 -Major development required 3 8 24
Risk (1978) 1 - 4 2 or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3
b 2 7 X 2
6 Operability 1 1  9 9
Factor o
LA w [ gh C ple
Reliability X Maintainability
8 I
7T 68 Minimal amount of crew time
o 4 L.ow
7 Crew Time 2 g h ! o
Factor o0 2J i Mi
Max. Min.
Crew Time '_
3 1.8 1.5
. 1.2 1
8 System .6 4 I'* s
Compatibility o o 
Factor High Low High Low High Low 
Weight 2. - X Power -1EUX Volume I- I I _
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
(Mult x Factor)
I Num2.r = CNumber of Charts Used
Sum
Io10 -
,I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD J or STUDY 
( !5 9) ( > 9)
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it:A) ka.S
SumI1
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
ConceptNo, 6. 2.9 SELECTION RATIONALE 
Title ME&AL "RAY ulReD Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor. I
-Ttl A4ML Q RAIL GS UO8 * Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number R2, URE in R AIL S Y ST E 1 into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0. 3 I W
100% lOO- 1 000 0 Factor
1 Gravitational 8 '-i 3:8
Factor
Station G Station G
r w 6 _ -Excellent
2 Crew 4 Fir a3 r i
Acceptability Poor
Factor o 50 100% 
Crew Acceptability
6. l Z Excellent
3 Safety ood 2 | 1
Factor 0 Poor (hazardous)
0 100% 
Safety
2 10o r °° 100 9 -
4 Crew Size 1 I 
Acceptability ca
Factor ooCrew Number Crew Number
68 6 ~Available or current state-of-the-art
Some development required
5 Development 8 24 ~ Broad development required
~Development P. 2 ' -MJor development required 3 
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3/ 3[3
2 X 2
6 Operability m e 1 1 I3.6 3.
Factor omAw Hi gh Com Sple
Reliability 2. X Maintainability Ijf
8 I
6 4 '"ini mal amount of crew time
4 Low
7 Crew Time M 2i 2 Hg
Factor 0o 
Max. Min. IL
Crew Time
3 1.8 1.5
8 System 1 X 
Compatibility 0 o o 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight I X Power I-fX Volume 3 J 2
Sum1 (Multx Factor) | Sum Sum
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = Number of Charts Used' 1 
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD - or STUDY-
( s 9) ( > 9)
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIArTION DIVISION
Concept No. G. 2. 1O
Title MtEAL TRA^ GQU&4IDD
RETI.R JI A,ia/r VAJ1-r
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. N
0 Ir.X4xa d0
UZ -10 0-O 100l 0 Factor 
1 Gravitational 88 0 c~33 2 z4-Factor o
Station G Station G
2 6 _---Excellent
2 Crew 4 Fair 31 1
Acceptability 2 Po 2.Factor o s0 lo0%
Crew Acceptability
6 i Z ExceUllent
3 Safety Faroo 2 1 
Factor c = Poor (hazardous)
0 100% 2
Safety
a100 100
4 Crew Size 1 
Acceptability O
Factor Crew Number Crew Number
8
Available or current state-of-the-art
S 6 7% ,Some development required
5 ~~~~Development O 4 Broad development required
5 Development 2 .Major development required 3 6 ! 8
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3 3
2 X 2
6 Operability I 1 1 .IC (3.3
Factor o o
Low gh Cor pe
Reliability 2 X Maintainability 2-
8
.--6 -inimal amount of crew time
4 Lowow
._Medium7 Crew Time 2um 2 3 6
Factor o 
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 .8 1.5
8 System Z 1 .6 X L 4 8
Compatibility o oi 0 
Factor High Low High Low High Low 
Weight = X Power .b X Volume I
_ 
(Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = Number of Cart UedNumber of Charts Used =
Sum I
_ I Sum
I97. ,
I a I -
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD [ or STUDY -
( 9) 1>9)
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.
FAIRCHILD HILLER
FEPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. G. 3. I
.Iitle TFMP0D AR - Y .itUSAbLe
owL.D WliJPS 5-?DCIB'A
UuIt
i.1 SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
I ** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put In 0.
i
0
S
1009 100 0 Factor 
1 Gravitational g 
Factor
0 1 g 0 Ig I
Station G Station G
8 -
r 6, ~.F-Excellent
2 Crew 24 FaFair 3 . I 2. PoorAcceptability 0Poor ' I
Factor 0 50 100% i 
Crew Acceptability
8 I
Excellent 
3 Safety G oo 2 6 12Fair
Factor o, 1tz = -Poor (hazardous)
O 100%
Safety 00%
4 Crew Size o .
Acceptability 1
Factor 0o 1(Crew Number Crew Number
8
Available or current state-of-the-art
S 6 / 'a Some development required
Dvlmn 4 , Broad development required5 Development . 2 -MMa jor development required 3 8 24
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3 3 
S 2 x 2
6 Operability 1 1 1 9
Factor o o 0F ow High Com plex Simple
Reliability - X Maintainability ,
8
6 . 'IlMinimal amount of crew time
u fl_--Medium 2 Low4
7 Crew Time 2 2 High
Factor 0 _
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 18 1.5
8 System 1 .6 4 13( 4
Compatibility2 o o I 1
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight 2 X Power |[-0X Volume I I
. T~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR L I (Mult x Factor)141 Number of Charts Used
Sum
, . ,~~~~~~~1 111.4- SumI
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD - or STUDYFV-]
( '; 91 ( > 9)
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o
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 6. 3. -?
Title TEMPoRpQ.r OE5RtS
COLLrcTleb /STOMAGC Uml
1 Gravitational
Factor
3 Safety
Factor
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
lOO9 nF 1009 
Station G Station G
0 Factor
ellent
4[Z.4 lE Excellent4 -x.___.Good
211 - Fair
Poor (hazardous)
o 100%
Safety
4
I.
0t
3
3
2
I-
S
aI.2
8
1,S
0XP
;t
24-
6 IlS
12
#*
t
I
1.
L.
100-oo5 - 100 l
Acceptability ~ l
Factor u o lCrew Number Crew Number 
8 Available or current state-of-the-art6S 4 / .,Some development required
4 Broad development required5 Development ~ 2 Major development required 3
Risk (1978) 1 6 4 I or not feasible
Factor Development Time, [
$, or Complexity
3 3
6 Operability 1 1 x 9
Factor 0 0
oIw High Com plex Simple
Reliability E X Maintainability E -
8
6 _- - -Minimal amount of crew time
S 4 low
7 Crew Time u 1T2 j-l--H-,um 2 3H
Factor o ]
Max. Min.
Crew Time l ±
,2 1.2
8 System 1 4 3 4
Compatibility 0 4 13 o1*
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight X x Power ,I- X Volume L2= I ±1·6~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Ir 1 I IL(Mult x Factor)FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = Number of Charts Used
Sum115. 4 ' I
t 8
Sum
I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD C-- or STUDYj[-
( 9) ( > 9)
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I
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No.& ~. . 3
Title COIW 1SJAT OU DE81.$I
COLLeclro./ S.eRDDE r-
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
a.
'I
b
Sq
k2
Ia.
S.
2
0SP1
Z!
0__
E
g
S
,i 100% 100IX 0 Factor
1 Gravitational 8 3 A .>
Factor f 0 L
Station G Station G
2 Crew 2 27, F Faair 3 18
Acceptability Poor 
Factor o 50 10so 0% 1
Crew Acceptability I 
6|~~~ _ 2Excellent
3 Safety 4 Good 21 2 
Factor - Poor (hazardous)
0 100%
Safety 1
2 100 , ( 100[
4 Crew Size 114 
Acceptability
Factor IFactor Crew Number Crew Number 1
8
86 ,JAvailable or current state-of-the-art
S Some development required
Broad evelopment development required5 Development ~ 2 ' - Major development required 34 
Risk (1978) or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3
6 Operability , ~ / 113 3
Factor o o
Low High Com ple
Reliability 35 X Maintainability 2 i
6 - >-- Minimal amount of crew time
4 ___.i Lw
7 Crew Time 2 iigh 21 4
Factor o i
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1;8 1.5
2 12 xx
8 System Isa / i ix.6 .54 1.8 3z
Compatibility 0 o o .
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight ,. 5 X Power [--]X Volume W I I
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR 1L (Mult x Factor)Number of Charts Used
(~_~~
Sum
?2.Z .- Sum
I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD - or STUDYY l
( ;9) (>9)
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FAIRC/HILD MILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. G. 3. 4
Title COM IIJA T\o, DC Ibl
COLL.C.-rTD m / COD4PAC.-TaR
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
S
u
S
u
ai
0
0: 10F0Q 000% O Factor i
Gravitational j.' j 3 , 1._
Factor U ( 
0 Ig 0 Ig {
Station G Station G
8
-_ 6 Excellent6 Good 
2 Crew F 4a . . Fair 3 1 6 Isr2 Poor
Acceptability Poor 
Factor 0 so 100%
Crew Acceptability
8
3 Safety Far 2 | Factor FairFactor C ~ Poor (hazardous)
0 100% 
Safety
, 100_ 
4 Crew Size 1 4-
Acceptability U o I 1 4
Factor Ib 12 Zb -50L- Factor Crew Number Crew Number
Available or current state-of-the-art
S 6 Some development required
Development Broad development required5 Development 2 Major development required 3 1 4 1[
Risk (1978) i 6 4 or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3 
2 X 2
6 Operability I 1 1 13 3
Factor o 0 h ComI/x Snpe
Reliability -. 5 X Maintainability -
8
6 inimal amount of crew time
F 4 H 2X HTvMediu m 214 87 Crew Time Medium 2 4 82 High
Factor 
Max. Min.
Crew Time _
3 1;8 1.5
22..
2
1.
8 System L X 1-
Compatibility 0 o o
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight 15 X Power a ]X Volume I i I
7 (Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR = Numer hartsed
= Number of Charts Used
| 84.2 1 Sum
8 r
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD - or STUDY 1-
( 9) (>9) 
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Sum
I1
FAIRCHILD HILLERf
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 6- 3-
Title COMws6lJ0A-Iow ea RkLS
CoLLeC.-rOL . S J D D rGw.
CoMP AC-TOL
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0. 4..
S
U
Id
O
xX~r
'
Dt
U3
100 1 00.
1
0 Factor
1 Gravitational 3 4 
Factor
0 Ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G
FaCtrew 6 ~ . -Excellent
= ' ~ oor
Acceptability o
Factor o 50 100%
Crew Acceptability
w 6 _,,~ , i Excellent
3 Safety FGoo 2 i6 d 1
Factor o0 Poor (hazardous)
0 oo100%
Safety
4 Crew Size 0 1 4
Acceptability
Factor ICrew Number Crew Number -
68 _ Available or current state-of-the-art
S e development required
5 Development 4 Broad development required5 D e velpment 2 Major development required 3 II 2
Risk (1978) 1 6 4 2 or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
~~~~~~3 3
6 Operability , 1
Factor o 0
wgh Com ple I
Reliability I X Maintainability -
8
6 .- --- Minimal amount of crew time
5 4 / ___ LOW 2
.__-,.Medium7 Crew Time , 2 edium 2 4 8
Factor o H
Max. Min. 
Crew Time
3 18 1.5
8 System 4 1 *.
Compatibility o 0 I
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight I IX Power -X Volume I
. _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Sum
I
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION:
1 Z I(Mult x Factor)
Number of Charts Used
I f.--]
Sum
II 1
DISCARD J3 or STUDYo-r
( ! 9) ( > 9)
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FAIRCHIILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVI810N
Concept No. 6 .3 '. (a
Title W A IJ CARLIR q C G
Foa 'TFL ,SPO.T ors
PE 5.' S
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put I in this column; if not used. put in 0.
b
l100 0 Factor
1 Gravitational 8 
Station G Station G -
8
2 Crew Fair 4 3 4-4 2.
Acceptability 0 2Pr
Factor 0 50 100%
Crew Acceptability8 I
C 6 Excellent
3 Safety 4 Fairod 2 8
Factor PoL or (hazardous)
I 10 0 100 1I -
4 Crew Size > 7
Acceptability ,
Factor o o o% Factor Crew Number Crew Number 
8
vailable or current state-of-the-art
me development required
5 Development 2 Bajord development required 3 8 1 4
Risk (1978) 6or not feasible
3 3
-Fair 2 I 4' e,
6 Operability 1 1 1 9 9
Factor c p o
eia bi Coi eIe
eliability a3 X Maintainability 3 
8
6 _-Minimal amount of crew time
4z / I Low 
7 Crew Time 2 1 -High2 4
Factor o
Max. Min.
Crew Time I 
k2 1.21
8 System 1 . 4 1. 32.4
Compatibility w Hih o 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight aE X Power IE X Volume I
6_Operability____ x_1___
Factor o o~~
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
(Mult x Factor)
Number of Charts Used
Ilo . 4- 
I s I -
Sum
I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD F or STUDY[F
( 9) ( > 9)
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2
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. P. *. 7
Title LA4^VA L MOVEMItET
OF OD6tis T"LU'ANSIPOT1d
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
5)b
0.
S
I s
I 8
u
b
S1
O Factor
1 Gravitational 3 6 24
Factor .S
0 g l
Station G Station G
b _- __--Excellent
Good
2 Crew F4 jair 3 6 1S
Acceptability Poo
Factor o 50 100% I
Crew Acceptability
. b ~~6 ZExcellent
3 Safety 4 GooFair 2 6 ( 
Factor 0X 2 l t '--- Poor (hazardoua) 
Safety
4 Crew Size 11S
Acceptability I 
Fac~t~or W Crew Number Crew Number 
Available or current state-of-the-art
5 Development 8 2 4tia jBoam development required 3 16 
Risk (1978) or not feaaible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity 
b 3 3
6 Operability I 1 1 138 3 8
Factor o o
w Ngh Compe ple
Reliability 2.5 XMaintainability - -
8
6 4 - -nminimal amount of crew time
S 4 /17, L"ow
7 Crew Time 2/ Cedium 2 4H 8
Factor ih
Max. Min. 
Crew Time i
3 1.- -.-
8 System s 1 j 1 Z6L ' 4 1 17.
Compatibility o o
Factor High Low High Low Figh Low 
Weight I X Power e X Volume 
. _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
i(Mult x Factor)FINAL SELECTION FACTOR Number of Carts Used: Number of Charts Used
Sum
* Sum
L' I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD I or STUDYvF'
( <c 9) ( > 9)
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I
FAIRCHILD MILLEAR
REPUSLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 6('. 8
Title U A't@WATtC tOVCf EIgT
of DB ba\s ERAS ^ $P~aTt
1 Gravitational
Factor
4 Crew Size
Acceptability
Factor
5 Development
Risk
Factor
6 Operability
Factor
7 Crew Time
Factor
8- System
Compatibility
Factor
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
Reliability I I X MaintainabilityL I
6 [ --- xMinimal amount of crew time
2 /1t~eMedium
2 7 High
Max. Min.
Crew Time
29
High Low High Loe
Weight j X Power 
F j(Mult x Factor)Fl NAL SELECTION FACTOR :11.1) = Number of Charts Used
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD [ or STUDYD-
x
X1
I 9 ( P .ISu m1 I 69 I a~~ Sum
AR I· _ ]
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. -. 3. 9
Title AUTOMIAT IC DEB) IS
e-&LL.aL .sksaUDtam Id2, Pou. |t
~Ds~P~S F. R,
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put I in this column; if not used, put in 0.
100% 10 0 0 actor -
1 Gravitational 8 l 3 1 5 S
Factor ~ , o
Station G Station G
8
6 __771171. .---Excellent
6 f ~ Good ]
2 Crew 4 F aIl e r 3 § ;.-+
Acceptability Poor .
Factor o 50 1 oo% I 
Crew Acceptability
o 6 Z,~ s IExcellent
3 Safety 4 G212 4
Factor 0 Poor (hazardous)
0 100% 1.
Safety
a 100 -- 100
Acceptability a7
Factor 0o1 -Crew Number Crew Number
8_Available or current state-of-the-art
S 6 ~ DSome development required
5 Development N4 Broad development required
~~~~~~5 Development ~ 2 - Major development required 3 2
Risk (1978) 64 or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity i
~~~~~~3 3
2 X 2
6 Operability 1 S ,1 i _
Factor c 
LowH gh Com tpe
Reliabllity miZ X Maintainability L-
8
61 " - ,- Minimal amount of crew time
4 1 -Low
7 ~~~Crew Time -. 4 hTt Medium 2 S 7 CrewTime 2 High
Factor o i
Max. Min. ±
Crew Time
3 -1.-
2 . 1.2.
System s 4 1 
Compatibility n o 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight I.5 X Power-EEWX Volume 
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION:
L(Mult x Factor)
Number of Charts Used
IB---I
1 65.1 S|m
T 8 .
Sum
I
DISCARD 71 or STUDY--
( s; 91 ( > 9)
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 6. 3. 10
Title HIAIJD- WIA$MtbI
Il4 CGALLEY
SELECTION RATIONALE
S bti: Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
ea 100% 1001 O Factor
1 Gravitational 1 S F3to
Factor
· Ig o Ig 1
Station G Station G
6 ___----Excellent
2 Crew 4 2F ar 3 8 4
Acceptability 2 Poor
Factor o so 100% I
Crew Acceptability 1
6e ,, Excellent
3 Safety 'Fair 6 1 2, FairFactor " Poor (hazardous)
0 100% I 
Safety
.. , oo 1
4 Crew Size 1 8
Acceptability 2
Factor ] 1 Crew Number Crew Number 
8 Available or current state-of-the-art ]
Some development required
5 Development B 4 Broad development required
r5 Development P 2 ajor development required 3 t 
Risk (1978) _ or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I 1
$, or Complexity
9 3 /: 3
6 Operability 11 I 
Factor o oILxw High Compex Sple
Reliability X x Maintainability = +
8 
6 -..--- inimal amount of crew time
o 4[_._L.--Melum
7 Crew Time 2 _Medium 2 6 IZ
Factor o i
Max. Min.
Crew Time
2 1..
8 System s L •X 4 .
Compatibility " o o
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight |1 5 X Power =]X Volume .I 
(Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR e Number of Charts Used
9 4.2 |. Sum
' . .
I s T
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD J .or STUDYr1
( 9) (>9)
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I
Sum
I
i
I
FAIRCHILD HILLE£
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 6. 3. II
Title CO e81 4A'r'Oa iAJ-LY/
SINK FI Loa 1A64o0 AJo UT6STL
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
0
a2 I
*I 
,100 5 1oo 0 Factor
1 Gravitational 8 . 3 4 
Factor 
0 Ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G ]
------ xcellent
2 Crew Fair 3 4 
Acceptability Poor
Factor o 50 100% 1
Crew Acceptability
6afety 6 Excellent
3 Saf4ety 4-_ Good3 FaFair
Factor Poor (hazardous)
Safety 1 
a 100 o 100
4 Crew Size 1 I
Acceptability
,Factor Crew Number Crew Number J £
Available or current state-of--the-art _
6 Some development required
4 
- Broad development required5 Development ~ 2 - Major development required 3 6 8
Risk (1978) I6 4 2 or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
3
6 Operability 1 1 1
Factor o o
Low gh Comex mpie
Reliability m x Maintainability I -
8
61 _ M'"Mi nimal amount of crew time
S 4. / _ Low
7 Crew Time Medium 2 2 2 --- -,-----High
Factor 0 2 High
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 18 1.5
8 System s1 x 1 
Compatibility o o 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight =5 X Power=ZX Volume m 
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION:
.(Mult x Factor)
- Number of Charts Used
DISCARD [- or STUDY 1( 'g 9) ( > 9) I
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIArION DoV8s10N
Concept No. 6-.3. 12.
Title 'AD LiAq % aC' OS
1REuUA oL.E UTLi JE(tLs
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
J *' Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
i.A
a
WC
S
I'
2
0 Factor
Gravitational 3 -(6
Factor Eg
Station G Station G
8 - -
2 Crew 4Fair 3 3
Acceptability Poor 
Factor 0 50 100% .
Crew Acceptability
8g6~~ ~Excellent
3 Safety 2 148
Factor Poor (hazardous)
0 100% I 
Safety
a he,& 1900 0
4 Crew Size j 55 
Acceptability ;
Factor 12 2 0 0JtCrew Number Crew Number
8
' " ~6 .- Available or current state-of-the-art
6 Some development required
4 Broad development required5 Development P 2 ; M ajo r development required 3 ~ 24
Risk (1978) :l or not feasible I 24
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
~~3 3~~~~
12 I2
6 Operability 1 1 1 9
Factor o o
Low Hgh Complex S i mple
Reliability j- X Maintainability ,
8
S 6 ------ inimal amount of crew time
4 __ Low 2
..- Medium7 Crew Time o 2 edium gh 2 o o
Factor o _
Max. Min.
Crew Time i
3 1'8 1.,
Compatibility o, o
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight = X Power IX Volume 7 L. . _ _~~~I_ 
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
(Mult x Factor)
J Number of Charts Used
~tl (ut atr
9. 4-. Sum
8 1' I
INTER IM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD -1 or STUDY F1
( a 9) ( > 9)
MA* 13G 6f~ C5A R To DQY UT-IVV L. 1&f I&A1 UhDD C6aTWbJ Co0PeLL,1%s6
CoUocrtoaaSJ TrSCIF°m C RUeT^aJ FOA O rODY, OVRPfO\ttJG, 6QbC.T'o0) RATr&,OJALO Sortg
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FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIArTION DIVISION
Concept No. 6.3. 13
Title COMPSIWATIOk
AUToDMA-TsC. DSIMWAJA-U
Dkvy FL.
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
a0 I
VI
I.s
0.a
9
MW
5j' 1005 r 100 O Factor
Gravitationallty
Factor 100%
Station G Station O I 1
2 Crew 4 Fair2 __o 3 J +Acceptability 0
Factor o so 1o0%
Crew Acceptability
6 . Excellent
3 Safety Good 7 2 - , Far 2 7Factor 0 '1 -- Poor (hazardous)
0 100%
Safety
a 100 100
4 Crew Size8 o
Acceptability
Factor JCrew Number Crew Number JL
8
6Available or current state-of-the-art
o Some development required5 Development 4 Broad development required5 Development 2 - Major development required 3 - 2 .
Risk (1978) I64: or not feasible
Factor Development Time, I 1
$, or Complexity
~~~~~3 3
6 Operability ' x 1 ! 1
Factor o0
Low H Co ple
Reliability jI X Maintainability | -
I
6 - inim a l amount of crew time
7 Crew Time Med ium 2 t22 High
Factor o gh 
Max. Min. j 
Crew Time
3 L-8 .5
8 System ,1 X 
Compatibility o o o
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weight |1-5 I X Powerl- X- Volume ' I _
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
(Mult x Factor)
= Number of Charts Used
Sum
-7.4
8 ,
-S
Sum
I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD E or STUDY ( !;9) ( > 9)
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oFAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. G. 3. 1 4
Title DIS Pfl sR .R Fol
S I PoA ILig G ^AL L
Ut2 t. - *t ~,, t ~ar S
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.i ** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0. a.a0.I0 
S. 
a
H
**
. m ~1009 ~ 0@ 10091 ~O Factor 
1 Gravitational 3 
Factor o.
a 0 Ig o Ig £
Station G Station G
2 Crew /ai 318ai
Acceptability Poor I
Factor o 50 100l% 
Crew Acceptability
Saft, 6 6= Z Excellent
3 Safety i -Good 2 | aoo2actor -- FairFactor o0 ' Poor (hazardous)
0 100% 
Safety
l 1009*-e , 1009 
4 Crew Size 1 8
Acceptability O
Factor2 0Crew Number Crew Number
8
Available or current state-of-the-art6 6 Some development required
4 Broad development required5 Development a 2 ~.M ajor development required 3 i6 4
Risk (1978) {642) or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
~3~~~ ~3
6 Operability 1 1 1 9 9
Factor 0 0Lw Hi Com plex Siple
Relisbility m X Maintainability [L I
s6 68 - -Minimal amount of crew time
s 4 .. LowFactor s..4 --,~Medium 2 1 o o tCrew Time -2 Hib
8 System 64 12T 7 _
Compatibility Hig o H w i Lw
Factor High Low High Low Hgh ow 
Weight .5 X Power E X Volume 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
I (Mult x Factor)
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR I = Number of Charts Used
Sum
115.8 a ' Sum
I -1 -J]
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD - or STU-DYI[
( 9 9) ( > 9)
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FAIRCHILD LLER
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. 6 .3. Is
Title 'D &PfENlJS R FoSR
RGo&sA MLE iA LLEY
U'TI-ITY WJIPeS
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation. then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used. put in 0.
1 0 0 100 7 09 O Factor
1 Gravitational 3
Factor u
0 o -Ig 0 Ig
Station G Station G .
2 ~ PoorAcceptability o .
A
"x
31 e8 4
Factor o 50 100% 1
Crew Acceptability
6 _ ' -- '-' Excellent
3 Safety Good 2 8 1
~. ~2 - ~Fair 2 B 
Factor 0, Poor (hazardous)
0 100%
Safety ±
4 Crew Size o 11
Acceptability A 
~~~~~~~~~6125Factor 0 5 tFactor Crew Number Crew Number
Available or current state-of-the-art
DeveSopment 6 7 BSome development required
6
'
4 4o mBroad development required
Dev 2 _e-Lo e P.2Major development required 3 2 4
Risk (197?8) ~ 6 4 : or not feasible
Factor Development Time, J .
$, or Complexity
3' 3 I
2 X 2
6 Operability 1 1 p 1 13 3
Factor 0 o
Low Rgh Coxm ple
Reliability oXmp e=  Maintainability= - _
6 - -"'"Minimai amount of crew time
41 /_ . Low
7 Crew Time u Medium 2 o o o2 ,-.- zjHighFactor 0 x.- in
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 - -
Compatibility jj' jj oI 
Factor High Low High Low High Low
Weit X Power iX Volume . I I
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION:
1 _ T7 (Mult x Factor)
= Number of Charts Used
DISCARD -- or STUDY -
(s;9) (>9)
131.4 
_ | 1 ]
Sum I
_ Sum
. ~~~~~~~~~~I
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FAIRCHILD HILLEFt
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION
Concept No. C. 3 . 1
Title SToWIAC& OF
CLEASWi.C, EdUIPM6gJT
1 Gravitational
Factor
SELECTION RATIONALE
Select appropriate curve representation, then use corresponding factor.
* Estimate shape of curve and use the corresponding section number
into which the curve falls.
** Chart use: If chart is used, put 1 in this column; if not used, put in 0.
0 Factor
8 O u l g
Station G Station G 
llent
elient
r (hazardous)
I.
i
4
6
2 1 6
I
I
3
3
11
12.
IS
12
i1
.
t.
4 Crew Size 1 8
Acceptability U
Factor 1 Crew Number Crew Number 
8
Available or current state-of-the-art
s 6 -Some development required
5 Development 4 - Broad development required
~5 Devlopen 22 -Maor development required 3 1 4
Risk (1978) 8 6 4 _ or not feasible
Factor Development Time,
$, or Complexity
2 X 2
6 Operability 1 1 I .3 &.3
Factor o o
A .w Righ Comple l
Reliability 2.5 X Maintainability[ 
8
b 6 ---- Min imal amount of crew time
7 Crew Time ,e 2 o o
~ 2 High
Factor o 
Max. Min.
Crew Time
3 1.2 1-
8 System s 'X .6 
Compatibility 20 V v. 4 O(,4.
Factor High Low High Low High Low 
Weight X Power I8 X Volume L I
FINAL SELECTION FACTOR
-L(Mult x Factor)
5 Number of Charts Used
Sum
I94.7
7.-
Sum
I
INTERIM STUDY SELECTION: DISCARD a or STUDYF( 's 9) ( > 9) 71
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FUNCTIONAL SUBSYSTEM AREA 7.0
PROVIDE FOR RECORDING OF FOOD
FAIRCHILD HILLER
REPUBLIC AVIArTION DIVISI0N
No selection rationale sheets were prepared for this functional subsystem area.
Requirements are presented in Final Report, Volume I, Section III, paragraph 7.0.
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